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The Question of Self-Reference in
Nicomachean Ethics, Book 6*

R i c h a r d F. H a s s i n g
Catholic University of America
hassing@cua.edu

The overarching theme of this article is the relation between philosophy and
politics in the classical tradition of Plato and Aristotle. Emblematic of that
tradition is Socrates’s claim in the Republic that “unless…political power and
philosophy coincide…there is no rest from ills for the cities, my dear Glaucon, nor I think for human kind” (473d).1 Of special relevance, as well, is
Socrates’s assertion, also in the Republic, about the relation between the political regime and human character type: “Do you suppose that the regimes arise
‘from an oak or rocks’ and not from the dispositions [ek tōn ēthōn] of the
men in the cities, which, tipping the scale as it were, draw the rest along with
them?” (544d–e). In what way does Aristotle comport with this understanding of philosophy, politics, and character? Let me say at the outset that there
is a straightforward answer to this question, which, although partial, covers a
case of great importance. Tyranny is probably the greatest malady of human
kind.2 Tyrants everywhere and always seek to destroy moral virtue, especially
courage, intellectual virtue, and trust among subjects. Aristotle’s Ethics seeks
* This paper was originally given as a lecture at Catholic University, November 2003. With gratitude
I acknowledge the work of Ronna Burger and seminal discussion with Robert Sokolowski. I have
benefited from conversations with Charles Fairbanks, the late Steven Schlesinger, Abram Shulsky,
Richard Velkley, and Kevin White. The defects in my account are, of course, due to me.
Plato, The Republic of Plato, trans. Allan Bloom (New York: Basic Books, 1968). All Republic citations are to this edition.
1

“Just as it is a most excellent thing for someone to use power well in ruling others, so also it is evil
in the highest degree to use it badly.” Thomas Aquinas, ST I-II, q. 2, art. 4, ad 2, in Saint Thomas Aquinas Treatise on Happiness, trans. John A. Oesterle (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press,
1983), 20.
2
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to cultivate moral virtue, intellectual virtue, and true friendship, bonded by
unbreakable trust. Where these dispositions tip the scale, as Socrates puts it,
that society will be resistant to tyranny. Aristotle’s Ethics can thus be seen as
an antityrannic device. I return to this point in my conclusion.
The following analysis of Nicomachean Ethics, Book 6, is divided into
five parts:
1. Happiness, Good, Soul, Virtues
2. The Problem of Self-Reference
3. Aristotle’s Political Intention
4. Perfect Virtues
5. Two Concluding Questions
1. Happiness, Good, Soul, Virtues
Book 6 of Aristotle’s Ethics is about the intellectual virtues. It is prepared by
Aristotle’s opening inquiry, in NE 1.7, into happiness and the human good
or human work, famously defined as the activity, being-at-work, energeia,
of soul in accordance with virtue (1098a7–20). But soul is divided—as is
commonly accepted—into a reasoning part and an appetitive part (1098a4,
1102a26–1103a4); thus “virtue as well is divided in accordance with the same
distinction [between thinking and appetition], for we speak of virtues as pertaining either to thinking or to character” (1103a4).3 Character refers to the
way we have come to have our emotions and appetites, thus the way we have
come to be disposed toward, and act in the face of, the pleasures and pains
to which we are subject as animate, rational individuals in political community. Our dispositions give rise to our characteristic patterns of choices.
We make choices for the attainment of ends or goods whose appearance to us
is a function of our disposition (1113a31, 1114b23–25, 1115b21, 1144a33–36,
1176b27).4 To choose well, we must be rightly disposed toward pleasures and
Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, trans. Joe Sachs (Newburyport, MA: Focus, 2002), hereafter NE. All
quotations, with minor modifications, are from this edition.
3

My appreciation of this owes much to Robert Sokolowski. Aristotle’s phenomenology of ethical
disposition is among the most valuable parts of the NE. It is especially important in a modern egalitarian democracy. Relevant texts are: 1104b16, 1105a8, 1105b27, 1106b17–25, 1107a5, 2.8, 1108b19,
1109a24 (the virtuous mean is in both actions and passions); 1105b19 (three in the soul: passions
[pathē], predispositions [dunameis], dispositions [hexeis]); 1106a1 (being angry simply vs. being angry
in a certain way); 1106a1–2 (we are not praised or blamed for our passions and predispositions, but for
our virtues and vices); 1107a11 (malice, shamelessness, envy are base in themselves, thus blameworthy
4
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pains, in order to be free of extremes of passion that distort perception and
judgment. We must be disposed in the mean between excess and deficiency
of passion such that action is correspondingly appropriate to the particular situation. The mean in action is delimited, determined, or bounded, not
by instinct—as it is in the lower animals—but through practical wisdom,
prudence (phronēsis): “There is some boundary [horos] delimiting the mean
conditions that we say are between excess and deficiency, [a boundary] in
accord with right reason” (1138b23–25). Thus, “moral virtue is a disposition
concerning choice, consisting in a mean [in passion and action]…as would be
determined [bounded, delimited; hōrismenon] by the person with phronēsis”
(1106b36–07a1). Phronēsis—an intellectual virtue—is, thus, contained
within the definition of moral virtue, which is contained in turn within the
definition of the human good. Indeed, “what is determinate [hōrismenon]
belongs to the nature of the good” (1170a22). Therefore, without phronēsis
the human being would be indeterminate, boundless, unlimited, in its passions and actions, unlike any other being in nature. Accordingly, phronēsis is
the central intellectual virtue of Book 6. It is right reason, attaining truth in
action (1139a27, 1144b26–28).
But to define phronēsis adequately we must distinguish it from, and relate
it to, the other truth-attaining capacities. And this requires a further division of soul, given in NE 6.1. There, the reasoning part of the soul is divided
by Aristotle into, first, the scientific or speculative part, which can know
invariable principles and what follows from them (in mathematics, physics,
metaphysics), and, second, the deliberative part, which deals with things that
are variable because they are determined by us through our choices. The
excellence of the scientific part of the soul is the virtue of wisdom (sophia),
consisting of intellectual intuition of first principles (nous) and step-by-step
demonstration (epistēmē) of truths about the necessary, eternal, highest,
[1109a20–30] always, thus always voluntary); 1110a17 (in voluntary conduct, the source of motion is
internal to the agent); 1111a23–25, 1111b2–3 (thus acting from anger or desire is voluntary); 1111b14
(the morally weak person acts voluntarily but not by choice); 1108b19–24 (ethical disposition and
moral perception, the apparent good but truly bad: the coward sees the courageous as rash); 1113a20–
b2 (to a specific disposition specific things seem beautiful, or noble, and pleasant); 1115b21 (end [telos],
activity [energeia], disposition [hexis] line up: to the courageous, courage is a noble thing); 1114b23
(we are partly responsible for our own characters and apparent goods); 1114b30–15a5 (our actions
and characters are voluntary, but not in the same way). Our actions (discrete, at a given time) and
dispositions (continuous, abide over time) are voluntary, but in different ways: our dispositions come
into being from childhood by a process of incremental “addition” that is not known in particular but
which involves the laws and customs (good or bad) of the political community. Whereas prudence is
related directly to the mean in action (it is the prudence of the agent handling the situation rightly),
the mean in passion is formed or “shaped” indirectly by the prudence of many, including the agent but
also (importantly for Aristotle) lawmakers (NE 10.9 1181b13–16).

6
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divine, and thus suprahuman, things. The excellences of the deliberative
part of the soul are, by contrast, productive craft (technē) and phronēsis. The
elaboration of the five intellectual virtues, epistēmē, technē, phronēsis, nous,
sophia (NE 6.3 1139b16)—but especially phronēsis—is the substance of Book
6 of Aristotle’s Ethics. Near the conclusion of Book 6, in the penultimate
chapter (12), we finally have the complete scheme of Aristotle’s definition of
happiness and the human good in their relation to the soul and the corresponding virtues. This virtuous work of Aristotle’s own intellect can be easily
diagrammed, based on NE 6.12 1144a5–8:
according to teleion virtue:
(1100a5, 1102a5, 1144a7)

reasoning part

Happiness is the
energeia of soul
(1098a7, 14, 17)

scientific: studies things whose
principles are invariable

sophia: nous & epistēmē of the
highest things (1141a19, b1)

deliberative: studies variable things
determined by us through our
choices; we are the principle
(1139a27–b7)

phronēsis (directs technē):
ensures the right means

appetitive part: unreasoning but can listen to reason

to ends rightly
desired through
moral virtues: ensure the right
ends (1144a6–9, 45a4–6)

2. The Problem of Self-Reference
Certain features of this scheme are distinctive, even provocative. Reason
exerts no force over against unruly passions. Because of the perfect disposition of the appetites, there are no unruly passions here. Wisdom plays no
discernible role in disposing the appetites to the right ends in action. Indeed,
according to Aristotle, “wisdom does not contemplate the means by which
a human being will be happy, since it is in no way directed to coming into
being; phronēsis does this” (1143b19–21).5 Speculative reason, it seems, has no
appetite or desire of its own simply to understand. Consistent with this, the
sophos, the wise man, has the enjoyment of wisdom possessed, complete wisdom, rather than the desire for wisdom not yet possessed, which animates
the philosophos, the philosopher.

“Wisdom produces happiness, since by being part of complete virtue, it makes someone happy by
being possessed and being at work [tōi energein]” (1144a5–6). Since phronēsis is concerned with the
coming into being of happiness, it must—in spite of the account in NE 6.12—have some relation to
wisdom. This is discussed in the following three notes.
5
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The virtues in this scheme are called by Aristotle “complete” or “perfect,”
teleion. As we will see (in part 4), following a comment by Aquinas on the
meaning of the term “perfect” or “complete,” the intellectual virtues here are
something like Platonic ideal forms. The ideal character of wisdom, sophia,
is easiest to see: it combines the certainty of mathematics with the dignity
of the highest object of metaphysics. One could thus wonder where in this
scheme Aristotle’s biological works, including De anima, might be placed.
In general, it would be worthwhile (but require a longer inquiry) to compare
the description of wisdom in NE 6 with that given in Metaphysics 1.2.6 A
quick comparison of the two texts yields the following points of contrast. In
Meta. 1.2 wisdom is called the science we are seeking (982a5). The wise man
“knows that for the sake of which each thing must be done; and this is the
good of each thing, and in general the best in the whole of nature” (982a10).
Thus, according to Meta. 1.2 the wisdom we seek but do not yet possess
would be architectonic and, as such, it would include the human practical
good. But it knows all things in terms of universals (kinds, species, reasons),
not in terms of particulars or individually (982a10), which presumably would
be the domain of phronēsis. Thus Meta. 1.2 leaves open the possibility of a
conjunction between the search for wisdom, or philosophy, and phronēsis.
In particular, Meta. 1.2 does not seem to exclude the domain of coming
into being from the consideration of either wisdom or philosophy (compare
1143b20). Meta. 6.1 defines the subject matter of metaphysics as “being qua
being,” or common being, rather than exclusively the first or highest being. In
NE 6 (also 10.7 1177b32–78a2), complete wisdom is restricted to the highest
(and nonhuman) things and is not presented as architectonic. It thus excludes
even universal aspects of the human practical good (“that for the sake of
which each thing must be done”), and leaves phronēsis alone and autonomous
in its own practical sphere such that in the Nicomachean Ethics, wisdom and
prudence could have no overlapping subject matter, whereas in the Metaphysics they could.7 That Aristotle exaggerates—in accordance with his political
It would be hard to find a more beautiful introduction to the theoretical philosophy of Aristotle
than Meta. 1.2, on wisdom, the science we are seeking. It is knowledge sought and acquired freely, for
its own sake. Most relevant for present purposes (specifically part 5: what is noble?), it is about causes
the knowledge of which enables one to teach (982a30).
6

That wisdom precisely as described in NE 6.7 is difficult to find in any of Aristotle’s theoretical
works is noted by J. O. Urmson, Aristotle’s Ethics (Oxford: Blackwell, 1988), 80, 124. See also John
Goyette, “The Nature of the Theoretical Life according to Aristotle: Wisdom, Politics and Philosophy” (PhD diss., Catholic University of America, 1998), 1–17, 46–50. Other interpreters, however,
emphasize points of similarity between the accounts of wisdom in the Nicomachean Ethics and the
Metaphysics. See, for example, H. H. Joachim, Aristotle, The “Nicomachean Ethics”: A Commentary,
ed. D. A. Rees (Oxford: Clarendon, 1951), 200–215, 291–96; C. D. C. Reeve, Practices of Reason: Aristotle’s “Nicomachean Ethics” (Oxford: Clarendon, 1992), 141–44; Pierre Defourny, “Contemplation in
7
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intention—the separation between wisdom and prudence in NE 6 is a major
theme in the following.
The separation of wisdom and prudence is also central to Ronna Burger’s
Aristotle’s Dialogue with Socrates: On the “Nicomachean Ethics.”8 Essential
points of the book are summarized (and I think somewhat modified) in her
important lecture “Socratic Philosophy in Aristotle’s Ethics.”9 Burger emphasizes that, in fact, Aristotelian phronēsis has a double function: in addition to
matching means to ends rightly desired by moral virtue (as shown in the NE
6.12 diagram) it also ministers to wisdom. This is not shown in the diagram
but is clear from the six-term proportion, discussed in part 5, below, with
which NE 6 concludes (in chapter 13): as medicine is to health (“sees how
it may come about”), and political art is to the gods (“it gives orders about
everything in the city”), so phronēsis is to sophia (6.13 1145a7–12). Thus, it
cannot finally be that wisdom and prudence have no overlapping subject
matter such that phronēsis is simply autonomous in its own practical sphere.
Since the ultimate end (telos) of moral virtue is repeatedly said by Aristotle to
be the noble (to kalon: 1115b12–13, 1119b16–17, 1120a23–25, 1122b6–7), it follows that phronēsis serves two ends: the noble as seen by moral virtue, and the
promotion and protection of wisdom in the polis. “How [Burger asks], is the
harnessing of phronēsis to ethical virtue compatible with its subordination
to sophia? Can both these roles be fulfilled together?”10 It seems to me that
Burger is open to two answers to this central question (central to our understanding of the NE as a whole): (1) Phronēsis cannot serve both ends, and
Aristotle is in fact a radical Socratic reducing virtue to knowledge and “denying any role to character, practice, or strength of will. [This] thesis suggests a
radical overturning of morality as ordinarily understood; whether it captures
the true Socratic understanding of human excellence is another question.”11
On this account, the only candidate for the noble is the not very noble “rational calculation of one’s self-interest”12 and Aristotle pretends otherwise for
Aristotle’s Ethics,” in Articles on Aristotle, ed. J. Barnes, M. Schofield, and R. Sorabji, vol. 2 (New York:
St. Martin’s, 1978), 109. That wisdom and philosophy are concerned with the ultimate and eternal
principles of the universe is common to all Aristotelian accounts.
Ronna Burger, Aristotle’s Dialogue with Socrates: On the “Nicomachean Ethics” (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 2008).
8

Ronna Burger, “Socratic Philosophy in Aristotle’s Ethics,” American University Political Theory
Institute, November 30, 2012.
9

10

Burger, Aristotle’s Dialogue, 111; also “Socratic Philosophy,” 7.

11

Burger, “Socratic Philosophy,” 5; see also 6, lines 1–2.

12

Ibid., 11.
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reasons of self-protection in the wake of the execution of Socrates. (2) “What
if Socratic philosophy were unintelligible without recognizing the beautiful
[noble], in some form, as its aim? If that were so, by delaying [in NE 2–6] the
Socratic reduction of the virtues to phronēsis, Aristotle would not only save,
at least provisionally, the phenomena of ethical virtue: he would save Socratic
philosophy, one might say, from itself”13—that is, from its corrosive dissolution (whether seriously intended or ironic) of ordinary morality. On this
(second) account, Aristotle exaggerates the separation of theory and practice
in the scheme of happiness (NE 6.12) for reasons of both self-protection and
protection of the city, as explained in part 3. Can phronēsis serve the two
ends, the noble and wisdom? I propose that it can, based on an indeterminacy
that runs through Aristotle’s account of moral virtue: he says (above) moral
virtue is for the sake of the noble but never says what he believes the noble is.
Of course, philosophy, but I would say more broadly (and based on study of
the Ethics and Politics) teaching and learning, and all the things necessary for
it, first and foremost, defense. This is discussed in part 5, below.
For my present purpose, however, most noteworthy about NE 6 and
its scheme of happiness and the human good in chapter 12 is that Aristotle
is failing the test of self-reference. That is, if we refer Aristotle’s scheme to
itself, we do not get consistency. What I mean is this: the intellectual virtues presented here are said to attain truth (1139a27–30, b12–13). But doesn’t
Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, this very book, attain some truth? So where
is Aristotle’s own intellectual activity of writing the Ethics to be found in
the account of intellectual (truth-attaining) virtues in Book 6?14 Elsewhere
in the Ethics (NE 1.2 and 10.9), Aristotle describes his Ethics as politikē tis
(1.2 1094b12; also 7.11 1152b1–4) and philosophia peri ta anthrōpina (10.9
1181b15): “a certain politics” or “in a certain way political,” and “philosophy
of the human things.” But the terms “philosophy” and “political philosophy”
do not appear in NE 6.
Stated most concisely, the test of self-reference consists in this question: Of
which of the five intellectual virtues is this scheme (of happiness and good in
terms of soul and virtues) itself a product? It cannot be a product of sophia—
consisting of nous and epistēmē of the highest things (1141a20)—unless man,
13

Ibid.

“Aristotle’s final speeches on happiness [in NE 10.7 but in accord with NE 6.12] present an exhaustive and exclusive dichotomy between theoretical and practical activity that has no place for the
political philosophy that is the deed of the Ethics.” Rather, the deed of the Ethics exemplifies friends
philosophizing together (1172a5). “This is the activity that marks Aristotle as a Socratic political philosopher [who passes the test of self-reference].” Burger, “Socratic Philosophy,” 15.
14
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or some part of man, is the necessary and eternal, highest being. But Aristotle explicitly rejects this, both here in the NE (1141a22, 1141b1) and in his
theoretical works, which contain famous arguments for the First Unmoved
Mover, the First Intellect.15
Is the scheme a product of a more general epistēmē or science, one that is
demonstrative, like mathematics, and not merely probable, but not restricted
in its application to the highest beings? It seems not, because the derivation
of the scheme involves an instance of supposition or conception (hupolēpsis),
specifically, the hupolēpsis that epistēmē in the precise sense is of the necessary and eternal (1139b19–25). Since hupolēpsis is subject to error (1139b17) it
is not demonstrative, but merely probable.
As noted above, the five intellectual virtues are perfect (teleion) and thus,
as we shall see, error free. The fact that they are embedded in a scheme that
results in part from a cognitive capacity, hupolēpsis, that is imperfect and
subject to error is peculiar and calls for explanation, which is attempted in
part 5. For now, let us complete our examination of the question whether the
scheme of happiness and good in terms of soul and virtues is itself a product
of one or more of the five intellectual virtues. So far, we have reviewed and
rejected sophia (nous and epistēmē of the highest things) and a possible generalized sense of epistēmē.
Is the scheme then a product of Aristotle’s technē? Not in the normal
sense of technē and as Aristotle defines it in NE 6.4. In order for it to be a
product of technē, we would have to say either that definitions (and specifically this definition of happiness and good) are artifacts, or that there is a
moral technē—a productive craft that can reliably produce humans who
make good choices and are happy, and that Aristotle’s definitional scheme
is the blueprint for the reliable production of virtuous human beings. Such
a moral technē is something greatly to be wished for by every parent, but is,
obviously, not available. So the scheme of happiness and human good seems
not to be a product of technē.
“For it is absurd for anyone to believe that politikē or phronēsis is the most serious kind of knowledge
if man is not the highest thing in the cosmos.…For there are also other things that are much more
divine in their nature than man, such as, most visibly, the things of which the cosmos is composed”
(NE 6.7 1141a21–22, 1142b1–2). See also Phys. 2.4 196a34, Meta. 6.1 1026a18–24, 12.8 1074a31, on the
divinity of the celestial bodies, and Phys. 8 and Meta. 12 on Unmoved Mover and First Intellect. But
can the existence of God be proved with the apodictic (mathematical) certainty of nous and epistēmē as
presented in NE 6? See Parts of Animals 1.5 644b22–45a26, in which Aristotle says that knowledge of
the astronomical lacks the certainty of biological knowledge; also De caelo 1.2 269b13–17, which seems
to say that the divinity of the celestial bodies is a matter of trust (pistis) not epistēmē.
15
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Is it, finally, a work of Aristotle’s phronēsis? This might offer the best
avenue of approach to the problem of self-reference in NE 6, namely, that
Aristotle’s own activity in writing the Ethics is a sort of phronēsis, although
not simply as defined in Ethics 6.5 and subsequent chapters, wherein it is
restricted in its application to action or doing (praxis: 1140b5–8) in the particular circumstances of life, and would thus not apply to Aristotle’s thinking
in developing this definition of happiness and human good. We return to the
notion of a generalized phronēsis in part 5, below.
Where do we now stand on the problem of self-reference in NE 6, and
where are we going? Aristotle appears to be failing the test of self-reference,
and yet that is impossible. Aristotle cannot fail the test of self-reference, for
he is one of its major founders (Meta. 4.3–4). There must be a resolution.
Aristotle’s characterization of his own approach in the Ethics as politikē tis
(1094b12), “politics of a sort,” or “in a certain way political,” provides a key.
Another key is the complete, perfect, ideal character of the virtues in NE
6. But the relation between these two keys—Aristotle’s political intention,
on one hand, and the ideal form of the virtues, on the other—is an open
question. Let us begin with the first of these two keys to the solution of the
problem of self-reference in NE 6: What does Aristotle mean by politikē tis?
3. Aristotle’s Political Intention
Consider the following texts from NE 1.9, 1.13, and 2.1:
The highest good is the end of politikē.…It takes the greatest pains to
produce [poieitai] citizens of a certain sort, namely, ones that are good
and inclined to perform noble actions. (1.9 1099b31–33)
We assert that happiness is activity of soul. Now if this is so, it is clear
that the statesman [or political practitioner: politikos] needs to know
in some way [eidenai pōs] the things that concern the soul.…[He]
must study it for the sake of the political and to the extent sufficient
for what is sought, for to be more precise than that is perhaps more
laborious than needed for the things proposed. (1.13 1102a17–27)
We acquire the virtues by first being at work in them, just as…people
become, say, housebuilders by building houses or harpists by playing
the harp. So, too, we become just by doing things that are just, moderate by doing things that are moderate, and courageous by doing things
that are courageous. What happens in cities gives evidence of this, for
lawmakers make the citizens good by habituating them [tous politas
ethizontes poiousin agathous], and since this is the intention of every
lawmaker, those that do not do it well are failures, and one regime

12
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differs from another in this respect as a good one from a worthless
one. (2.1 1103a31–b7)

We see that Aristotle’s account is “in a certain way political” in that it aims
to support the training or habituation of citizens to the performance of noble
(just, moderate, courageous) actions as directed by the laws. This sheds light
on a fact that might otherwise seem odd, namely, that of the eleven or so
Aristotelian moral virtues, four are without commonly accepted names, so
that Aristotle has to make up names for them.16 Robert Licht points out that,
lacking names, these virtues could not be objects of legislation or stable customs, and, thus, by giving them names Aristotle enables their cultivation by
law and custom.17 It is striking that among these previously nameless virtues
is gentleness or moderation with respect to anger (NE 4.5).
In sum: Aristotle’s political intention means that, at least in part, the
NE is aimed (1094a1) at disposing its audience, that is, at “shaping” emotion
and moral perception, in favor of decent politics and, ultimately, philosophy
(1180a35). This intention is consistent with a crucial assertion on ethical disposition, apparent good, and the voluntary in NE 3.5: “we ourselves are in
a certain way jointly responsible for our dispositions” (tōn hexeōn sunaitioi
pōs autoi esmen) (1114b23). Joint responsibility means responsibility shared
between the individual agent and other sources, which could include family
and friends, community and traditions, founders and laws, and political philosophy—involving perhaps “the highest sort of cause” (1099b24)—including
Aristotle’s own Nicomachean Ethics.
But how does this requirement (to dispose human beings to decent politics and to philosophy) determine or delimit what the statesman is to know
about the soul? The doctrine to be given by Aristotle to the statesman will
be less than fully precise (1102a26), perhaps like an operating rule of thumb:
reliable in practice, like rules of carpentry, but not as adequate or precise as
the theoretical truths of geometry (1098a26–35).
To get a sense of what Aristotle might have in mind, consider these lines
from On the Motion of Animals:
Whatever we do without calculating [mē logisamenoi], we do quickly.
For whenever [one is] actually using sense perception or imagination
or thought towards the end, he does at once what he desires. For the
16

Gentleness, friendliness, truthfulness, wittiness (NE 4.5–8).

Robert M. Licht, “The Teachings of Nature and Soul in Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics” (PhD diss.,
Pennsylvania State University, 1975), 179.
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activity of desire [energeia tēs orexeōs] takes the place of questioning
or thinking [ant’ erōtēseōs ē noēseōs].…We should consider the organization of an animal to resemble that of a city well-governed by laws.
For once order is established in a city, there is no need of a separate
monarch to preside over each thing to be done; each does his own
task as assigned, and one thing follows another because of habit [dia
to ethos]. In animals this same thing happens because of nature…
each part of them, since they are so ordered, is naturally disposed to
do its own work [ergon]. There is then no need of soul in each part.
(701a28–32, 703a29–36)18

Ideally, there would be no need of soul in the individual citizens, because the
whole community would act like one whole animal, each part of which performs its proper function automatically. But this is utopian. A community of
human beings cannot possess the organic unity of a single animal—because
a human being is itself a single animal.19 The next best thing is a kind of optimal training. In the optimally trained citizen, there would unavoidably be a
soul, but a soul as possessing only motivational power. The reflective, questioning power of human soul would get in the way of prompt execution—by
questioning or thinking over the rightness or necessity of the action that has
been ordered, especially in the face of danger. Of course, the motivational
part of the soul must be able to listen to orders given by the laws, or by leaders
(1102b30–33, 1103a3, 1119b13) who do the practical thinking that issues in
commands, which are then carried out straightaway.
A. War
Can we find a modern example of the high demand on action that Aristotle
subserves according to his premodern political intention—an example from
large liberal societies with individual freedom? Yes: combat military units
undergo rigorous training to enable soldiers to perform their proper functions without thinking, because in combat, facing violent death, very few
people can think.
Since war was a pervasive condition of the ancient world, we can understand Aristotle’s political intention and its stringent demand for prompt and
unquestioning action by free citizens. Of course, we must keep in mind the
question, for what should the polis go to war—for conquest and domination
or for defense, and in defense of what? We consider this in part 5, below. In
Aristotle, De Motu Animalium, trans. Martha C. Nussbaum (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1978), 40–43, 52–53.
18

19

Meta. 7.13 1039a4–7.
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any case, war makes it hard to reconcile the happiness of the individual with
the common good—as Aristotle wishes to do (1.2 1094b8; 9.8 1169a19–28)—
because it just is not pleasant to die in battle.
B. Socrates
There is another background factor, besides war, relevant to the meaning of
Aristotle’s political intention in the Ethics, namely, Socrates and the fate of
Socrates. He was a great thinker and questioner. In the Symposium, Socrates
famously says he knows nothing but ta erōtika, the erotic things, matters of
love (177e1). But the main thing he does, throughout the dialogues of Plato, is
ask questions. Terence Marshall points out that, if we change the first Greek
letter, epsilon, of the word erōtika to eta, we have ta ērōtika, which sounds
like, the questions (ta ērōtēka, the things asked).20 And Marshall suggests that
Plato is punning, as he often does, so that Socrates’s famous, risqué remark
in the Symposium is a double entendre: Socrates longs like a lover for the
possession of the beloved, namely, wisdom, but has not yet possessed it. His
lack or incompleteness consists in knowing nothing but the questions; that
is, he lacks final or fully complete and fully certain answers to the most fundamental questions. This would certainly fit Socrates’s lifetime performance
and his frequent claims to knowledge of ignorance.
A further element of historical background, also presented in the
Symposium, is Socrates’s failure to moderate Alcibiades—a dangerous demagogue—by turning him to philosophy and away from his addiction to the
adulation of the many (215d–216c). Alcibiades instigated the Athenians to
undertake the disastrous Sicilian expedition of 415 BC, which was opposed
by Socrates, and which contributed to the eventual defeat of Athens in the
Peloponnesian War (431–404 BC). Socrates’s long yet ultimately ineffective
relationship with Alcibiades likely contributed to the bad reputation that
Socrates got in the eyes of many Athenians, culminating in his execution.21
Socrates’s experience with Alcibiades was perhaps paralleled by Aristotle’s brief contact with the young Alexander the Great. According to Carnes
Lord, “unsatisfactory as the evidence is, it seems relatively clear that…neither
[Aristotle nor Philip] succeeded in educating or taming the strong-willed
20

Terence Marshall, private communication.

See Benardete’s discussion of this in Plato’s “Symposium,” trans. Seth Benardete with commentaries
by Allan Bloom and Seth Benardete (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001), 179–99. See also
Benardete’s remarkable conclusion to his On Plato’s “Symposium” (Munich: Siemens Foundation,
1993), 95: “Socrates came that close to saving Athens.”
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and altogether extraordinary Alexander.”22 Did Aristotle learn something
from these episodes about the impediments to cooperation between political
power and philosophy?23
It is plausible that, in light of experience, Aristotle turned away from the
Socratic attempt to educate or “seduce” (in the case of Socrates with Alcibiades) the extraordinary but potentially tyrannic individual to philosophy,
and turned instead toward the cultivation of a political class that could be
spoudaios—morally serious.24 This would be the class of “gentlemen,” in
the common English parlance.25 For now, the two most relevant points, are,
first, the morally serious are not attracted to demagoguery, debauchery, or
self-deification, and, second, in the NE, the term spoudaios is the hallmark
of nonphilosophic virtue.26 In view of the latter, therefore, in his rhetorical
address, Aristotle will not show the “messy details” of philosophy, the uncertain, questioning or aporetic aspect of what he does,27 because this aspect
(and it is an aspect, not the whole of philosophy) is inappropriate to his
audience—future political practitioners, who as such must often make lifeand-death decisions with little time for sustained, disinterested, profoundly
22

Carnes Lord, Aristotle: The Politics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984), 8.

Plato, Republic 473d, cited on the opening page of this essay. And what about Plato? For an important
essay (with references to the literature) on Plato’s accounts of philosophy and politics, and his own
unsuccessful experience in Sicily involving Dionysius II, see V. Bradley Lewis, “The Seventh Letter and
the Unity of Plato’s Political Philosophy,” Southern Journal of Philosophy 38, no. 2 (2000): 231–50.
23

The term spoudaios appears over fifty times in Aristotle’s NE and refers to persons and to activities.
It is variously translated as “excellent” (Irwin, Lord), “good” (Ross, Rackham, Ostwald), “serious,” “of
serious worth” (Sachs). As applied to persons it might be taken to mean simply “virtuous.” But Aristotle does not coin the term aretikos, perhaps owing to the ambiguity in the meaning of virtue, namely,
(1) excellence in a specialized function, e.g., naval warfare versus land warfare, and (2) moral goodness that could be common to the many different specialists. Politics 3.4 famously considers the virtue
of the good man (anēr agathos) and the good citizen (politēs spoudaios). Although ruler and ruled can
each be spoudaios, their virtue differs according to their differing functions in the polis, phronēsis, for
example, belonging only to the ruler (1277a5–16). Perhaps the most important text in the NE on the
spoudaios is 3.4 1113a30–34: “For the spoudaios judges each [class of things] rightly, and in each, the
true [instance] appears to him. For in accordance with each [type of] disposition, specific things are
noble and pleasant, and the spoudaios is distinguished most of all, perhaps, by seeing what is truly so
in each class of things, being like a standard and measure of the noble and pleasant.” It is safe to say
that Alcibiades and Dionysius II were not spoudaioi.
24

See Leo Strauss, “On Aristotle’s Politics,” in The City and Man (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1964), 25–28.
25

26

See NE 9.8 1169a19–25; compare 1.7 1098a20 and 10.7 1177b25–27.

A canonical example: “And in fact the thing that has been sought both in ancient times and now,
and always, and is always perplexing [kai aei aporoumenon], ‘what is being?’ is just this: what is
substance?” Meta. 7.1 1028b2–4. Topics 1.11 describes dialectical problems, i.e., problems that are not
decidable by demonstrative reason, including the eternity of the universe, “for into questions of that
kind too it is possible to inquire” (104b17).
27
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detailed analysis. Accordingly, the morally serious statesmen need a certain
limited awareness of soul; as Aristotle says, they “must study [the soul] for
the sake of the political and [only] to the extent sufficient for what is sought”
(1102a24–26).
What is sought (for the most part) in the Nicomachean Ethics is ethical character-formation in citizens and rulers, and resulting capacity for
public-spirited, virtuous action. What is not sought, and will not be taught
concerning the soul, is a philosophical, thus arresting, awareness that, as
Aristotle says in his theoretical work On Soul (De anima), “altogether in every
way the soul is one of the most difficult things to get any assurance about”
(402a11). Indeed, could we remove from the Ethics Aristotle’s simplified,
practical-rule-of-thumb account of the two-part soul, and replace it with the
more theoretical, complex and difficult account of soul given in De anima?
Could we still derive the neat division of the virtues into intellectual and
moral, which follows immediately from the two-part soul, and culminates in
the distinctive scheme of happiness and human good, as shown above?28 We
must leave this as another question, along with the question of war, and now
the question of Aristotle’s distinctive, post-Socratic approach to the classical
problem of philosophy in relation to politics (Rep. 473b).
Unfortunately, we have gotten ahead of ourselves. We have not yet
addressed the important question whether Aristotle’s political intention and
resulting limited presentation of subject matter extend all the way through
Book 6 to the culminating scheme of happiness, good, and virtues in NE 6.12.
Aristotle’s restriction to the political clearly enough applies to the accounts of
the moral virtues in NE 2 through NE 5. But perhaps the intellectual virtues
of NE 6 fall outside of this restriction, so that NE 6 is a genuinely theoretical account for the sake of, and sufficient for, the truth simply. Of course,
the problem of self-reference would then be acute. To decide this question,
consider what Aristotle says in NE 2.2:
Some texts relevant to this question are: De anima 1.5 411a27–b12, on the difficulty of understanding the soul—itself a principle of unity—as divided into parts; 3.9 432a22–b8, on different ways of
dividing the soul, on the status of sense perception and, especially, of imagination in relation to
those divisions, and on the omnipresence of desire (orexis) throughout the soul. At NE 1102a29–32,
Aristotle asks whether the soul has parts outside of parts, like a body, or whether the parts of the
soul might be as inseparable as the convex and concave sides of a curve (is the relation of desire and
thinking at 1139b5–6 not like this?). He says it is not important for present purposes to answer this
question. See Thomas Aquinas, Commentary on Aristotle’s “Nicomachean Ethics,” trans. C. I. Litzinger
(Notre Dame, IN: Dumb Ox Books, 1993), nn. 229–30, and Joe Sachs, Aristotle Nicomachean Ethics
(Newburyport, MA: Focus, 2002), 101–2, nn. 140–41. Whereas imagination is extensively discussed in
De anima, it rarely appears in the NE.
28
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Our present business is not for the sake of theory…for we are investigating not in order that we might know what virtue is, but in order
that we might become good, since otherwise there would be no benefit
from it.…Now the phrase “acting in accordance with right reason” is
commonly accepted, and let it be set down—there will be a discussion
of it later [in NE 6] both what right reason is [phronēsis is right reason:
1144b28] and how it is related to the other virtues. (2.2 1103b26–36)

This text makes clear that Aristotle’s restriction to the requirements of
political practice does extend through NE 6, at least through NE 6.12. The
final, 13th chapter of Book 6, with its discussion of cunning (deinotēs) and
intellect (nous), may contain a wider account, and, as is often noted, Aristotle
announces a new beginning in NE 7. At this point, however, we do have a
firm conclusion: NE 6 is not simply a theoretical account for the sake of, and
sufficient for, the whole truth about our truth-attaining capacities.29 And so
the test of self-reference cannot be applied to Aristotle’s own writing of NE
6, because Book 6 does not claim to be comprehensive, that is, it does not fall
under the range of its own claim. This result is sufficient to exonerate Aristotle of the grave charge of failing the test of self-reference. Now, however,
we have the question of what exactly to make of NE 6. Its presentation of the
intellectual virtues is tailored to the requirements of excellent performance
in and by the polis. This has to do with the way statesmen (legislators, rulers,
commanders) are to understand their own high and indispensable activity,
their politikē, the highest form of phronēsis. And it has to do with how these
statesmen are to see that unusual and (historically speaking) often suspect
minority involved in philosophical life.30 For, clearly, the relation of phronēsis
to sophia is a central theme of NE 6. Let us turn to the presentation of the
intellectual virtues, specifically, to what I called the second key to the problem of self-reference, namely, the perfect, complete, ideal form of the virtues.
After that, I will review and attempt to answer two outstanding questions.

This result is foreshadowed by Aristotle’s use of the specifying adjective praktikē at 1098a4. What
about theōrētikē life? Again, NE 1.7 1098a26–33 seems relevant.
29

Socrates was accused of, and executed for, impiety and corrupting the youth. In NE 6.7, the examples used by Aristotle to introduce wisdom (sophia) are Anaxagoras and Thales (1141b4ff). According
to Aquinas, “men see these philosophers [as] ignorant of things useful to themselves, but admit that
they know…truths that are wonderful [but useless].…Thales and Anaxagoras are especially censured
on this point.…And Anaxagoras…taking no interest in civic affairs…was consequently blamed for
his negligence” (In NE, nn. 1191–92). Aristotle’s use of Anaxagoras and Thales as examples accords
with the separation of wisdom and prudence (note 7, above); the example of Socrates would not.
30
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4. Perfect Virtues
Four times in NE 1, Aristotle links happiness or the human good, not simply
to virtue, but to perfect or complete, teleion, virtue:
The human good comes to be disclosed [ginetai] as the activity of soul
according to virtue, and if the virtues are many, according to the best
and most perfect [aristēn kai teleiotatēn]. (1.7 1098a17)
[Happiness], as we said, requires both complete virtue [dei…aretēs
teleias] and a complete lifetime. (1.9 1100a5)
What then prevents our calling happy the person who is at work in
accordance with complete virtue [kat’ aretēn teleian energounta], and
is adequately furnished with external goods? (1.10 1101a15)
Happiness is a certain activity of soul according to perfect (or complete) virtue (hē eudaimonia psychēs energeia tis kat’ aretēn teleian].
(1.13 1102a5)

How are we to understand this term, teleion, complete or perfect? Specifically, how does it bear on the intellectual virtues? Here I follow Aquinas. In
his commentary on NE 6 (n. 1143), Aquinas remarks that “falsehood…is the
evil of the intellect just as truth is the good of the intellect. But it is contrary to
the nature of virtue to be the principle of an evil act.” According to Aquinas,
then, intellectual capacities or habits that sometimes yield truth but other
times happen to express falsehood cannot be included among the intellectual
virtues, properly and strictly so called. I take this to be the sense of the term
teleion as it applies to the five intellectual virtues presented in NE 6. This
interpretation accords well with Aristotle’s own language. He introduces the
five—technē, epistēmē, phronēsis, sophia, nous—in NE 6.3 by bounding them
off from supposition or conception (hupolēpsis) and opinion (doxa), in which
he says it is possible to err, to go wrong, to falsify something (1139b17). This
implies that the five intellectual virtues are error free, they never go wrong.
Aristotle says this explicitly in NE 6.6 on nous: “if those capacities by which
we disclose truth and are never in error…are epistēmē, phronēsis, sophia, and
nous” (1141a4), then, he concludes, nous is of the first principles. So epistēmē,
phronēsis, sophia, and nous are never in error; they are perfect or ideal forms.
Note that technē is absent from this list of error-free virtues. This is because
experimentation, or trial and error, is necessarily part of technē, such that,
in the words of Heidegger, “it is precisely on the basis of [the possibility of
failure] that technē is teleiōtera [completed or perfected].”31
31

Martin Heidegger, Plato’s “Sophist,” trans. Richard Rojcewicz and André Schuwer (Bloomington:
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Finally, among the meanings of the word teleion listed by Aristotle in
Metaphysics 5.16, we find the following:
Complete, perfect [teleion]…means that which has nothing of its
kind exceeding it in excellence [virtue: aretē]…as someone is called
the complete (perfect) doctor or the complete (perfect) flutist when
they lack nothing of the excellence (virtue) proper to their kinds.
(1021b13–18)32

Thus, the perfect doctor never fails to diagnose correctly and cure the disease. This is the sense of “perfect” or “complete” picked out by Aquinas.
We conclude that the five intellectual virtues are something like Platonic
ideal forms. They are not exactly the same thing, since in Plato there is, for
example, no ideal form of technē, nor of epistēmē. In their perfection, however, Aristotle’s intellectual virtues are paradigms or governing models, each
in its own domain of truth, to which we can look, although they are never
fully instantiated in human life. It follows that, since philosophy, or imperfect, incomplete wisdom, sometimes falls short, sometimes goes wrong (as
Aristotle notoriously did concerning inanimate local motion) or has to settle
for knowledge of ignorance (unsolved problems), philosophy will not appear
among these perfect intellectual virtues. And this is the clearest reason why
Aristotle does not fail the test of self-reference in NE 6.
5. Two Concluding Questions
Let us finally attempt to answer two principal questions raised by the preceding
account.
First, what is the relation between the two keys to the resolution of the
self-reference problem in NE 6, namely, (1) Aristotle’s political intention, and
(2) the ideal forms of the intellectual virtues? Specifically, why should optimal
training for good performance by statesman and citizens—say, for actions
that are courageous yet moderate with respect to anger—require idealized
forms of the intellectual virtues, like nous, epistēmē, technē?
Second, given that military capability is a requirement of political life,
for what should the polis go to war—for domination or for defense, and in
defense of what?

Indiana University Press, 1997), 38.
32

Aristotle, Metaphysics, trans. Joe Sachs (Santa Fe, NM: Green Lion, 1999), 98.
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First question: Why should Aristotle’s political intention to affect “the
dispositions of the men in the cities” (Rep. 544e) for the sake of decent political practice require idealized forms of the intellectual virtues? Note that there
are only two intellectual virtues that really matter: sophia and phronēsis. The
other three are included within, or subsumed under, these two. Nous and
epistēmē are constitutive parts of sophia, providing it with logico-deductive
perfection, thus the certainty of mathematics. But, unlike mathematics, the
objects of sophia are the highest, eternal, and most honorable; thus, as noted,
the perfection or ideal character of sophia is easy to see. Technē is the perfection of production, but as such it is always morally neutral to the use of the
product. Technē must, therefore, always be subject to phronēsis. Thus, we are
left with sophia and phronēsis as the central, ideal virtues of NE 6. On the
ideal character or perfection of phronēsis, a few brief remarks must suffice.
Phronēsis is complex. It has four parts: (1) deliberative excellence, (2)
understanding, (3) a type of nondiscursive moral perception also called nous
by Aristotle, and (4) a sense of the truly just in particular cases in contrast
to the universality of the legal (6.8–11 1142a24–1143b6). Furthermore, as is
evident from 6.13 1144b31–33, not to mention the definition of moral virtue
itself (2.6 1106b36–1107a2), in its perfection phronēsis is inseparable from
the moral virtues; neither can be without the other. And so the perfection
of phronēsis takes up the bulk of Book 6. But we may not need to get into
the perfection of phronēsis in order to answer our question (on the relation
between political intention and ideal forms). It may suffice just to look at the
relation between phronēsis and sophia, as succinctly presented by Aristotle at
the conclusion of NE 6. There, at the end of chapter 13, he sets out a six-term
proportion (1145a7–12):
Phronēsis is to sophia as medical art is to health, as politikē is to the
gods.

Clearly medical art issues orders for the sake of health, and, in the ancient
city, rulers order religious practices in view of the gods to engender habits
of piety. Similarly, according to this analogy, rulers will also order the city
with a view to wisdom—to engender or protect those who possess or seek
it. Statesmen are thus to understand their own practical activity as (among
many other things) for the sake of a theoretical activity that, although not
their own, they will respect and care about from without, because Aristotle’s
idealized presentation makes it appear admirable to them. As Strauss puts
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it, “The gentleman is by nature able to be affected by philosophy; Aristotle’s
political science is an attempt to actualize this potentiality.”33
But men of action—think of high-spirited military commanders or
political men and women of great ambition for whom honor is a supreme
value34—are not likely to understand philosophy “from within,” that is, as its
few practitioners (e.g., Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, their followers) understand
it. To begin with, they do not take pleasure in it, and thus do not adequately
discern its contents.35 As Aristotle says, “those who are at work with pleasure discern each sort of thing better and are more precise about it,” while
“pleasures from different sources are impediments to activities” (1175a32,
b32). Above all, leading men of action do not have the leisure (1177b7–13)
for sustained, detailed inquiry, especially concerning problems of physics,
metaphysics, and their possible moral-political implications.
On this account, Aristotle’s political intention idealizes philosophy and
phronēsis (or politikē) for the mutual benefit of both philosophy and the polis.
The polis is to be made safe for philosophy, but thereby it is also to be moderated, made less warlike, made safe from the ambition of extraordinary but
dangerous men like Alcibiades and Alexander.36
33

Leo Strauss, The City and Man (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964), 25–29, here 28.

“Nothing seems to be more desirable to men than honor, for men suffer the loss of all other things
rather than suffer any loss of honor.” Thomas, ST I–II, q. 2, art. 3, in Treatise on Happiness, 17. “And,
for the support of this declaration, with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we
mutually pledge to each other our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor.” The Declaration of Independence. “In the years between 1798 and the Civil War, two-thirds as many American naval officers
were to die in duels as in all of the country’s sea fights.” James Tertius De Kay, A Rage for Glory: The
Life of Commodore Stephen Decatur, USN (New York: Free Press, 2004), 31.
34

What about me? Since I have made the test of self-reference central to my argument, it behooves
me to submit to it myself. Am I a man of action, or a philosopher, and what are my corresponding
pleasures, pains, discernments, and limitations? I am obviously not a man of action. But I admire
the skill and courage of those who truly are. Nor am I a philosopher (it requires extraordinary intelligence; there just are not that many in human history). I am a lover of philosophy—a philophilospher.
I study with pleasure the philosophers’ accounts of many things, for example, Aristotle on disposition,
pleasure, and perception. But my pleasure is not unlimited; the practical side of me (such as it is) gets
impatient and a little irritated with endless perplexity. So, do I understand philosophy from within?
In view of my own reaction, I must say only partially, not fully. But this is useful because it helps me
understand that it would make sense for Aristotle to employ different modes of discourse for the different dispositions of his readers.
35

As the dialogues of Plato show, Socrates directly confronted dangerous men (Alcibiades, Callicles,
Meno), in hopes of attracting them to something even better than political power, namely, ta ērōt[ē]ka,
the erotic pursuit and enjoyment of the greatest questions, questions about the human good and the
ultimate principles of the universe. But these men did not, and could not, get it. Theirs was not the eros
of metaphysics, but libido dominandi. Accordingly, Aristotle abandoned the attempt to educate men
of this type. (And so it is no accident that eros as metaphor for philosophy, or as animating the incomplete pursuit of wisdom, is conspicuously absent from Aristotle’s Ethics. It does occur in Aristotle,
36
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In the Posterior Analytics, discussing two species within the genus of magnanimity, Aristotle says that Alcibiades, Achilles, and Ajax were magnanimous
in the sense that they would not submit to being dishonored, and so, when
insulted, Alcibiades chose war (97b18–20). And this brings us to our second
question, on war, the fate of Socrates, and Aristotle’s post-Socratic approach.
Second question: For what should the polis go to war? For its own preservation against external attack, of course. But for the sake of what should it
ultimately preserve itself? For what is most admirable, of most serious worth,
most noble. What is that? It is not what leading men and many poleis in
Aristotle’s time believed, namely, domination. To see this, consider Politics
7.2. There, Aristotle lists nine well-known cities or tribes whose laws “look
to one thing…domination” (1324b3–22). In fundamental contrast, Aristotle
teaches that what is of most serious worth is sophia and, by implication, the
human life devoted to its pursuit. More broadly stated, I believe that, for
Aristotle, the noble is teaching and learning, and all the things necessary for
that, which accordingly have a share in the noble.37 Again, consider Politics
7.2: the life of mastery and domination, even tyranny, which is praised by
many, is contraposed to theoretical life. Although Aristotle does not say so
explicitly, the implication is that, without a protected place for philosophy,
or teaching and learning in the polis, the political community will turn to
mastery, domination, even tyranny (1324a32, b4). In NE 10.7, Aristotle says
that “the activity [energeia] of the intellect appears to excel in seriousness
[spoudēi]” (1177b19), and is more choiceworthy even than the active life,
which attains to nobility and greatness in politics and war. Accompanying this high affirmation is the following stark warning: “no one chooses to
make war for the sake of making war…anyone would seem to be completely
bloodthirsty if he were to make friends into enemies so that battles and killings might come about” (1177b9–11). It is striking that both NE 10.7 and

twice: Parts of Animals 644b22ff., and Metaphysics 1072b4.) Thus we have the following contrast: in
Plato’s Socratic dialogues, philosophy is erotic, incomplete (like a lover), and intrusively concerned
with the moral-political sphere. In Aristotle’s NE, philosophy appears as nonerotic, complete, and
separated from phronēsis.
“We must remember that Plato was not such a fool [as] to ignore the fact that the existence of
philosophy on earth depends absolutely on the polis and thus on what kind of polis it is. Plato certainly knew that the philosopher owes a duty of loyalty to the polis. Philosophy depends on the polis.
Everyone can see this today if he compares the Western world with Soviet Russia. But there is a certain
deeper problem which must not be blurred by this almost matter of course moral obligation. There
is something in philosophy which can never be understood in terms of that moral obligation” (Leo
Strauss, Republic Seminar 1957, 134). The nobility of moral virtue is conditional on the regime. This is
as it should be and is no surprise.
37
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Politics 7.2 contain roughly the same juxtaposition of these alternative ways
of life: learning and domination.
To conclude: The twofold purpose of Aristotle’s approach in the NE is to
help make the city safe for philosophy and, reciprocally, to benefit the city
by moderating the most dangerous tendencies of political life.38 Accordingly,
his own intellectual activity in preparing this program of study for political practitioners would then be a higher-order form of phronēsis or political
philosophy. It would be the source of that definition of happiness and human
good that we diagrammed, but it would not appear in the diagram.39 This
completes my attempt to resolve the question of self-reference in NE 6.

The two most dangerous tendencies are tyranny and faction. What is problematic and disturbing
for us today, of which Aristotle could not know, is that the rise of the colossal tyrannies of the twentieth century had something to do with philosophy, with the thought of Marx, Nietzsche, Heidegger,
in relation to ideologies that proclaimed the absolute and murderous primacy of human will and the
radical transformation of the world though violent action. Thus, in light of the history of philosophy
and politics, we must say today that the regime that is safe from tyranny is the one that is safe for
the Socratic type and resulting tradition of philosophy. This has something to do with the classical
conception that man is not the highest being, and thus that there are limits on the actions, passions,
and will of a dangerously unlimited being. The large literature on twentieth-century totalitarianism
explicates this theme.
38

That Aristotle’s writing of the Ethics is a type of prudence, although not the same as the one
described in NE 6, is noted by Godfrey of Fontaines, Quodlibet XIV, in Les philosophes belges, vol. 5,
pt. 2, ed. Jean Hoffmans (Louvain: L’Institut supérieur de philosophie, 1935), 332–33.
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Harry Jaffa’s Bridge to Nowhere

Glenn Ellmers, The Soul of Politics: Harry V. Jaffa and the Fight for America.
New York: Encounter Books, 394 pp., $31.99.
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We may rightfully speculate about what would have become of Plato, Aristotle, or Xenophon if Socrates had left copious writings of his own. In that
speculation we behold the fate of those who write about Leo Strauss and
Harry Jaffa. Either they must subside into the background of their subjects’
contemplations or they must aspire to precedence above their subjects. Glenn
Ellmers’s account of Harry Jaffa’s “teaching” illustrates well the conundrum
and elicits our strongest sympathies. To avoid the fate of Ion (thus merely
retelling what Jaffa told), he must explain and consequently problematize
what Jaffa taught. In problematizing Jaffa’s teaching, however, it is necessary
to fill in the gaps, so to speak, and thus to advance beyond Jaffa. Such a fate
is qualified, if qualifiable, only by the reflection that there must surely be a
need to respond to many who preceded Ellmers and still more immediately
illustrate the conundrum. In that case, we might say that surely it is well to
“set the record straight.” In most of the cases that Ellmers relates, however,
Jaffa himself lived long enough to do his own record straightening.
A wonderful example of this occurred in 2014 when Jaffa’s colleague and
former student Edward Erler gathered a score of Jaffa’s former students in a
two-day seminar with the then aged professor (95) at Claremont McKenna
College to ply him with questions about what he had taught. On this occasion
© 2022 Interpretation, Inc.
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Jaffa confronted persistent questioning on two themes. First, had his views
changed between the publication of Crisis of the House Divided and the publication of A New Birth of Freedom. He was provided opportunity to state how
his teaching(s) bore upon the concerns of politics and teaching in these times.
The seminar, accordingly, elicited Jaffa’s views on Jaffa’s teaching.
I would summarize the record of Jaffa’s statements in the following terms.
He discovered and taught that natural right retained a necessary and ineradicable place at the center of human politics. This was a discovery on account
of the appearance that natural right had been once for all discarded with the
advent of modern political philosophy. Leo Strauss had well demonstrated
the manner in which modern waves of political thought had prescinded
from ancient principles of transcendence with the result that natural right
had been discarded. While yet newly initiated in study with Strauss Jaffa
“happened upon” a copy of the Lincoln-Douglas debates and there beheld
a reenactment of the Socrates-Thrasymachus exchange in Plato’s Republic.
This chance discovery revealed that supervening history had not succeeded
in displacing resort to natural right, leaving open only the question whether
such resort possessed continuing vitality in the modern era. Because Lincoln
centered his argument on the form of natural right expressed in the language
of the Declaration of Independence, Jaffa focused on the Declaration as the
historical moment in which natural right resurfaced, while focusing on Lincoln as the avatar that breathed life into the form. What this discovery did
immediately was to raise the question whether politics in the modern era
remained invested with the potentiality for statesmanship informed by true
insight. Therefore, Jaffa centered his thinking and teaching on Statesmanship, and what he taught Leo Strauss (one of the questions posed to him) was
that politics remained open to those processes by which true reflection could
inform not only the conditions for philosophic inquiry but also the conditions of political excellence.
The importance of this discovery lay in the underlying argument Strauss
had made (and that Jaffa had accepted) that modern political philosophy was
“low but solid.” The importance of that observation derived from the distinct
meaning of the terms, “low” and “solid.” What was low in modern political
philosophy was the consummation of the desacralization of politics, epitomized in Thomas Hobbes’s declaration that “there is no summum bonum.”
While we typically regard that statement as refuting “metaphysical” claims,
it in fact points more specifically to the displacement of the divine from the
political. That is why Hobbes goes to great lengths in his Leviathan to create
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a civil version of the Decalogue. The atheism of Hobbes was founded on a
denial of God to accomplish the displacement of the divine. However, that
culmination of the process of desacralization of politics failed to engage the
historical realities that launched the process of displacement. For those realities originated in Rome, a story to which Jaffa frequently returned. In Jaffa’s
view, though, the fall of the empire initiated the process that ultimately produced the doctrine of the divine right of kings, which fostered the occasion
for complete displacement. It may be considered, however, that a still more
fundamental change was that Emperor Julian identified as the emergence of
an “atheist” and “Epicurean” Jesus, whose incorporation into the empire by
Constantine displaced the plural gods and thus already desacralized politics.
At all events, Julian’s war against the Christians, in the name of the empire,
failed insofar as the empire fell anyway with his line, while Christianity nevertheless grew as a religious empire. What Julian did accomplish, however,
was to render tenuous the exercise of civil authority by the popes. The emergence of the divine right of kings, therefore, already signified displacement,
God ruling through civil authority and not directly or through priests. When
Machiavelli blamed the fall of Rome on Christian feminization of the warrior spirit in Rome, he was right, though perhaps not fully understanding
what had transpired. Since it was the atheism of other-worldly monotheism
(as Julian saw it) that initiated desacralization, the developments of modern
political philosophy constituted rather fulfillment of Christianity than the
assumed rejection of Christianity.
Harry Jaffa placed great emphasis on the “religious wars” and the Whig
revolution in England, in which settlement the premises for modern reform
were laid. As a result, his acolytes have greatly stressed the “theological-political problem” as central to his teaching, as it was also for Strauss. But taking
the “theological-political problem” as a problem of political struggles misses
the point completely. The real theological-political problem is the problem
of sacralization versus desacralization. The struggles of churchmen and covenanters is a sideshow by comparison. For desacralization was the precedent
condition for the denial of natural right. In short, the theological-political
problem consists in identifying the appropriate terms of association between
the City of God and the City of Man.
Jaffa’s first sailing already appreciated this dimension of the issues at
stake, despite still looking at the founding itself as based on modern political
philosophy. That readily explains why his colleague Martin Diamond agreed
with him on the centrality of the Declaration and he agreed with Diamond
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on the leading features of the Constitution—again, “low but solid.” But Jaffa
correctly observed Lincoln’s resort to biblical, Shakespearean, and axiomatic
terms of reference as pointing beyond the assumed modern beginnings. As a
result, he entertained the possibility that Lincoln was rather re-founding than
simply perpetuating the original founding. This interpretation may reasonably have been called into question by Lincoln’s argument that temporizers
with and advocates for slavery were “blowing out the moral lights among
us.” For if there have been moral lights among us since the founding, then
the founding was not simply low but solid; it was moral. Yet this inference
did not support a sufficiently strong resort to natural right in the founding as
something that could reignite the “moral lights.”
What Jaffa derived from this consideration, however, was more than sufficient to justify the fullest elaboration of principles of statesmanship, requiring
attentive inquiry into the political deliberations that give opportunity for
the expression of practical wisdom. Jaffa, accordingly, applied the methods
of Strauss to the speeches and deeds of Lincoln and other participants in
the momentous political events, for the specific purpose of discovering an
articulate resort to natural right. More generally, he considered the study of
politics—of political deliberations—fit material for the pursuit of philosophic
inquiry. That was first and last the heart of what Jaffa taught.
This observation cannot be overemphasized. Those who imagine that
Jaffa taught “political conservatism” or any other such form of direct engagement profoundly misunderstand him. He participated in no organized
resistance or advocacy whatever. Apart from a not insignificant cameo
appearance in the 1964 Goldwater campaign, Jaffa did not engage in politics.
He often praised those who took righteous stands and berated those who
took outrageous stands, but his philippics were as much a part of his teaching
as his seminars. He engaged common opinion not from a deliberative but
from an evaluative perspective, mindful of contingencies and expediencies
but arguing from principles.
The Book
This background (lacking the development that a full account requires) provides
the foundation on which to assess Ellmers’s book. It is a good book. It undertakes
a dual work, however. It seeks to demonstrate the substances and implications of
Jaffa’s teaching and, at the same time, to provide an account of the emergence of
the Claremont Institute that has been associated with Jaffa’s name. A problem
arises from the fact that the account of the institute is founded on a myth that
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actually obscures rather than reveals Jaffa’s teaching. As a result, Jaffa’s teaching
becomes subordinated to the mission of the institute, which bears relation to
Jaffa’s teaching but is not expressive of that teaching.
The reason Ellmers gets these things out of order is that he lacks familiarity with the origins of the institute. He believes that a work that began in
1977 did not begin in fact until 1979, and that it had an autochthonous origin
in the musings of a small group of graduate students. Like any good myth,
there is an element of truth in this but only enough to conceal the deeper
truth. The institute was founded upon the initiative of a colleague of Jaffa’s (a
former student who had returned to teach in the Claremont Colleges). Jaffa
played no part in the founding and was not initially informed of it (though
was subsequently co-opted as its avatar). This relationship led to the misperception related by Ellmers that Jaffa’s teaching involved turning “theory into
practice,” whereas Jaffa’s teaching instead conveyed that the study of practice
yields principle—above all, natural right. This was reflected in the institute’s
mission, and the element of truth in the myth of the Claremont Institute is
that it would never have arisen at all had Harry Jaffa not taught.
The founding faculty member assembled a small team of senior graduate
students to pursue two related purposes, but only one of which was disclosed
to those students. The undisclosed purpose was to provide a pathway to professional careers at a time when academic prospects for these very talented
scholars were slim indeed. The purpose disclosed to them was summarized
in original incorporating documents as “to make available to the public,
through the community newspapers throughout the country and other publications, the results of research and study by scholars from all disciplines at
the nation’s universities and by other professionals, and thus to benefit both
Academia and the public.” The fuller explanation of that general purpose
was that the institute aimed to engender in deliberations on public matters
frequent and familiar resort to founding principles not as emblems of piety
but as means to analyze important public questions. However, it had been
designed early on to advance from that highly discrete undertaking to the
broader work of forming an “institute for the study of statesmanship and
political philosophy.” Thus, the purpose of the institute was to “illuminate
the nature of statesmanship…as revealed in the great works of political philosophy and political science and works bearing on the nature and scope of
the statesman’s tasks,” to “promote and cultivate the arts of the statesman
(public speaking, writing, debating),” and “to promote the teaching of statesmanship.” The study of statesmanship pointed not toward the development
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of a catechism (despite the mention of cultivating statesmanly arts) but rather
toward reopening the question of the best regime.
Here we may turn usefully to Jaffa’s teaching as Ellmers sees it and
inquire whether it comports with what we know of that teaching. It will be
no surprise that Ellmers identifies Lincoln and the Declaration as central to
Jaffa’s teaching. That reveals little, however, until we understand exactly what
led Jaffa to Lincoln (as mentioned above) and what he discovered once he
landed there. To illustrate the matter somewhat cryptically, Jaffa also landed
on Churchill as a model of wise statesmanship. Nevertheless, he at no time
ever suggested that Churchill was a founder. That suffices to establish that
there is an additional element in the Lincoln project that points beyond
statesmanship per se.
Ellmers fails to see this additional element because he misconstrues two
familiar observations/expressions by Jaffa. The first is the concept of “metaphysical freedom,” to which Ellmers adverts early and late in his book, albeit
without annotation. The second is the question, “What is God?” which Ellmers adduces as Jaffa’s ultimate invitation to philosophic inquiry.
I believe that Ellmers misunderstands both of these admittedly pregnant
and important Jaffa locutions. To take the second first, I cannot recall a single
time in the course of some twenty-five years ever hearing Jaffa pose the question “What is God?”1 What he did do with regularity was to pose the question,
quid sit deus? He did so deliberately, because the subjunctive mood is decisive to convey reason’s terminus, the point beyond which it can end only in
speculation. Ellmers seems to believe that Jaffa promised an eventual answer
to that question, which he neither did nor could do inasmuch as he accepted
the distinctions drawn between reason and revelation by Leo Strauss. Moreover, he had already signified as much in his earliest work, in which he cites to
Aquinas in the Summa contra Gentiles to sustain the Aristotelian argument
that reason can attain to the necessity of God (the human horizon) but not
beyond. The significance of this is that it precisely explains the full meaning of
Jaffa’s repeated invocation of the “miracle of the common noun” in refutation
of the positivist fallacy that human reason is constrained by particularity. Jaffa
makes this clear in A New Birth of Freedom, and in a way that also clarifies any
misperception of what he means by “metaphysical freedom.”
Cf. Jaffa’s discussion of “what is” questions in “The Case against Political Theory,” in Equality and
Liberty (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1965), 220–29, in which the question, “What is God?” is
never once raised.
1
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Since every common noun stands in the same relationship to every
possible particular that it may characterize, the idea expressed by the
common noun has no color, form, or size. It is perfectly immaterial,
and therefore is apprehended by the mind in abstraction from all sensible qualities. It is this freedom of the mind from matter, when it thinks
the universal, that constitutes the metaphysical freedom of the mind.
The mind can think in the human sense, only because it can abstract
or separate what is intelligible from what is sensible. The mind of man,
when it thinks, is emancipated from the matter about which it thinks.
It is the purely abstract character of every common noun that enables
the mind to think and to convey in language what it thinks. This is the
metaphysical freedom of the mind that underlies all the other freedoms that we, as the heirs of Thomas Jefferson, hold dear.…When the
Declaration asserts that all men are created equal, it is asserting what
is in one sense not merely a truth but a truism. All human beings are
equally human beings, in the same sense that all dogs are equally dogs,
and all chairs are equally chairs.2

We see in this formulation what might strictly be taken to be a misapplication of the term “metaphysical” by Jaffa. For the term means, if anything,
after or beyond phusis/nature understood as the matrix of things that are
in principle sensible. To be emancipated from matter, accordingly, is to be
nowhere. Ellmers, however, seems to conceive of “metaphysical freedom” as
the freedom to transcend matter. That would not be unreasonable, but as we
see above, generalizing or discovering the universal in matter is not the work
of transcendence; it is quintessentially rational.
Jaffa’s use of the term “metaphysical freedom” doubtless expands upon
his elaborate refutation of “value free” social science, in the essay “The Case
against Political Theory.”3 There he criticizes the value-free scientists’ pretense
to have escaped “metaphysical” explanation. Jaffa’s argument, accordingly,
is a rebuttal of the modern attempt at “metaphysical freedom” (a liberation
from metaphysics) and begins by reclaiming the power of human reason itself
and, importantly, within the horizon of human nature. The ability to reason
from particulars to universals is everything not only for the power it reveals
but also for the power it conceals. For if we follow Jaffa’s argument properly, we discover that plurality is fundamental in reasoning—the movement
from particulars to universals requires plurality. Accordingly, wherever, if
ever, there is singular particularity, reason reaches a limit, a horizon, beyond
Harry V. Jaffa, A New Birth of Freedom: Abraham Lincoln and the Coming of the Civil War (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 2004), 119–20 (emphasis added).
2

3

Jaffa, “Case against Political Theory,” 209ff.
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which it can no longer advance. It can discover the existence of the singular
particularity (even if only by miracle of self-disclosure), but it cannot conclude beyond the observation that it is. Metaphysical freedom, accordingly,
turns human attention not away from nature but toward nature.
I have elsewhere argued that what this points to most significantly is that
Crisis of the House Divided reveals above all the birth of freedom as a political
principle itself. Jaffa’s students profoundly misunderstand him if they take
his teaching as an instrument of liberation (called transcendence) from the
history and principles of the Constitution and the founding itself. Because he
shows so clearly how the American founding stands as a concrete instance of
addressing the question of the human good, the benefit we derive from his
work is the discovery that the study of our constitutional past is at the same
time the study of the universal claims of human nature in their truest representation. Moreover, from such principles it emerged clearly that the form or
structure of government was the secondary element of republicanism. With
the vision of a polity in which no adventitious titles would determine the
question of ruling, republicanism had emerged as more than a device to prosecute peace between warring classes. It was a way of life in which distinctions
of religious profession would lose fundamental political significance.
No human being can confidently deny that he has a superior in all
or some of the qualities that constitute humanity. Nor does anyone
believe that he has no inferior. But who will concede to his superior a
right to govern him without his consent? And who cannot see that to
deny his superior this right, he must deny the same right to himself?
Here is the equality that the Declaration meant to affirm.4

But consider the above in light of the correlative statement in Crisis:
All men are created equal, because those who are really superior are in
the decisive sense above humanity. For them to claim superior rights
would be absurd, because such a claim would imply an appetite for
those political goods for which they have no desire. “All men are created equal” remains the decisive political truth, because those who
might with justice deny it have no motive to deny it, while those who
do deny it can only do so because of an unjust motive.5

This is the claim made by Jaffa that transforms the discourse of natural
rights into the reality of natural right. Note that the argument is constructed
4

Jaffa, New Birth, 300.

Harry V. Jaffa, Crisis of the House Divided (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1959), 222
(emphasis added).
5
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without reference to Aristotle. Yet, it is clearly a step beyond Locke. This is
the focal point for the numerous responses to Jaffa (many of which Ellmers
adduces in the course of his analysis), whether to challenge the subsequent
argument that this is consistent with Aristotle’s argument for natural right
(while incorporating the view that natural right is everywhere changeable) or
to challenge the argument that this is in any manner independent of Locke
(while insisting that Locke is incontestably non-Aristotelian). The proliferation of such analyses missed the fundamental point, which is an argument
not about sources or antecedents but about the discovery of the persistence of
natural right as the decisive feature of human nature. Jaffa teaches, in other
words, that the distinction between ancients and moderns is fundamentally
in error when conceived as requiring the conclusion that the fundamental (as
opposed to contingent) conditions of human life have been altered either by
history in general or the embrace of any particular theories of human nature.
Moreover, we find here no tension with the teaching of Leo Strauss,
which some critics take to be a refutation of Jaffa’s analysis.
Since the classics viewed moral and political matters in the light of
man’s perfection, they were not egalitarians. Not all men are equally
equipped by nature to progress toward perfection, or not all “natures”
are “good natures.” While all men, i.e., all normal men, have the
capacity for virtue, some need guidance by others, whereas others do
not at all or to a much lesser degree. Besides, regardless of differences of
natural capacity, not all men strive for virtue with equal earnestness.
However great an influence must be ascribed to the way in which men
are brought up, the difference between good and bad upbringing is
partly due to difference between a favorable and an unfavorable natural “environment.” Since men are then unequal in regard to human
perfection, i.e., in the decisive respect, equal rights for all appeared
to the classics as most unjust. They contended that some men are by
nature superior to others and therefore according to natural right, the
rulers of others.6

Now, this was all preceded by Strauss’s observation that “since the ultimate
end of the city is the same as that of the individual, the end of the city is
peaceful activity in accordance with the dignity of man, and not war and
conquest.” Further, “the morality of civil society, or of the state is the same
as the morality of the individual.” What all of this amounts to is that there
is no real difference between Jaffa and Strauss. Where Strauss points to the
Leo Strauss, Natural Right and History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1953), 134
(emphasis added).
6
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conditions of life in the ancient city, Jaffa plainly speaks from the perspective
of what “all men” share by nature and not merely as citizens. For what citizens share must be established on the grounds of what all men share, which
includes the distinctions adduced by Strauss and confirmed by Jaffa.
As though by anticipation of reductionist interpretations of his argument,
from the beginning Jaffa always situated the argument in the larger perspective of the process set in motion by the fall of the Roman Empire and the
rise of Christianity. His work, accordingly, presented two histories, not one.
The immediate historical context of the deliberations and events centered
on slavery in the United States were examined in the context of the remote
history of the process of desacralization that shaped political life from the
empire’s fall through the Enlightenment. He punctuated that analysis with
frequent reference to the religious wars in Europe, concrete events always
being material to considerations of changeable natural right. The point, however, was to underscore the reason for focusing on the regime question as
it was revealed in the struggle over slavery. For the regime question in that
instance is what provided occasion to consider whether the consummated
desacralization of modernity might not have been succeeded by a resacralization. Numerous critiques of Jaffa targeted the regime question independently
of the substantial discussion of slavery as the central question informing the
debate over the nature of the American regime. Their arguments were arguments of political philosophy and history (natural rights) and not arguments
about natural right.
The pertinence of these observations derives from the fact that the possibility of resacralization is distinct from the concept of civil religion, which
modern thought turned to on the assumption that desacralization had been
consummated. Jaffa himself, contemplating the force of Lincoln’s Lyceum
Address, was tempted by something approaching a notion of civil religion
(“political religion”). There was nothing unusual in that, inasmuch as it was
underscored by many thinkers as the natural evolution of “low but solid”
politics. Not only Tocqueville conveyed such implications, but notable colleagues of Jaffa embraced it wholeheartedly, the late Martin Diamond among
them. If we may say that Jaffa’s first sailing in Crisis was characterized by
openness to the argument from “low but solid” politics, then we must say that
his second sailing consisted in the discovery that civil religion and all such
accommodations are contained within the realm of changeable natural right
and cannot, therefore, convey the sacralizing force of what is unchanging.
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Jaffa’s position, anti-Marxian and founded in natural right, is incompatible with the modern scientific predisposition to view men as being nothing
in particular and therefore making themselves and their “values” by the
arbitrary concatenation of will and circumstance. In other words, here we
behold the two sides of the bad coin to which Jaffa’s teacher, Leo Strauss,
feared the modern world had reduced itself. When there could emerge from
liberal democracy no principled response to Marxist historicism and Communist imperialism—when the best defense of liberal democracy could be
seen only as a reference to some form of will, present or past, majority or
otherwise—it would be the head of this coin, the historicist tyranny, which
would determine which will should prevail. In the 1982 preface to Crisis Jaffa
acknowledges that Strauss’s insight provided the thrust for his own discovery
that political philosophy (principle over will) and political history (particularity over universality) constitute the unalloyed currency of politics.7
The fundamental issue raised by Jaffa’s teaching is whether past events
will be illuminated for us by their principal movers or subordinated to a
universal causal model. The history of American slavery reveals the tensions
between these alternatives.8 Christopher Flannery spoke eloquently about
this in a letter to me in January 1979:
Public sentiment to a statesman is in part a limit. This Lincoln said
well. In a democracy, a statesman can only alienate public opinion
so far before he will find himself incapable of doing what he wants
done. It is a limit, that is, until he is willing to alter the form of government into something less dependent on public sentiment than a
demokratia.…I quite agree with you that a statesman might sacrifice
political success—or popularity—when seeing that approval of public
sentiment entailed an injustice.…

Whether any man ought hold property in another can never be answered once and for all—though
a single answer be eternally valid—but must ever be answered anew. Slavery as a system can profitably
be discussed only in light of the discovery of natural rights. The natural rights which can distinguish
men that have known them from men who know them not do not, however, necessarily rule human
affairs. Natural rights can be not so much lost as no longer referred to; thus, it seems that the moral
judgment must consist as much in moralizing as it understandably consists in a life in accord with
those principles than which none higher are possible. Lincoln’s vexatious (to his contemporaries) and
apparently, but only apparently, anachronistic insistence on the Missouri Compromise as authoritative, even after its repeal, and his relentless quest to embarrass Senator Douglas on the question
whether, admitting the fact of slavery, the principle be acceptable, is the guiding example of that kind
of moralizing, as, also, is Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Not historical forces but political action killed American
slavery.
7

Cf. Bertram Wyatt-Brown, review of The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Revolution, 1770–1823 by
David Brion Davis, Journal of American History 62 (Dec. 1975): 675.
8
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It is in part the substance of his work. It is his great duty to shape
it for its own good. If he fails at that he has failed mightily. He must
attempt to persuade public sentiment of the rightness of those measures that he thinks right.…
Whether trying to change public sentiment or merely trying
to win its reasoned approval, it behooves a statesman to know, in a
democracy, what moves public sentiment, what manner of speech,
what association of ideas, what attitude, what appearance pleases,
angers, engages, uplifts, calms down the public. That man who
endeavors to do some public good without the practical knowledge of
such things is likely as not to do some public harm.

What Flannery here called practical knowledge was nothing less than what
Aristotle called practical wisdom, and what Jaffa understood and taught
was to be understood in light of knowledge even when held only upon a
“supposition.” How can the articulations of political opinion, taking these
objective truths into account, be explained on their own and judged against
true standards of political wisdom? Does it not beg the question to oppose to
errant opinion true opinion? But it is Jaffa’s intention to demonstrate not that
Lincoln opposed true opinion to errant opinion. Rather, Lincoln opposed
errant opinion on the basis of true opinion.9 Lincoln’s eristics eventuated in a
political act, an act of statesmanship. In this sense, successful compassing of
the tragic action and the establishment of true opinion seem identical.
Now, what is critical in this is to understand the ground on which common opinion stands. The idea that true inquiry originates in investigating
common opinion informed Socrates and his students. Aristotle, in particular, made it central to reasoning in ethics and politics. We must not neglect,
however, what Jaffa well knew, namely, that this inquiry reveals not only the
limits of common opinion but also what lies beyond common opinion. The
purpose of the investigation, accordingly, is not political, however much it
entails taking politics seriously. In this light, Aristotle’s definition of man as
a “political animal” instead of as a “rational animal” points necessarily to
the distinction between the end of politics and the end of reason. The end of
politics is natural right, while the end of reason is knowledge. What is material on this occasion is the observation that the process necessary to advance
toward natural right (the discipline of ethics and political participation) is at
Readers who will consult Jaffa’s later work, How to Think about the American Revolution and, latterly, “The Doughface Dilemma,” will see in his own refutations of Martin Diamond, Irving Kristol,
Walter Berns, Robert Goldwin, Arthur Schlesinger Jr., et al. that Jaffa carries on in his own name the
very confutations he discovered in the prudence of Lincoln.
9
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the same time the required initiation to advance to philosophy. What distinguishes the two is that the discipline of ethics and political participation
reaches a terminus, a beyond which it cannot advance, which is at the same
time a point of departure for philosophic inquiry.
As Aristotle evinces in the Ethics, virtue is a matter of individual choice,
right choice is rooted in habituation, and the focus or subject of choice more
often than not is the passions or appetites. Abandoning men to govern themselves by their passions means quite literally to offer no guidance as to the
right choice and no initiation into philosophic inquiry. Providing guidance
for right choice requires a concern to preserve right conditions and to inculcate habits for judging pleasures and pains by something other than passions
or appetites.
This explains why the process of resacralization became necessary. For
the process of desacralization had foreshortened men’s horizon shy of its natural limit. The rediscovery of natural right not only reestablishes the rightful
consideration of the best practicable regime (which becomes the best regime
simply insofar as attaining the verge of the human horizon), it also secures
the pathway to reflection beyond the human horizon.
The “people” is no longer conceived in the Gettysburg Address, as it
is in the Declaration of Independence, as a contractual union of individuals existing in a present; it is as well a union with ancestors and
with posterity; it is organic and sacramental. For the central metaphor
of the Gettysburg Address is that of birth and rebirth. And to be born
again…connoted the birth of the spirit as distinct from the flesh; it
meant the birth resulting from the baptism or conversion of the soul.
This new birth is not, as we have said, mere renewal of life but the
origin of a higher life.10

The place occupied by the sacred is precisely that realm beyond, and without
which neither politics nor philosophy can be grounded. The human horizon,
in other words, is not an impenetrable wall but a bridge. Aristotle suggests
as much by terminating his ethical and political inquiry with the best practicable regime. A fuller argument would unfold what I term the “Crito joke.”
Here I wish to rest on the proposition that Aristotle takes for granted the
premises he relies upon in his ethical and political writings (soul and nature),
but that he derives those premises in his Physics and Metaphysics.

10

Jaffa, Crisis, 228.
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It is tale too long to tell how Jaffa came to understand that the subject of
his teaching was the best regime. The process occurred over time and was the
fruit of continuous dialogue and reflection. That the process took place Jaffa
acknowledged in the final seminar mentioned above. While no one succeeded
in extracting from him the concession that he had changed between Crisis
and New Birth, he tellingly persisted in responding to the inquiry by repeating the line from Washington’s First Inaugural to the effect that “there exist
in the economy and course of nature an indissoluble union between virtue
and happiness, between duty and advantage, between the genuine maxims of
an honest and magnanimous policy and the solid rewards of public prosperity.” He had introduced it early in New Birth (11) and it became a mantra to
indicate that he had centered natural right in the founding itself, thus securing the title of perpetuator for Lincoln. Invoking Washington in this fashion
invoked Washington in the larger sense as founding statesman. Some of Jaffa’s interlocutors questioned the implied conclusion, on the ground that the
inaugural text was Madison’s work and wholly congruent with the thought
of Locke. Leaving aside the latter claim (as unfounded), it is worth observing
that there exists abundant evidence that this was Washington’s independent
of Madison; that Washington’s recruiting of Madison to draft the inaugural
was accomplished with specific direction from Washington (including handing him the already existing draft inaugural with which Washington was
unsatisfied). Although it was composed by David Humphries almost wholly
from a collation of Washington’s previous remarks, it was entirely in Washington’s own hand and contained sufficient suggestion of the quoted text.
Moreover, our familiarity with Washington’s methods assures us that what
was produced accorded with what Washington wished to say.
The momentous fact, therefore, is that Jaffa discovered Washington as a
direct consequence of the effect of his teaching through Lincoln about how
to read historical deliberations and events. By this I mean that, whereas Jaffa
had consistently regarded Washington’s presence in the founding as mainly
symbolic, he came eventually to understand Washington as instrumental
to the founding. Jaffa never mastered Washington as he did Lincoln, but
he acknowledged in this manner that discoveries spawned by his influence
answered to his own search—namely, they provided ground to declare natural right in the founding itself as a persistent feature of politics.
Since Jaffa had already made this argument through his interpretation
of the Declaration of Independence (on Lincoln’s authority), what was added
formed little more than a codicil, but with the decisive difference that it
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undermined the argument for a founding based on “low but solid” politics.
That was the one thing needful properly to restore an understanding of the
persistence of natural right. Lincoln rooted the concept of self-government
in the meaning of that “abstract truth,” “all men are created equal.” His discovery that the full theoretical or moral implications of that view had been
insufficiently affirmed constituted a political truth. In his 1838 Address to
the Young Men’s Lyceum of Springfield, Illinois, he maintained that the “true
test” of the capacity of a people for self-government had not yet occurred.
Jaffa does not fail to show that this startling conclusion seems to contradict
Lincoln’s deepest convictions and the conventional view of the heroism of
the Revolution. But that conventional view is undisturbed at the surface of
the Lyceum address, which is on “The Perpetuation of Our Political Institutions,” and this troubling theory emerges only from careful analysis.11 What
is troubling in the theory is the implication it raises about the status of the
regime in 1838.
The government of men may be based on force or fraud, in which case
it is illegitimate, or it may be based upon consent. Such is assuredly the
irreducible meaning of the Declaration of Independence.12

The political truth which had been discerned by Lincoln would constitute as
much a declaration of independence from the practice of the founders as did
the original from British loyalty. For unless the Framers’ argument to construct a regime by “reflection and choice” were construed to concur with the
“irreducible meaning” of the Declaration, the founding would not measure
up to the standard of natural right.
In a sense, Jaffa’s account of Lincoln’s understanding of political prudence establishes that what happened to American slavery—that is, to the
principle of slavery—is that it was submitted to a strict accounting of the
requirements of human nature. Modern politics, too, could reveal those
distinctions in nature which ennoble human existence. Human appetites or
preferences come to be recognized as legitimate or based on consent only
as they follow from acceptance of an equality of rights. All other signs of
distinction are confounded. While there will ever remain humans who are
older, wiser, more pious, wealthier, lovelier, friendlier, stronger, and bolder,
and such other claims as men may admit, none of these convey title to rule,
as they did theretofore. All have been subordinated to the decisive nod of
11

Ibid., 209.

12

Ibid., 211.
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consent. Yet, so long as men may distinguish themselves by that whereto
they give consent—however they are brought to do so—no one may say that
humanity has been leveled.
The Declaration of Independence thus not only expresses the central
truth upon which free government is based but undermines the possibility of reverence which alone can stabilize government founded
upon that truth.13

The particularly limiting aspect of the Declaration is its tendency to promote
a worldly circumspection about the relationship of government to private
ends, a willingness to judge government by “what it’s done for me lately,”
rather than the permanent things.
Thus, the Declaration is a problematic foundation of a civilization as distinct from a regime, until it has been made venerable. The historical tragedy
arises precisely from the necessity of a process of sanctification. Human effort
cannot sanctify (the inner logic of the Holy of Holies) but requires sanctification. So far as I know, Jaffa never compares this republic to Athens or Rome,
as he compares it frequently to Israel. This striking contrast with the habits of
the thinkers of the founding generation suggests a defect, as Jaffa conceives it,
of the founding (namely, the novus ordo seclorum is rather more secular than
consistent with human things). Lincoln, as we have seen, welded the abstract
truth of the Declaration into a practical account of human life. In order to do
so he had to expand its content. The present-oriented “contractual union of
individuals” became a historical entity: “a union with ancestors and posterity;
it is organic and sacramental.” The American regime—like the divine regime
of Israel—established a mission which its people failed to follow because of a
want of “practical influence” upon their conduct.14
Slavery had to be publicly acknowledged as an exception not only to
equality but to the consent of the governed. The failure to do so was seen as
a threat to fundamental law and hence a threat to free men. Stated slightly
differently, Lincoln insisted that free men be understood as free in relation to
their rights as men and not by virtue of their accidental juxtaposition with
slaves. This perspective required that no consequence of slavery be considered inevitable, for any accommodations to be made had to be made with the
principles of the regime and not with nature.15
13

Ibid., 231.

14

Ibid., 228, 230.

15

Ibid., 299.
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It made all the difference in the world whether the anti-slavery
migrants to Kansas were men who merely thought slavery unprofitable or men who thought slavery a profound moral and political evil.16

That Lincoln, on the strength of America’s universal principles, could make
good on the original, moral claim to a particular manifestation of those principles—that is, insofar as Lincoln’s victory finally established the moral right
to instantiate those universal principles in a particular, exclusive regime,
provided for a liberty founded in political right and capable of informing
contemporary political judgments. Accordingly, A New Birth of Freedom sets
forth the case for our consulting the Constitution or regime in order justly to
press demands for liberty and equality.
Ellmers derives from this the conclusion that “Jaffa most fundamentally
reminds us about the relationship between theory and practice, or between
philosophy and politics” because “thought precedes action.” Although he
adds a problematic footnote reminder that action is for the sake of thought,
he seems in this to identify Jaffa’s teaching primarily as architecture for navigating the transit from theory to practice and not the reverse. I hope to have
shown above the error of that conclusion. Beyond the obvious pertinence of
the opening sentence of the Nicomachean Ethics, we can reasonably repeat
that the verge at the human horizon is as far as politics shall go, while philosophic inquiry will yet peer across the bridge. Reason and revelation must be
understood not as alternatives but as indeterminate characterizations of the
single particularity that lies beyond nature.

16

Ibid., 299–300.
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“Like a cloak embroidered with every kind of ornament, so this city,
embroidered with every kind of character, would seem the most beautiful”
(Republic 557c). The rich offerings in Democracy and the History of Political
Thought recall this passage from the Republic, but the content goes beyond
embellishments and affords the reader an opportunity to think deeply about
democracy. The twenty-five essays, ordered chronologically, discuss the writings of major philosophical, political, and religious figures on democracy.
Among the topics that I will address in this review are the people and their
character, the public versus the private interest, democracy in the city and
the principle of freedom, the Athenian development of democracy and the
principle of equality, and the shift in political thought with the advent of
Christianity and modern thinkers.
A study of democracy necessarily has the people as a focus. The essay
on Edmund Burke, titled “The Dependence of Democracy on Community,”
begins with the admission that while Burke is not generally associated with
the advocacy of democracy, he “contends for the desirability of a ‘popular’ element in government” (247). The popular element depends on “circumstances
of time and place, those circumstances including most particularly the health
of the sense of community binding a society together with shared manners,
political traditions and laws, and a common sense of what merited honor
and shame” (262). A similar theme in the essay on Cicero quotes Scipio, who
defines the republic as a “thing of the people” and further distinguishes the
people as not “random or haphazard” but “a group of people who share a sense
of justice and common benefit.” The explanation continues: “the people are
© 2022 Interpretation, Inc.
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not drawn together by mutual weakness, but rather they are brought together
by love of their own kind” (108). This sentiment is taken a step further in the
essay on Augustine: “in order to see the character of a people, what it loves
must be considered. If it is not a fellowship of a multitude of beasts, but of
rational creatures, and is united through sharing in an agreement about what
it loves, then no matter what it loves, it is not unreasonable to call it ‘a people.’
It is a better people if it agrees in loving better things; a worse one if it agrees
in loving worse things” (122).
Augustine’s distinction between the better people and the worse raises
a question about the character of the people, which Montesquieu argues is
the animating principle of democracy. His definition of virtue includes love
of the laws and the homeland. “This love requires constantly preferring the
public interest to one’s own” (220). Montesquieu clarifies the connection
between virtue and the public interest with the observation that “in a democracy subjects of the law are also in charge of its execution” (220). Averroes,
too, recognizes that a democracy “perishes rapidly” if it is not “strengthened
by virtue or honor” (142). There is, however, a sharp contrast between Montesquieu’s reference to the public and Averroes’s introduction of the idea
that “the household constitutes ‘the primary intention’ for whose sake the
democratic city exists” (136). Such an emphasis drives a different discussion of property, commerce, laws that protect the household, and fulfillment
of natural human desires. The outward focus seen in the abovementioned
thinkers is shifted inward as Averroes argues that “in the absence of a skilled
ruler or prevailing political dogma, most people relish the freedom to absorb
themselves in the ends of their own households” (139). The people are thus
turned away from politics, which weakens and undermines the city when
events such as war occur.
Aristotle recognizes the natural formation of the household, but unlike
Averroes for whom it is the end, the household contributes to the formation
of villages and finally the city. “The city comes to exist for the sake of ‘life,’ but
continues to exist for the sake of ‘living well’” (93). Aristotle’s classification of
regimes, which distinguishes between various forms of government, includes
democracy. The essayist explains, “Aristotle identifies democracy as the
regime that honors freedom and arranges the life of a political community
around this good. In honoring freedom alone and above all, democracy is an
imperfect regime, for in distributing authority in accordance with freedom
rather than virtue, democracy fails the criteria of a correct regime” (89). The
principle of freedom, however, results in a self-contradiction in the regime:
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“the underlying principle and aim is anarchical and thus antithetical to any
regime.” Aristotle’s critique is that “democracy ‘defines freedom badly’” (91).
In contrast to Aristotle’s discussion of democracy as a regime, Herodotus’s Histories offers an account of a people becoming a political power. He
begins with the founding of the Athenian democracy by Solon, “a ‘wise’ man
who made laws for the Athenians at their request” (42), to the tyrannies of
Pisistratus and Deioces, and finally to Cleisthenes who “took the common
people (demou), previously ‘deprived of all rights,’ into partnership” (46).
This chronicle also recounts the movement from a divine support of the
regime, beginning with Solon, to a patriotic support, resulting from Cleisthenes’s changes. The latter achieves the following: “the Athenians support
the democracy because they believe the regime is ‘theirs’” (47). Herodotus
attributes this support to it being Athenian and because it is characterized
by isegorie, the equality of speech, which is explained as all sharing equally
in deliberation. The prominent place of the people in a successful democracy
renders deliberation an essential practice, but there is a vulnerability. Among
the threats to speech and deliberation in a democracy are demagogues. The
essay on Thucydides includes examples of Spartan, Athenian, and Syracusan
demagogy and how Pericles addresses the “political pathologies that gave rise
to demagogy” (65).
Another principle of democracy is equality, which, like freedom, presents
challenges. Herodotus recognizes that human beings are difficult to govern
because they are jealous of their equality, yet circumstances may require one
to lead or rise above others. The author of the essay on Homer sees the effort
of “measuring one person, act, deed, and object against another as we try to
equalize what cannot be made equal…become in Homer’s poem a melancholic warning about a democratic optimism built on principles of equality”
(23). The discussion of events related to the battle in book 9 of the Iliad
between Agamemnon, Diomedes, and Nestor raises a question against the
backdrop of equality: “What standard of measurement allows us to affirm the
predominance of one over the other?” (26). The essay on the role of Judah in
the Joseph story in the book of Genesis raises a similar question with respect
to a family, specifically, “whether the patriarchy will continue particularly
amid a contentious playing field of headstrong brothers who are acutely sensitive to their equal standing in the family” (9). The solution to the dilemma
is twofold: Judah recognizes his own limitations but knows that the task of
the leader is to preserve the family so that they may fulfill their obligations to
the next generation; the brothers, acting together, must think of themselves
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as equal parts, even when they are not always up to the task of fulfilling their
duties. The Iliad and the Joseph story may not be the first selections that come
to mind when discussing equality, but the questions raised by their respective
essayists speak directly to the topic.
The breadth of this volume’s study of democracy has the advantage of
presenting a range of views on specific topics and decisive shifts in political
thought. Students of the history of political thought have a basis of comparison and direction toward primary sources for an in-depth study of democracy.
For example, the advent of Christianity generates markedly different perspectives. Augustine rejects the Platonic distinction between the few and many
and replaces it with Paul’s distinction in 1 Corinthians 3:2. Aquinas includes
in his analysis that democratic free judgment is necessary to accepting and
understanding the kingly rule of God and his commands, even if it is not
present in the regime. A departure from classical political philosophy and the
introduction of new questions and ways of thinking are present in the works
of Machiavelli, Hobbes, and subsequent thinkers. The rich offerings, including
new modes and orders, in Machiavelli’s Prince and Discourses are informed
by his insight into human behavior: “politically ambitious human beings are
moved not by a desire to serve the common good or to prove themselves to
be the most virtuous individuals, but by their own desire to command, if not
oppress” (161). The essayist on Hobbes notes his insistence on turning away
from regimes and looking to “the indirect questions arising out of the theory
of sovereign representation” (177). Examples from Hobbes’s Leviathan and De
Cive show why he is identified as the inventor of “the politics of modernity”
(178) and its effect on the study of democracy.
The remaining essays are too numerous to discuss, but I list them to recognize the editors’ efforts to present a comprehensive study of democracy.
Essays on Locke, Montesquieu, Rousseau, and Tocqueville are part of core
political thought, but the editors also included essays that one would not
expect. These include Kant on punishment, Hegel on art as a solution to a
defect in contemporary civil life, Marx on recasting the relation between economics and politics, and Heidegger on the modern doctrine of equal rights
and related topics. Essays on Hamilton, Madison, and Jefferson are welcome
additions in the collection because of these statesmen’s direct involvement in
America’s founding.
I conclude this review with a look at the essays on Plato and Strauss. The
two essays address different topics: the action and major themes in Plato’s
Republic and Strauss on democracy, technology, and liberal education. The
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interlocutors in the Republic design a city in speech, but the essayist recasts
the effort as a city in dialogue. This is seen in the contrast between the wise
philosophers in the city in speech and Socrates’s inquiry: “He rules not by
force, but by giving arguments. He seeks to persuade. He asks for his interlocutors’ consent to the direction of their conversation as well as for their
contributions” (69–70). The discussion proceeds with “persuasion, consent,
and participation” (70). Strauss’s discussion of modern democracy concerns
the advent of the malady of mass democracy and the dehumanization of
man, which results from “the emancipation of technology, of the arts, from
moral and political control” (389). Strauss argues that liberal education, an
education that “broadens and deepens” the soul, counters these destructive
tendencies. These two essays serve as a conclusion for two reasons: dialogue
and liberal education speak to good practices that support and sustain
democracy and Plato and Strauss were keenly aware of the consequences of
failure.
This review began by invoking the image of a richly embroidered cloak.
It is an apt metaphor to describe the array of topics in Democracy and the
History of Political Thought, but the second half of the sentence, “so this city,
embroidered with every kind of character, would seem the most beautiful”
(Rep. 557c) tempers the rich imagery. A careful reading of the essays in this
volume may contribute to removing this conditional reference and should
the readers heed the essays’ lessons and warnings, democracy may likely be
the more beautiful.
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Twenty-five years ago, Interpretation published a friendly but pointed
exchange between two of Leo Strauss’s students, Werner Dannhauser and
Hilail Gildin, over Strauss’s alleged atheism. Despite their substantial differences, Gildin concluded by observing that, on one major point at least, he
was in complete agreement with Dannhauser:
[Dannhauser] thinks that Strauss was a good Jew who made his Jewish
students better Jews than they would have otherwise been. Many of
the Jewish students of Strauss, when they first came to him, regarded
orthodox Judaism as something foreign to themselves. From Strauss
they learned how powerful an argument could be developed for Biblical religion. Strauss deepened the understanding of Biblical religion
on the part of both his Jewish and non-Jewish students. This heightened the respect of the Jewish students for their Judaism and so made
them better Jews.1

Gildin offers himself and Dannhauser as examples of Strauss’s salutary influence on the piety of his students. With the publication of Strauss, Spinoza &
Sinai, we can observe that Strauss’s remarkable influence continues through
the students of his students and beyond.2 Jeffrey Bloom reports that partly
Hilail Gildin, “Deja Jew All Over Again: Dannhauser on Leo Strauss and Atheism,” Interpretation
25, no. 1 (Fall 1997): 132. Gildin is responding to Dannhauser’s essay “Athens and Jerusalem or Jerusalem and Athens,” in Leo Strauss and Judaism: Jerusalem and Athens Critically Revisited, ed. David
Novak (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 1996), 151–71.
1

Strauss’s tribute to Rabbi Maurice Pekarsky seems to describe Strauss himself: “He acted in this difficult situation with singular tact and prudence. He did not protest against those who tried to reduce
2
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with the encouragement of another of Strauss’s students, Leon Kass, he began
taking his “first tentative steps towards Orthodox Jewish observance” (v; cf.
xi). At this point, Bloom came across Strauss’s first book on Spinoza (1930).
Strauss had used the occasion of the English translation to write an autobiographical preface, which details his years in Weimar. The preface had a deep
impact on Bloom’s thought: “It ‘broke the spell’ of secularism, giving my inner
skeptic permission to take the claims of Orthodox Judaism seriously” (v).
Bloom was struck particularly by the passage in the preface where
Strauss appears to mount a defense of Judaism, by showing the inadequacy of
Spinoza’s account of nature. Strauss suggests that Orthodox Judaism cannot
claim to “know” the truth about its assertions in part because they focus on
an inscrutable God who cannot be grasped by human reason: “The genuine
refutation of orthodoxy would require the proof that the world and human
life are perfectly intelligible without the assumption of a mysterious God”
(vii). Spinoza claims to provide such an account, but ultimately has recourse
instead to simply mocking pious beliefs in miracles and providence. The
result is a stalemate. Spinoza’s account of reality in the Ethics remains hypothetical such that one cannot say with certainty whether it is any truer than
the biblical account.
Like Strauss, Bloom wondered if there is any way to advance beyond
this stalemate. In the meantime, following Strauss’s suggestion that such
a conflict can be resolved only on moral grounds rather than theoretical
ones, Bloom embraced orthodoxy. Nonetheless, Bloom was not satisfied and
decided to consult other Orthodox rabbis and observant scholars. Is there, he
wondered, no better defense of the biblical (and rabbinic) view of God? This
book presents seventeen responses to this question from an impressive group
of scholars and rabbis who are unabashedly committed to advocating the
superiority of Jerusalem over Athens. Bloom also reveals a political agenda
behind his question, namely, the desire to move society from a “secular outlook to a religious one” (x). Such an ambitious goal again raises the question

Judaism to social ethics on the one hand, and to an ethnic culture on the other, since both parties
retain a part, however small, of the ancient truth and since their very antagonism, the antagonism
between the universal and the particular, points to the full truth: the chosen people, the people chosen
to be witness of justice. He did not rebuff, nay he attracted those who were not as blessed as he was,
who had not succeeded in finding a way of reconciling the old piety and the new science, for he was
united with them in love of truth. This was indeed the limit of his tolerance and forbearance.” “Religion and the Commonweal in the Tradition of Political Philosophy,” ed. Rasoul Namzai and Svetozar
Minkov, American Political Thought 10, no. 1 (Winter 2021): 93.
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whether the founders of modernity anticipated such a response and took
measures to prevent orthodoxy from reemerging.
Although Bloom invited responses only from Orthodox Jewish thinkers, the responders represent a diverse range of opinions within the religious
world. They include Talmudic scholars such as Rabbi Meir Triebitz, who
directs a rabbinical college in Jerusalem, and scholars of modern Jewish
thought, such as Paul Franks, who studied with Hilary Putnam. As one might
expect, many of the responses to Strauss and Spinoza are characterized by
skepticism, if not outright hostility. In the rabbinic literature, philosophers
are sometimes referred to as Apikorsim, which is the Hebrew transliteration of “Epicureans.” The implication is that philosophers are adept at using
reason to attack revelation in order to be freed from the burden of adhering
to the law.3 From this point of view, Strauss’s apparent defense of Torah is a
Trojan horse, which is meant to undermine the belief in revelation. Several
of the essays are written in this polemical spirit. According to Rabbi Shlomo
Carmy, Strauss’s real teaching is that “claims to revelation are so improbable
that they can be dismissed” (10). Similarly, Rabbi Avraham Edelstein argues
that this view derives from “the arrogance of one man.…Spinoza’s arrogance
led him to state that we could know all of Nature and its innermost secrets”
(24). In addition, echoing Hermann Cohen’s attack on Spinoza’s disloyalty to
his people, Rabbi Edelstein suggests that such arrogance leads not only to a
lack of faith but also to treachery: “When we are faithful to others, we don’t try
to do things behind their back. We don’t try to harm them” (18). Such claims
suggest that Strauss or Spinoza has hit a nerve among the pious, and that the
tension between reason and revelation continues without any sign of abating.
Some of the essays defend revelation by allowing Strauss’s preface to
frame the question of the tension between reason and revelation, but quickly
move beyond it to thinkers more sympathetic to revelation. Rabbi Alec Goldstein begins with Alvin Plantinga’s distinction between defense and theodicy
before moving on to Pascal and others. Goldstein concludes with a moving
account of his personal religious experience in reciting the devotional prayer
Shemoneh Esreh (95). Similarly, Rabbi Samuel Lebens begins by asserting that his training is in “analytical philosophy and not the works of Leo
Strauss” and so quickly dismisses Strauss from the discussion (203). Rabbi
As Strauss observes in the autobiographical preface: “Epicureanism is hedonism, and traditional
Judaism always suspects that all theoretical and practical revolts against the Torah are inspired by
the desire to throw off the yoke of the stern and exacting duties so that one can indulge in a life of
pleasure” (29).
3
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Shmuel Phillips assimilates Strauss’s challenge to Hume, Locke, and Kant
before showing the plausibility of a Maimonidean response. Other essays,
such as Rabbi Ari Kahn’s on “Belief and Knowledge,” attempt to concede as
little to philosophy as possible by sticking closely to the interpretation of Jewish texts alone.
Professor Moshe Koppel struggles to refute Strauss’s claim that “orthodoxy
rests on the irrefutable premise that the omnipotent God…may exist” (199).
According to Koppel, Strauss appears to suggest that the strongest case for
revelation is a hypothetical assertion that cannot be disproven and thus his
defense of orthodoxy “is somewhat hollow” (200). Although he quotes a brief
passage from Natural Right and History, Koppel takes this claim to be Strauss’s
last word without considering the broader context of his argument in the preface, a context that illuminates the argument and suggests otherwise. Rabbi Gil
Student also takes Strauss’s main point to be his refutation of Spinoza, but that
is a far cry from making a plausible case for revelation: “At most, Strauss offers
intellectual cover for adherents of traditional religion, allowing them to claim
that their beliefs have not been disproven” (252). The important thing, however,
is making a positive case for religion and Student wisely moves on to other
religious thinkers such as Tzvi Hirsch Kalischer for guidance.
Another group of essays focuses on Maimonides. This is not surprising
inasmuch as Maimonides is among the central figures in the development
of diaspora Judaism. In addition, Maimonides played a significant role in
Strauss’s thought and his recovery of classical political philosophy. According to Kenneth Hart Green, Strauss’s effort to recover Maimonides is among
the greatest scholarly achievements of the twentieth century. He estimates
that the recovery of Maimonides is “one of four great scholarly rediscoveries
of the 20th century in Jewish Studies, on par with [Strauss’s] friend Gershom
Scholem’s recovery and presentation of Kabbalah, with the rescue, retrieval,
and editing of the treasure trove of medieval materials stored in the Genizah
of the Ben Ezra Synagogue in Cairo, and with the accidental uncovering…of
the ancient Dead Sea Scrolls of the Second Temple–era Judea.”4 Maimonides
remains a critical figure for understanding the meaning of Orthodox Judaism. The question of Strauss’s scholarship on Maimonides is particularly
fascinating because it emerges partly as a result of his early work on Spinoza.
Rabbi Mark Gottlieb’s essay “Leo Strauss and the Lure of Orthodoxy” examines carefully the thought and legacy of Strauss. Gottlieb argues plausibly
Leo Strauss on Maimonides: The Complete Writings, ed. Kenneth Hart Green (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 2013), xviii.
4
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that Strauss’s second book, Philosophy and Law, is the most useful point of
entry into his thought since one can find there Strauss’s discovery of “the
role of law” as the central phenomenon of Jewish life. According to Gottlieb,
Strauss discovered two fundamental errors in the modern understanding of
Maimonides: First, many scholars and rabbis identified the primary goal of
revelation as “the communication of truths and not the proclamation of the
law.” Related to this first mistake, scholars believed that “the communityfounding, state-founding meaning of the revelation become a secondary
end” (121). Gottlieb continues:
The Maimonidean Enlightenment knew what to make of the law,
returning it to its rightful, theologically significant place in the total
life of the polity and leading modern man out of its self-created
theological-political predicament. The centrality of law so vital to
the medieval project could do what no other development of modern
thought could: reconcile classical and Biblical worldviews, Athens and
Jerusalem, reason and revelation, ancient and modern. For Strauss,
the way forward was back. (121)

Gottlieb’s essay goes a long way in exposing the vast difference between
Strauss and Spinoza, as well as Strauss’s debt to Maimonides in grasping the
meaning of Sinai.
Surprisingly, however, the other essays on Maimonides avoid the question of how Strauss’s work on Spinoza led directly to his appreciation of
Maimonides. Paul Franks, for example, uses Maimonides’s Guide to reframe
and respond to the question, “Is faith rational?” But Franks does not follow Strauss’s analysis of the Guide; rather, he argues that the central issue is
whether there are rational grounds for believing the world was created (and
not eternal): “Maimonides’ deep insight is that the completeness of natural
science and philosophy is not a claim within the system at all. It is a metaclaim, a claim about the physical and metaphysical system.…One may be
fully committed to natural science without accepting naturalism” (38–39).
Franks next turns to the debate between Gadamer and Habermas to see
whether the natural science understood in this way leaves room for the concept of tradition as the basis for belief. If so, then all belief involves some
combination of will and knowledge.
Other contributors, apparently unaware of Strauss’s scholarship on
Maimonides, argue that Maimonides would have helped correct Strauss’s
errors. Rabbi Eliezer Zobin boldly argues that Strauss had read Spinoza too
closely and concluded that philosophy and religion are “two entirely different
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outlooks, each with its own particular assumptions, and both unprovable”
(311). Had Strauss read Maimonides more carefully, he would have understood that both views are grounded in the assumption that the world is
intelligible. A more promising analysis, offered by Joshua Weinstein, concedes
that Strauss did have a firm grasp of Maimonides’s thought, but that Strauss’s
attraction to philosophy “led him to an exaggerated view of the centrality
of Maimonides” (283). According to Weinstein, Strauss took Maimonides at
his word when he wrote that his Mishneh Torah contains the essential teachings of the Mishnah, the Talmud, and subsequent rabbinic literature. These
lacunae in Strauss’s knowledge mean that his concept of Orthodoxie is distorted and incomplete. To his credit, Weinstein follows Strauss’s argument
in Philosophy and Law to reconstruct a response to such charges. Ultimately,
they point to a fundamental question: “Why should Greek thought…allow a
better understanding of Judaism?” (294).
Taken as a whole, the book raises an issue that bothers the contributors
and editors alike, namely, that the distance between opinion and knowledge
appears to have opened up an irreconcilable cleavage. As Simi Peters notes
at the beginning of her essay: “As a rule, Orthodox Jews are not preoccupied
with the need to justify their faith. Like happily married couples for whom
marriage is an essential part of life, believing Jews tend to live their faith
rather than agonizing over it” (215). Echoing this sentiment, the editors of
the collection observe in the conclusion: “one shouldn’t need a PhD to be
an orthodox Jew” (323). Indeed, Rabbi Jeremy Kagan suggests that Strauss’s
approach to the question of faith “internalizes Greek assumptions, elevating
the value of the intellect at the expense of Torah’s emphasis on worship and
development” (318). Such questions, which seek to understand the grounding of philosophy and its relation to faith, are the starting point for Strauss’s
inquiry into the goals and limits of a community, especially a community of
adherents to the divine law.
These questions are necessarily questions about political life since they
involve reflection on the opinions that govern the community. They are the
same questions that motivated Jeffrey Bloom’s initial premise, namely, the
possibility that Strauss offers a profound and original analysis of the theological-political predicament and that his work is therefore still relevant—as
Mark Gottlieb notes—for “the rehabilitation of Jewish Orthodoxy” (99–100).
The fact that few of the respondents choose to present a study of Strauss or
even frame the problem of return in terms of the tension between reason and
revelation causes one to question whether Strauss’s memoirs of his youth in
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Germany are the best point of departure for justifying the return to orthodoxy. Strauss, after all, was not an observant Jew and his commitment to
Athens causes most of the respondents to question whether he can offer us a
plausible way out of the theological-political predicament. (See Joshua Golding’s helpful summary of Strauss’s discussion in the preface of the impasse
caused by Spinoza’s critique of orthodoxy at 50ff.)
Still, as we have seen, Strauss did motivate many of his students to grapple seriously with revelation. And, as Jeffrey Bloom suggests, a close reading
of the preface helps us understand this. Strauss there presents his youthful
devotion to Spinoza as a kind of predicament or trap, in part because Spinoza frames the questions of piety in terms of superstition and draws a sharp
contrast between the life of reason, characterized by freedom, and the life of
piety, characterized by obedience. From this point of departure, it is nearly
impossible to escape the conclusion that religion is inferior to reason. Nor
does Spinoza conceal this claim. To the contrary, it is the thesis of chapter
15 of the Theological-Political Treatise. Strauss outlines the futile efforts of
his friends, including Franz Rosenzweig and Martin Buber, to find a way out
of this predicament. Even more secular German Jews, such as the Zionists,
could not fully explain their own attachment to what, in their own view, is
a mere historical superstition. The solution appeared to be the rejection of
reason itself, which does allow a return to orthodoxy. However, the attack on
reason also allows for other solutions that prove to be less moderate and far
more dangerous to the safety of the Jewish community.
Nonetheless, Strauss admits that “teshuvah,” that is, repentance or a
return to the biblical piety of his ancestors, is possible—but, he adds, it is
possible “only if Spinoza is wrong in every respect.” This addendum forces
the reader to stop and reconsider the evidence for Spinoza’s claims against
revelation. Still, an honest reader must admit that it is unlikely that Spinoza was wrong in every respect.5 Indeed, as Strauss points out in his 1959
course on the TTP, rather than breaking entirely from the ancients, Spinoza
attempts to preserve the noblest aspects of ancient thought and graft them
onto the most compelling claims of Machiavelli and Hobbes. His thought
represents a mélange of the best and most persuasive elements of ancient
and modern thought. It is unlikely that all such claims are false. If Spinoza
is fundamentally wrong, then perhaps his error lay in trying to harmonize
what appear to be contradictory conclusions: for example, in sharp contrast
Michael and Catherine Zuckert, Leo Strauss and the Problem of Political Philosophy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2014), 281.
5
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to Hobbes, Spinoza maintains a strong distinction between the few and the
many and castigates the many for pursuing superstitions and celebrating
their ignorance. In contrast, he describes true religion in terms of the pursuit
of intellectual virtue, which he calls amor Dei intellectualis. Yet, at the same
time, he presents an original and strong defense of liberal democracy as the
best regime. To support it, he creates a civil religion with several tenets that
cannot be verified by reason, or even appear contrary to it.
To assess Spinoza’s project as a whole, therefore, requires a broader
evaluation of liberalism: “What we call liberalism emerged in opposition
to orthodoxy, to religious orthodoxy. One cannot understand modern
liberalism if one does not have some grasp of what the issues were…the theological-political issues, through which modern liberalism came into being.”6
The idea that the recovery of orthodoxy would require Jews, who have thrived
in liberal communities, to renounce liberalism hardly seems like a palatable
alternative. This fact seems to point us toward a broad reevaluation of Spinoza’s confidence in his reasoning, particularly the metaphysical conclusions
that led him to his political conclusions.
Near the end of his autobiographical memoir, Strauss quotes from his
second book, Philosophy and Law, which traces the development of modern
critiques of religion, including its final, terrifying phase, namely, “the courage to welcome the most terrible truth,” or intellectual probity. The political
consequences of such probity led him to wonder whether there could be a
return that did not involve “the self-destruction of rational philosophy.” The
recovery of both reason and revelation led him to the study of Maimonides.
Whatever one thinks of this effort, Strauss’s challenge to orthodoxy is not
the same as Spinoza’s challenge to orthodoxy, and in fact requires an investigation into the defects of Spinoza’s view. To conflate Strauss, Spinoza, and
Sinai runs the risk of confusing the issues and obscuring Strauss’s remarkable
discoveries in Maimonides. It also risks cutting off the path to an enlightened
orthodoxy, which is at the heart of Bloom’s quest.7
Readers can be grateful to Jeffrey Bloom and his coeditors for raising
such interesting questions and eliciting such diverse responses. For religiously
6

See https://wslamp70.s3.amazonaws.com/leostrauss/s3fs-public/Spinoza%20%281959%29.pdf, p. 16.

Strauss offers his own commentary on the possibility of the return to Orthodoxy at the end of the
introduction: “The victory of Orthodoxy through the self-destruction of rational philosophy was not
an unmitigated blessing, for it was a victory not of Jewish orthodoxy, but of any orthodoxy, and Jewish
orthodoxy based its claim to superiority to other religions from the beginning on its superior rationality
(Deut. 4:6)” (Spinoza’s Critique of Religion, trans. E. M. Sinclair [New York: Schocken Books, 1965], 30).
7
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observant readers, the book reveals why philosophy might be a necessary if
challenging obstacle to teshuvah. On the other hand, readers who are not
attracted to biblical piety will nonetheless benefit from observing an alternative to the life of reason, one that does not abandon reason and points its
adherents to the life of moral and intellectual virtue.
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Daniel J. Mahoney, The Statesman as Thinker: Portraits of Greatness, Courage, and Nobility. New York: Encounter Books, 2022, xii + 232 pp., $30.99
(hardcover).

Stev en H. Fr a n k el
Xavier University
Frankel@xavier.edu

Daniel Mahoney’s latest book on political leadership begins with a vignette
of the young Chateaubriand’s meeting with George Washington in 1791.
The young aristocrat was no stranger to greatness—his own family included
many distinguished noblemen, such as his cousin Alexis de Tocqueville;
nonetheless, Chateaubriand was struck by Washington’s austerity and
reserve, and in awe of his natural greatness. Aware of his own lack of distinction, Chateaubriand claims to have seen in Washington’s eyes the virtue of a
great man. The notion of statesmanship is founded, for Mahoney, on the idea
that greatness is a feature of one’s soul, and can be developed by witnessing it
in the speeches and deeds of such statesmen.
The vignette also allows Mahoney to introduce another theme that is
central to his account: the statesman allows us to see greatness and thereby
distinguish between the less great or mediocre, and the tyrannical. Without
a clear notion of the peak of human excellence, we cannot judge accurately
the valleys of corruption but must always distort their stature. Drawing on
his experience with Washington, Chateaubriand was able to see, even by
1803, that Napoleon was no Washington, that is, a dignified statesman who
was satisfied to have served the common good honorably and who stepped
down in favor a constitutional republic. Mahoney is quick to point out that
although Napoleon’s tyranny was hardly as terrible as those of Hitler and
Stalin, Chateaubriand was essentially correct in his judgment. The purpose
of studying statesmanship is to learn the features of a noble character, and of
© 2022 Interpretation, Inc.
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honorable ambition in service of the common good, such that one can appreciate statesmen and recognize tyrants without falling prey to obfuscation.
Finally, the vignette speaks to a third focus of Mahoney’s work, which is
the fate of the statesman and greatness in general in an era when the drive for
equality appears relentless, even providential. Tocqueville remarked about
Napoleon that he was as great as one can be without being good. Mahoney
wishes to show that greatness cannot be separated from goodness or moral
virtue. But this means that students of statesmen must first be able to define
and discern the good. Contemporary political and social scientists, to the
contrary, prefer to adopt the pose of neutrality regarding such questions. Nor
does the popularization of relativism, atheism, and nihilism help matters. In
other words, the conditions for identifying and studying statesmen appear to
be much curtailed.
Related to this problem is the more general difficulty of recognizing
greatness in an era when distinctions between better and worse with respect
to characteristics of the soul are frowned upon. This is hardly a new problem,
even if it has taken on a special urgency today. The problem with distinguishing between the few and the many is explored in Plato’s Republic, as
the problem of persuading the unwise many to accept the authority of a few
wise philosopher-kings. Indeed, Mahoney suggests that the contemporary
problem is worse, since it is not just the many who deny the possibility of
greatness, but our elites as well. Moreover, our elites go further in rejecting
the notion of nature, upon which the excellence of the soul is founded. The
prospects of producing a statesman of Washington’s stature further decline
when we consider that in order to succeed, contemporary democratic statesman must obscure their greatness to appeal to the demos.
Mahoney, a professor emeritus of political science at Assumption College
and senior fellow at the Claremont Institute, is well suited to investigate such
questions. His books cover the origins of liberalism as well as a wide variety
of statesmen and political theorists, including Charles de Gaulle, Raymond
Aron, Bertrand de Jouvenel, and Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. Mahoney is not
only a student of political philosophy, but also a student of revelation and a
serious Catholic. However, to borrow Mahoney’s own description of Pierre
Manent, “he does not take his political bearings from theological categories
or from revelation per se. He is first and foremost a political philosopher who
takes his bearings from reason, from the natural order of things while being
fully attentive to the workings of grace and conscience on the souls and free
will of human beings.” He “rejects political theology, political deductions
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from explicitly theoretical categories or dogmas.”1 In his previous book, The
Idol of Our Age, Mahoney analyzed how contemporary modern thought is
characterized by doctrinaire egalitarianism and a bogus cosmopolitanism
informed by debilitating relativism. He shows that the campaign to deny the
human greatness of both heroes and saints—“the culture of repudiation”—is
an attempt to deny the notion of permanent possibilities, whether high or
low, of the human soul. As Mahoney observed in a recent interview:
It’s one thing to say that great men and women are not necessarily
saints. Whenever you write sympathetically about the greatness of a
great person, people will say you are engaging in hagiography. That
means the lives of the saints. But there really are great people, and
there really are the virtues that the ancients spoke about. Courage,
temperance, prudence, and justice that are embodied in the lives of
flawed, but great human beings. And I would add that even free political communities need the talents and contributions of such statesmen.2

The Statesman as Thinker continues Mahoney’s attempt to recover the notion
of greatness and cultivate it in democratic conditions.
◆ ◆ ◆

Mahoney’s study is a study of modern statesmen, with the goal of showing the
continuity between the Ciceronian view of statesmanship and the modern
practice of statesmanship—at least as modeled by great modern statesmen
such as Burke, Lincoln, Churchill, and de Gaulle. At the same time, the book
is itself an act of statesmanship which attempts to use these studies to restore
the ancient distinction between the tyrant and the statesman. For Mahoney,
the statesman is first and foremost a “thinker, of magnanimity informed by
an appreciation of limits and self-restraint” (15). It is important to keep this
second goal in mind in order to understand the work as a whole. “Modern
political philosophy and modern social science can only explain away such
statesmen” (15). The purpose, then, of Mahoney’s work is to restore the idea
or the possibility of a statesman. His description of the statesman might also
serve as a description of Mahoney’s work: “the noble statesman self-consciously attempts to conjugate thought and action, greatness and moderation,
while eschewing power and pleasure as ends in themselves” (15).
Daniel Mahoney, “With Reason Attentive to Grace: Pierre Manent’s Correction of Liberalism and
Christian Utopianism,” Political Science Reviewer 46, no. 1 (2022): 1. Mahoney discusses hagiography
at 138ff.
1

See https://ipa.org.au/ipa-tv/fighting-for-freedom-lessons-from-history. The phrase “culture of
repudiation” is from Roger Scruton (137).
2
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Mahoney’s educational goal takes its bearings from the ancient account
of Cicero, whose ideal of the statesman remains as valid as it was two thousand years ago: “greatness tethered to measure, action informed by high
prudence (as opposed to mere calculation), the moral virtues at the service of
the civic common good, action informed by prudent reflection, and a coherent vision of the well-ordered soul” (9–10). The practice of such statesmanship
may appear different in the hands of different individuals at different times,
but this is largely because “the arts of prudence are applied to sometimes
dramatically different circumstances” (10). An essential part of this effort
to describe the statesman is deliberation about what constitutes human
excellence. Mahoney invites the reader to think through this question by
contrasting Aristotle’s account of magnanimity with Cicero’s more political
analysis. Whereas Aristotle’s account points toward self-sufficiency and even
indifference to the community, Cicero suggests that greatness can best be
achieved by participation in the community. The reason for this is not any
dependence on recognition but the ability to benefit and enlighten others.
Mahoney soon turns from Cicero to Edmund Burke, from the ancients
to the moderns, in order to show the essential continuity of the high-minded
concept of statesmanship. Cicero describes statesmanship in terms of the
understanding and mastery of the ordering of the soul. The statesman is both
a teacher of the citizens and an exemplar of the best public life. By turning immediately to Burke, Mahoney shows the critical role that prudence
or practical reason, which Burke calls “the god of this lower world,” plays
in such statesmanship (40). Readers of Interpretation will note the striking
resemblance between Mahoney’s identification of Cicero and Burke with Leo
Strauss’s account in Natural Right and History: “Among the great theoretical
writings of the past, none seems to be nearer in spirit to Burke’s statements
on the British constitution than Cicero’s Republic.…These contentions of
Burke and Cicero are, if taken by themselves, in perfect agreement with the
classical principles.”3 Mahoney focuses on their broad areas of agreement,
and suggests that the principles of virtue are clear and fixed by our nature,
even if their particular expression changes with the historical circumstances.
As a result, the means to attaining virtue remain necessarily open to question and deliberation. Mahoney’s book is focused on the prudential question
of the relevance of statesmanship in our time rather than on the theoretical
underpinnings of virtue.
Leo Strauss, Natural Right and History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1953), 321. It is true
that Strauss goes on to suggest that though Burke and Cicero agree on moral and political grounds,
Burke ultimately departs from Cicero’s understanding of the value and possibility of intellectual virtue.
3
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To apply the Ciceronian understanding of statesmanship to modern
democratic republics requires reflection on the threats to liberty and novel
opportunities for tyranny that have emerged in modernity. Mahoney uses
his chapter on Burke to show that the contemporary varieties of “ideological
despotism,” ranging from fascism to communism, are close cousins of the
French Revolutionaries’ emphasis on theory and uncompromising metaphysics: “the French Revolutionaries were adherents of a militant secular religion
as fanatical as the most fervered or fanatical religious sect. Theirs was not a
political revolution in the ordinary sense but rather ‘a Revolution of doctrine
and theoretick dogma,’ or as we would say today, an ideological revolution”
(47). The reliance on theory distorts political judgment. It makes a relatively
mild if ineffectual government like the monarchy of Louis XVI appear to be a
monstrous tyranny. It imagines reason to have unlimited authority in political life, even in conquering nature and God. In short, it ends up abandoning
all moderation in the name of revolutionary change. In Burke’s words, the
revolutionaries “have learnt to talk against monks with the spirit of the
monk” (48). For Mahoney, Burke “was the first thinker and statesman to discern the true nature of ideological despotism,” particularly its willingness to
destroy all institutions that stand in the way of its revolutionary goals (52).
Burke’s prudence teaches us that resisting modern despotism requires the
ability to recognize the restraining and salutary influence of customs, habits,
and traditions in political life, and to deploy a combination of restraint and
moderation to protect against corrosive revolutionary ideologies.
In the midst of his analysis of Burke, Mahoney reminds us of Harvey
Mansfield’s study of Burke’s statesmanship.4 Specifically, Mansfield showed
how Burke made an alliance with the gentlemen and nobles in the Whig
party and beyond to champion a prudence rooted in a constitutionalism
that allowed room for the cultivation of noble manners such as chivalry.
These manners offered some measure of protection against the excesses of
democratic populism. However, in the long wake of the French Revolution,
gentlemen no longer exist and their replacements—technocrats, administrators, and bureaucrats—are woefully inadequate “to defend sound practice
against bad or pernicious theory” (65). Courage, the first of Aristotle’s virtues, is ever in short supply and the resources for it as well as for other virtues
appear to be disappearing. Mahoney’s project is the resurrection of these
virtues, particularly courage, to defend freedom and civilization against
Mahoney refers to Mansfield’s essay on Burke in History of Political Philosophy, ed. Leo Strauss and
Joseph Cropsey, 3rd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987).
4
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tyrannical ideologies. His study of statesmanship is a workbook for recognizing and celebrating great-souled individuals.
Here, Mahoney’s account of Tocqueville is particularly illuminating
because Tocqueville’s statesmanship reflects his prudential political judgment in thought as much as deed. Mahoney describes him as “‘the thinker
as statesman’ and not the other way around” (80). Moreover, Tocqueville
straddled two worlds, the end of aristocracy and the birth of democracy. This
allowed him to see that “the dying world of aristocracy” contained elements
of greatness that were not “simply reducible to aristocratic convention” (83).
Tocqueville sought to preserve such elements and to counter the leveling
effects of egalitarianism and the resistance to distinctions of all kinds, for
example, between higher and lower, between God and man, between man
and animals. He wished to foster a “political order consistent with liberty and
human dignity, doing justice to both the equality of human beings and the
‘greatness’ of man, which transcended the horizon of democratic equality”
(90–91). The second volume of Democracy of America addresses this tendency to confuse the noble desire for equality—the desire to raise everyone
by means of liberty—with the passion of leveling, which seeks a conformity
of all to mediocre tastes and goals. This tendency toward leveling and toward
dogmatic egalitarianism opens up a new and dangerous political avenue: in
the case of the people, the passions drive them on to unending revolutionary
violence; in the case of the tyrant, the passions offer a novel basis for power by
gratifying the low but common desires of the people. Equality without freedom or dignity is the new face of tyranny that Tocqueville came to recognize
in the passion for leveling. The antidotes to such tyranny include freedom as
well as openness to greatness. Tocqueville sought to elevate and moderate
democracy from within by teaching a notion of greatness and dignity that is
not reducible to democratic and egalitarian categories.
As a friend (but not flatterer) of democracy, Tocqueville realized the need
to create a new rhetoric, “carefully calibrated to the great task of defending
human liberty and dignity,” in order to “ennoble democracy” (91, 80; cf. 86).
Burke similarly realized that democracy had given rise to a new, abstract
language that undermined prudential judgment, urging upon us ever more
radical and uncompromising positions. Both men recognized that modern
politics is entwined with modern philosophy, particularly in a reductive
understanding of science and of morality in terms of self-interest and selfpreservation. The problem, as Burke observed, is that modern political
thought creates an ersatz religion which is even more prone to fanaticism
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than is superstitious belief. Much of Mahoney’s book explores the statesmen
who pioneered this new ennobling rhetoric in an effort to enlarge the spiritual horizons of democracy and strengthen our love of moderation, liberty,
and civilization.
Perhaps no single figure captures this new rhetoric more fully than
Abraham Lincoln. Mahoney’s short chapter on Lincoln is, fittingly, the most
rhetorically impassioned chapter in the book. Lincoln came from a simple
background, but as Lord Charnwood observed, he had the soul of a natural
aristocrat, which made him well suited to dealing with democracy in crisis.
In a passage replete with contemporary overtones, Mahoney describes the
democratic soul in crisis at the beginning of the chapter: “Democratic peoples
are prone to impatience and ingratitude in the best circumstances. But in a
highly ideologized climate marked by collective self-loathing and an unremitting desire to repudiate the inheritance of the past, ingratitude becomes
inseparable from a vulgar and destructive nihilism” (109). The moral crisis
of slavery led all sides to eschew prudence, “succumbing either to unprincipled pragmatism or moral preening and virtue signaling” (113). Lincoln
alone managed to navigate a moderate course between these and other perils
and, even more miraculously, as Mahoney shows, to craft a rhetoric to check
moralistic rage and revolutionary passion.
In Lincoln’s speeches, we see the statesman as educator. He continually
reminds Americans of the founding principles of freedom and natural right,
that is, “of a free people governing itself under humanizing limits marked by
natural right and divine justice” (119). Lincoln’s central teaching was identical
with the Declaration of Independence’s proposition that “all men are created
equal,” but Lincoln found a new way to teach this “profound truth” in a language that speaks directly to democratic citizens. We are equal in our right to
keep what we have earned “by the sweat of (our) brow” (113, 123). His language
reminded us of the “higher” basis of our union in “natural rights and indubitable truths” and thereby avoided “a heavy-handed or dogmatic ‘democratic
ideology’” (118, 119). True patriotism, as Lincoln taught, involves loving one’s
country and also loving the truth. It is easy to distort Lincoln’s teaching as
a “mere Lockeanism” or a re-founding of the country on new principles (cf.
117–18). Mahoney rejects these distortions and identifies an even more serious threat: “the cancelers have come for Lincoln too. His statues have been
toppled, and his character has been slandered by those who specialize in slogans, half-truths, and tiresome ideological clichés.” Mahoney wishes to free
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us from the dogmatic egalitarianism that blinds us to Lincoln’s greatness and
to restore the guidance of our “most philosophically minded” president (111).
Mahoney ends his study with portraits of Churchill and de Gaulle, who
vie for the title of “most impressive statesman-thinker of the twentieth century,” and a study of Czech president Václav Havel, whom he describes as
“the closest thing to a philosopher-king that the late modern world has experienced” (171, 201). These portraits follow the same analysis of statesmanship,
that is, “noble and humane ‘greatness of spirit’ informed by practical wisdom
and true moderation” (154). They also confirm the virtues of Mahoney’s
study, particularly his willingness to follow the facts wherever they lead. One
notable example of this is his account of the statesman’s piety. One might
expect that, as a serious Catholic, Mahoney would wish to connect political
greatness to piety, but again and again, his account surprises us. Churchill,
he writes, was “above all a pagan in the noblest classical sense”; in fact, none
of the statesmen he examines can be said to be pious in any traditional way
(162). Nonetheless, they all learned to respect religion as a means to encouraging moderation and ennobling democracy (cf. 164). In addition to this
willingness to follow the facts where they lead, the other feature on display
is Mahoney’s deep erudition. Each chapter provides a running commentary
on sources and scholarship such that the reader can see a variety of interpretations and find them in the literature. Further, Mahoney cites important
works that have been overlooked or neglected. In the case of Churchill, for
example, he cites his well-known speeches, his great memoir The Second
World War, and his popular History of the English Speaking Peoples. But
Mahoney also analyzes The River War, Churchill’s account of “the reconquest
of the Soudan,” a text that proves to be important for protecting Churchill
from accusations of Islamophobia and colonial racism.
◆ ◆ ◆

Mahoney challenges the traditional view that philosophy and statesmanship are quite different enterprises.5 According to this view, the goal of
statesmanship is the right ordering of souls on behalf of the right ordering
of a regime; the goal of philosophy is wisdom. Wisdom and prudence, for
Aristotle, have different relations to moral virtue: prudence depends on
the acquisition of moral virtue, while wisdom views moral virtue as at best
instrumental and secondary to intellectual virtue (EN X.7).6 For Mahoney,
5

See, for example, Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, Book VI, at 1145a6 and 1141a21.

6

“The philosopher,” Strauss observes, “asserts the superiority of contemplation as such to action as
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however, the Ciceronian model of statesmanship shows that the thinking
statesman not only brings the wisdom of philosophy to bear upon practical
life but expands the horizons of (political) philosophy itself. In The Statesman
as Thinker, he argues that, in order for civilization to be sustained, statesmanship informed by political philosophy has a most crucial role to play in
defending sound practice against pernicious theory in all its forms.

such: from the philosopher’s point of view, goodness of character and goodness of action is essentially
not more than a means toward, or a by-product of, the life of contemplation.” Leo Strauss, “The Law of
Reason in the Kuzari,” in Persecution and the Art of Writing (New York: Free Press, 1952), 114.
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Flora Champy, L’Antiquité politique de Jean-Jacques Rousseau: Entre
exemples et modèles. Paris: Classiques Garnier, 2022, 632 pp., €73.
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Rousseau’s place in the “quarrel between the ancients and the moderns,” considered in its broadest sense, is perplexing. In the mainly literary terms of the
original “querelle” that began in the generation before his birth, he is clearly a
partisan of the ancient writers against his contemporaries who he thought had
sacrificed beauty and wisdom on the altar of success in the eyes of a corrupted
general taste. Nevertheless, his own greatest literary success, Julie or the New
Heloïse, was at the cutting edge of the modern genre of the novel. In political
terms, he held up Sparta and Rome as the best political communities against
modern monarchies. Nevertheless, his own political thought was more radically democratic than anything previous, ancient or modern. In philosophic
terms, he praised “the friend Plato.”1 Nevertheless, he said that Bacon was “the
greatest, perhaps of Philosophers.”2 One could say that, in general, he returned
to antiquity in order to push modernity farther on its path.
There have been numerous scholarly attempts to explore Rousseau’s relation to antiquity. In her new treatment of Rousseau’s encounter with ancient
practical politics and political philosophy Flora Champy gives by far the most
complete and rigorous account ever completed. Her “genetic and literary”
(540) approach shares the characteristics of the work of a number of French
scholars who, over the past two decades, have taken a fresh look at many of
Rousseau to Julie von Bondeli, January 28, 1764, in Correspondance complète de Rousseau, ed. R. A.
Leigh (Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 1965–1991), 19:90. The translation is mine.
1

Rousseau, Discourse on the Sciences and the Arts, in The Collected Writings of Rousseau, ed. Roger
Masters and Christopher Kelly (Hanover, NH: University Press of New England, 1990–2010), 2:21.
This edition will be cited as CW.
2
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Rousseau’s works. Their approach is characterized by careful examination
of the various stages of his manuscripts. Champy’s work is bolder in that it
covers the entire range of Rousseau’s work. She builds her case slowly and
inexorably, brick by brick, and, in doing so, issues a powerful challenge to
influential interpretations of Rousseau by figures such as Judith Shklar and
Benjamin Constant.
As the subtitle of her book indicates, Champy makes use of the different
notions of examples and models for understanding what she calls Rousseau’s
“political antiquity.” Rousseau’s rhetorical uses of exemplary figures from
antiquity—Fabricius, Cato, and others—are well known. Rousseau uses vivid
portraits of such figures to great rhetorical effect. Without underestimating
the importance of such uses, and while documenting them scrupulously,
Champy gives priority to “models,” and particularly communities rather than
individuals. Unlike an exemplary figure, a model is not simply a standard
to be imitated. Instead, it is the most revealing example, not necessarily an
unsurpassably perfect one. Thus, according to Champy’s account, Rousseau’s
praise of the Romans does not mean either that they cannot be improved
upon or that they can be imitated in all circumstances. Republican Rome is a
model because it allows us to understand what free government requires better than any other community does. For example, when Rousseau discusses
the Roman institution of the tribune he argues for the necessity of such an
institution, but also claims both that there are alternative versions and that
the Roman one was flawed.
Champy’s exploration of Rome as a model that reveals the nature of a
series of political issues allows her to correct the sometimes excessive attention that has been paid to Rousseau’s somewhat less frequent praise of Sparta.
Judith Shklar, for example, presents either Sparta or a hybrid of Sparta and
Rome as Rousseau’s utopian fantasy of political life (429–32). Champy shows
us a much more hard-headed and clear-sighted Rousseau. She examines the
precise terms and context of Rousseau’s praise of Spartan politics and compares it with his much more detailed depiction of the Romans as “the model
of all free peoples” and as “the freest and most powerful people on earth.”3
In particular, she is one of a few scholars who have paid close attention to the
treatment of Roman institutions in Books III and IV of the Social Contract.
More commonly these chapters are simply ignored or even regarded as mere
padding to allow the chapters on civil religion and the legislator to fit in a
See Discourse on the Origin of Inequality, in CW, 3:4, and Social Contract, Book IV, chap. 4, in CW,
4:203.
3
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broader context. This is so even in some books devoted exclusively to explaining the Social Contract. In fact, Champy shows that the concrete discussions
of Roman institutions shed considerable light on Rousseau’s general and
abstract principles of political right presented earlier in his book.
The fact that she stresses the particular importance of Rome does not
mean that Champy neglects other important models, including Sparta. Her
attention to both Sparta and Rome allows her to highlight two crucial issues
of Rousseau’s political thought. Sparta shows the importance of the function
of mores as a foundational issue. This has hardly been ignored in Rousseau
scholarship, but Champy’s discussion is fresh and lucid. Rome shows a different issue: how a community can counter the inevitable tendency to decline as
government gradually usurps the functions of sovereignty that rightly belong
to the people. Much modern political thought from Hobbes on seems to strive
to solve the problem of good government once and for all, at least in principle.
Central to Rousseau’s view, on the contrary, is that every community has the
seed of its own destruction present from the beginning. The political problem
is not subject to a definitive solution even in principle. Rome, more than any
other community, reveals both this inevitable tendency and what can be done
to forestall it for as long as possible. In his treatment of both Sparta and Rome
Rousseau shows himself to be more of a realist than a romantic utopian.
Rome, then, rather than Sparta is Rousseau’s preeminent model because
it best shows the nature of the problem of preserving republican political communities. Both its relative success and its ultimate failure are what
constitute it as a model. I would suggest that this account of what a model
means could also be applied to Rousseau’s proposals for reform in Corsica
and Poland. Champy shows us the way Rousseau’s ancient models clarify
his treatments of contemporary communities such as Geneva, Corsica, and
Poland. This is true, but it is also the case that he selected Corsica and Poland
for extensive analysis because they could serve as models as well. It is not an
accident that these places (particularly Poland) were regarded as particularly
unpromising communities by most of Rousseau’s contemporaries, including
as acute an analyst as Montesquieu. Rousseau argues that it is precisely their
alleged backwardness and corruption that could be converted into strengths
when compared with powerful nations such as France or England. They are
models, not in the sense of being utopian standards, but in being case studies
that clarify the fundamental questions.
Perhaps the most influential interpretation of Rousseau’s partisanship for
ancient politics came from Benjamin Constant and his distinction between
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the liberty of the ancients and the liberty of the moderns (348–52). Constant
saw Rousseau’s support of the active republicanism of the former as laying
the groundwork for a dangerous politics that had the potential to lead to
new forms of tyranny. The echoes of Constant’s views can be found in Isaiah
Berlin and in the mainly Anglophone scholars of the second half of the last
century who attempted to link Rousseau with all forms of totalitarianism.
Champy insists upon a much more nuanced account of Rousseau and shows
that he blends some aspects of ancient citizenship with others close to Constant’s modern citizenship.
The cases of Sparta and Rome, to which could be added the limit case
of Judaism (335–38), are the models that help to explicate Rousseau’s principles and their implications. Rousseau’s use of ancient thinkers as opposed
to ancient practice presents a somewhat different set of issues. Earlier scholars
such as Charles Hendel, Madeleine Ellis, Allan Bloom, and David Lay Williams have called attention to Rousseau’s general and specific engagements
with Plato, although these scholars disagree about the nature of these engagements. Rousseau’s Greek seems not to have been good enough to read Plato
in the original. Champy has made use of Rousseau’s markings and marginal
notes in his copy of Ficino’s translation of Plato to establish many of the
specific passages that he addressed in his works. In particular, her attention
to Rousseau’s markings shows how carefully he read Plato’s Laws as well as
the Republic. Moreover, she is careful to note that Ficino’s Latin translation
(as well as Leonardo Bruni’s translation of Aristotle) sometimes departs
from the meaning of the Greek. She has also made ample use of the notes
Rousseau took from his reading of thinkers like Cicero and the Aristotelian
commentator on Rome, Carlo Sigonio. Although one cannot limit Rousseau’s
reflections to such evidence, it is extraordinarily useful to see the marks of
his impressive erudition. Champy demonstrates beyond any possibility of
refutation what a learned and careful commentator Rousseau was. He was
certainly no mere dilettante.
To demonstrate that Rousseau was well acquainted with the thought of
Plato and Aristotle does not settle the question of what he thought of them.
In general, Champy’s account of Rousseau’s uses of these authors is that he
found in them important ideas that he could use against modern thinkers such as Hobbes and Montesquieu. In effect, Rousseau used the ancient
thinkers to expose problems with modern thinkers; problems which he then
set out to solve on his own terms (395–97). In effect, Champy argues that
Rousseau agreed with ancient thinkers such as Plato, Aristotle, and Cicero
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about the precise nature of the problems to be considered rather than that he
necessarily followed their solutions. Champy’s excellent book stops just short
of considering the question of Rousseau’s agreements with or departures
from Plato and Aristotle in detail. Without exploring it in detail, she does
point to a decisive difference between Rousseau and Aristotle on the question
whether man is a political animal (402). More attention needs to be paid to
Rousseau’s consideration of the Platonic and Aristotelian consideration of the
status of the philosophic life as well. Although Champy has not settled every
question concerning Rousseau’s encounter with antiquity, she has advanced
our understanding on many fronts.
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In the early 1950s, the students of Leo Strauss began to make transcripts of
his lectures at the University of Chicago. Not long after, audio recordings
of his lectures began to be compiled. Errors were almost unavoidable in the
written transcripts, and over the years the audio files began to lose quality.
Strauss himself never edited or corrected either, but beginning in 2008, the
Leo Strauss Center at the University of Chicago initiated a project to preserve
the audio files and improve the old transcriptions, so that today acceptable if
not perfect records of most of Strauss’s course lectures are readily available
via the internet.
A few of these new course transcripts have been studied by leading
Strauss scholars and printed as books by the University of Chicago Press in
the Leo Strauss Transcript Series. At present, there are four titles in the series,
with three of these devoted to individual authors or particular works by individual authors: Paul Franco has edited Leo Strauss on Hegel (2019), Richard
Velkley has done Leo Strauss on Nietzsche’s “Thus Spoke Zarathustra” (2017),
and Robert Bartlett has produced Leo Strauss on Plato’s “Protagoras” (2022).
The fourth title, Leo Strauss on Political Philosophy: Responding to the Challenge of Positivism and Historicism, is the transcript of Strauss’s 1965 course
“Introduction to Political Philosophy” and the subject of the current review.
This course consisted of sixteen lectures, the first seven of which take up the
challenge of positivism and then historicism, the next two of which offer an
overview of the moderns Hobbes, Rousseau, and Kant, and the final seven
of which are devoted to Aristotle’s Politics. Only the first nine lectures are
© 2022 Interpretation, Inc.
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contained in the printed book. Volume editor Catherine Zuckert—who was
herself a student in the course in 1965 (213n1)—explains that considerations
of space made it impossible to print the last seven lectures on the Politics
(xxvi). Fortunately, those seven lectures have also been edited by Zuckert
and her assistants and are available for free in a PDF download from the
Leo Strauss Center website. If we want to get a sense of how a contemporary
course on the “introduction to political philosophy” should be organized in
Strauss’s view, it is vital to study all sixteen lectures even though only the first
nine are printed in the book.
The basic structure of the course begins with the two principal obstacles
to the study of political philosophy in our time, namely, positivism and
historicism, for these two positions deny the very possibility of political
philosophy. Once these roadblocks are neutralized or at least rendered questionable, it is possible to turn to political philosophy directly. But turning
to political philosophy directly means, Strauss asserts, turning to the study
of the history of political philosophy, for even positivism and historicism
indirectly admit the importance of such study. In turning to the history of
political philosophy, however, the first problem that confronts students is
understanding the battle between the ancients and the moderns. Hence the
need for the two lectures on the moderns followed by seven on the ancients,
although these seven are almost exclusively about Aristotle’s Politics. What
we are left with, then, is a course titled “Introduction to Political Philosophy”
that is disproportionately focused on positivism, historicism, and the Politics.
Zuckert notes (213) that Strauss offered courses with a similar structure in a
seminar on Aristotle’s Politics in 1960, in a course titled “Basic Principles of
Classical Political Philosophy” in 1961, and in another seminar on the Politics
in 1967. The implication would seem to be that Strauss viewed the pattern
of eliminating positivism and historicism in order to enable a return to the
Politics as the foundational course of study for beginning political thinkers in
our age. Indeed, the “Introduction to Political Philosophy” course was open
to undergraduate students as well as graduate students (xi).
In the first section of the course, on removing obstacles, Strauss begins
with two lectures explaining in some detail the rise of positivism in the work
of Auguste Comte; from Comte he turns to Georg Simmel and then to Max
Weber. The treatment of Simmel is still substantial, but relatively little is said
about Weber, whose views Strauss had treated at length in Natural Right and
History (henceforth NRH) in 1953. The figure for whom Strauss displays
the most respect in this first section of the course, however, is Ernest Nagel.
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In The Structure of Science: Problems in the Logic of Scientific Explanation
(1961), Nagel had, in Strauss’s view, accepted much of his criticism of positivism articulated in NRH (106), even while attempting to rescue other aspects
of positivism. The comments on Nagel elicited a number of questions from
students in the class meeting; Strauss was forced to delay answering some of
them until the beginning of the subsequent or sixth lecture.
That sixth lecture begins in an unanticipated manner, however, for Winston Churchill died the day before it was delivered. Strauss begins with an
eloquent comparison between Churchill and Hitler and a sobering reminder
of the limitations of political science in the face of tyranny; he also claims that
Churchill’s Marlborough is the greatest historical work of the past century
and that Churchill’s writings were as important as his political deeds. He
concludes his comments on “the indomitable and magnanimous statesman”
by reminding his students of the greatness of Churchill and by exhorting
them to fulfill their highest duty by reminding themselves of political greatness, asserting that first step toward such greatness is liberating themselves
“from the supposition that value statements cannot be factual statements”
(123). Of course, in praising Churchill, Strauss has just delivered a series of
value statements that he asserts to be factual statements. In other words,
Strauss implies that it is not possible to praise and prefer Churchill unless
there are value statements that are also factual statements. That Churchill
was a much better human being than Hitler is one such statement combining
facts and values.
The continued treatment of Nagel and the wayward separation of facts
and values at the beginning of lecture 6 reaches the conclusion that Nagel
may have avoided some of the problems of positivism but not the crucial
ones, and that in any case Nagel succumbed in the end to historicism, which
is, in Strauss’s eyes, the more dangerous position anyway. His treatment of
historicism is built around interpretations of Hegel, Nietzsche, and Heidegger. The first of these authors avoided the difficulties of historicism only
by positing an untenable “absolute moment”; the second by lapsing back into
the metaphysics of the “will to power.” Heidegger is the philosopher, Strauss
suggests, willing to follow historicism all the way to its end. Perhaps unanticipated in Strauss’s treatment of historicism is his extended criticism of the
English scholar R. G. Collingwood, whom he suggests is more accessible to
his English-speaking student audience than the enigmatic Heidegger and his
cryptic study of Sein and das Seiende. Strauss had published a long review of
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Collingwood in 1953, however, and relies on that study especially in chapter
7 of his introductory course.
As already indicated, after refuting or at least casting doubt upon positivism and historicism, Strauss insists that even those two doctrines must accept
the need to study the history of political philosophy. This step in the “argument” of the course’s design is the least clear part of the entire volume, at least
to this reviewer. That historicism would need to fuse philosophy and history
is surely correct, but it is less clear why such an interest in the history of political philosophy is necessary to the positivist (169–71; cf. xxi–xxii). In any case,
the eighth and ninth lectures take up the question of the war between the
ancients and the moderns—beginning with the moderns. Strauss published
Thoughts on Machiavelli in 1958, but Machiavelli’s voice is not emphasized in
these course lectures as much as that of Hobbes, whom Strauss views as being
a very visible founder of modern political philosophy. Strauss also has rather
more to say about Rousseau in these chapters, and his comments on Kant are
more extensive here than in his other published works. As has already been
intimated, in turning to the ancients, Strauss’s treatment of Aristotle is much
more complete here than in his published writings. Sometimes Strauss simply reads from Aristotle’s text—or has a student (in one extended case, “Mr.
Bruell”) read from it—and follows up with his own running commentary.
In the general note to the Leo Strauss Transcript Project printed at
the beginning of the book, editor in chief Nathan Tarcov states, “However
enlightening the transcripts are, they cannot be regarded as the equivalent of
works that Strauss himself wrote for publication” (ix). This is surely true, but
it is also impossible to read the transcripts without simultaneously thinking
about Strauss’s published writings. In reading the transcript for “Introduction to Political Philosophy,” it is therefore difficult not to think about how
these lectures cast light upon NRH (1953, but based on the Walgreen Lectures
of 1949) and The City and Man (1964).
Both the course “Introduction to Political Philosophy” and NRH begin by
removing the same two obstacles to political philosophy, namely, positivism
and historicism, although “Introduction” begins with positivism and NRH
begins with historicism. Both works also go on to treat of classical or ancient
versus modern natural right, although “Introduction” begins with the moderns and NRH with the ancients. For reasons such as these, it would seem
that NRH is confirmed as Strauss’s introductory book for political philosophy just as “Introduction to Political Philosophy” is his introductory course.
There are, however, also notable differences between the two. The positivist
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treated most in NRH is Weber rather than Comte. NRH also features Burke
and Locke rather than Kant and Nietzsche.
What is most obviously different about “Introduction” and NRH, however, is the extensive treatment of Aristotle’s Politics in “Introduction” but its
almost complete absence from NRH. Strauss’s most extended comment on
the Politics in his published writings is the first essay of The City and Man—
although even there he writes mostly about the Nicomachean Ethics rather
than the Politics and seeks to establish primarily that Aristotle was the inventor of political science but not political philosophy. In short, in order to grasp
the significance of the Politics to Strauss’s plan for introducing students to
political thought in our time, the course transcripts turn out to be essential
or—to use a word Strauss frequently relies on—“crucial.”
What is “obviously” missing in Strauss’s introductory course is much
emphasis on Machiavelli, on Plato, or on Alfarabi, Maimonides, and whole
period of medieval political thought. This reviewer presumes to suggest that
Strauss viewed his thoughts on the first and the third of these topics as too
advanced for an introductory course. In the final lecture of “Introduction
to Political Philosophy” he says that he emphasizes Aristotle’s Politics over
the works of Plato simply because Aristotle spoke in his own name and is
hence easier for beginners to grasp. It is interesting to contemplate that even
in “leaving out” material from his course, Strauss displays a keen awareness
of the needs of his audience.
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Why is democracy an “inevitable” political regime? Where does its psychological, moral, and existential force lie? What are its weaknesses, both in
resilience and political efficacy, as well as regarding the ends of human life?
To a large extent, Democracy and the History of Political Thought realizes that
present-day political science is unable, or unwilling, to properly answer these
questions. In order to understand our present-day political regime, we need
old teachers, even if most of them never actually experienced democracy in
their lifetimes.
It is very hard to do justice to so accomplished a volume on the subject
of democracy in the history of political thought in a short review. Not only
are the contributors extremely knowledgeable about their subjects, but the
volume also covers a great deal of the Great Tradition of political thought. A
few general considerations must suffice, although the book deserves a review
that would delve deeply into the details of each chapter, some of them pathbreaking—such as the chapter on Aristotle.
From the point of view of the Great Tradition, until the eve of the French
Revolution the merits and demerits of democracy were usually considered by
having aristocracy—the rule of the best men—serve as the standard. Being
Platonic in its foundation, the Tradition was guided by the inclination to
examine democracy—or any existing political regime—by taking the aristocratic point of reference. This created a big problem, for aristocracy was not
an actual, existing regime. It was a philosopher’s regime in the sense that it
© 2022 Interpretation, Inc.
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was postulated, founded, and, as it were, put in motion by words or speeches.
An existing regime was valued or devalued according to a fictionalized point
of comparison.
It is interesting that democracy in the words of the philosophers did not
at all times correspond to its historical, concrete reality. It could be more of
an abstraction, as the chapter on Plato makes us realize, where Mary Nichols
focuses on Socrates’s description of democracy in the Republic. Still, working
with systematic comparisons, the Tradition made political science a genuinely comparative science. That is, I believe, a very important point to make
not only as far as the history of political thought goes, but also as regards the
political science of the future and its study of democracy in our day and age.
There are two exceptions to the claim that the starting point to the study
of democracy is Platonic. They are very interestingly put into consideration in
this volume. There is the biblical exception, with its reflection not only on the
political experience of the people of God but also on the political dynamics
and relations of the great characters and prophets. We get a glimpse of that
wisdom in the chapter on Judah in the Joseph story in the book of Genesis, as
J. Davis Alvis guides us through a reflection on political leadership personified in Judah as a specific virtue different from human virtue simpliciter.
The second exception is the Greek prephilosophical reflection on democracy, that is, the poetic reflection in Homer and the political thinking of the
“historians”—Herodotus and Thucydides—none of them being “political
philosophers” by vocation, but all three being crucial in order to understand
Athenian democracy’s origins and action. The chapters on Herodotus by
Ann Ward and Thucydides by Steven Forde show the first democracy’s close
alliance with another political form: empire. Democracy in Athens produced
a naval victory of truly world-historical significance at Salamis. By defeating
a mighty Persian Empire, Athens began building its own empire. It radicalized its democracy as it enlarged and deepened its empire, and one would not
develop without the other, as these two chapters clearly show. Nevertheless,
the whole conception of knowing the different political regimes by comparing
them began with none other than Herodotus in the so-called Persian debate.
Also, Thucydides made a systematic comparison between the warring cities
of Sparta and Athens—a comparison of cities that was always a comparison
of their respective regimes.
I have to admit that to suggest that aristocracy has been the standard for
studying democracy is not the most fortunate formulation. For it might seem
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to imply that the democratic living reality has been totally passive in this
secular exercise in political philosophy. But that implication would be wrong.
Democracy has been since the beginning—since Plato and Aristotle—a challenging regime. It has been there challenging the coherence and value of the
standard itself and of the human aspiration to contemplate the best of all
regimes devoid of a popular element. Democracy was always there showing the fatal contradiction of a just and beautiful regime that would give no
regard to the popular claims, needs, and contributions. As Democracy and
the History of Political Thought shows, democracy was always there—first in
the direct observation of the Athenian experience and, after the definitive
fall of Athenian democracy, in the pages of the since-departed political philosophers and historians who had reflected on it and in the approximated
experiences of popular government provided by ancient Rome and medieval
and Renaissance free cities. Hobbes, for instance, experienced a civil war
where republican elements were present, but he also resorted to Thucydides’s
Peloponnesian War, which he translated into English and which he read as a
sort of manifesto against democracy. After the American and French Revolutions, political philosophy could once again see democracy with its own eyes,
as Tocqueville did.
The Tradition has also examined democracy against the background of
the conflict between politics and philosophy. That comes to light most obviously in the chapter on Hobbes by William Mathie, in which Hobbes’s theory
of representation is analyzed according to the relation between oratory, the
demands of private conscience, the dangers of sedition, and science or philosophy’s solution to that problematic relation.
The chapters on Aristotle by Stephen A. Block and Machiavelli by
Catherine H. Zuckert allow us better to understand where the true force of
democracy lies, in spite of the world of differences that we find between the
fourth-century BCE Stagirite and the Renaissance Florentine. Democracy
based on equality and individual freedom gets its strength and arguably its
superiority to any of the alternatives by being the regime directly founded on
each one’s desire to be the cause of one’s own good.
To be sure, a number of difficulties arise once we set our minds to think
about “democracy.” For one thing, what we now recognize and associate
immediately and self-evidently with democracy—representative government,
separation of powers—were in fact nondemocratic elements, or at least not
strictly democratic elements, introduced to correct democracies’ natural and
dangerous movements. The chapters on Hamilton by Adam M. Carrington,
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Madison by Jerome C. Foss, and Jefferson by Lee Ward put these difficulties
under the spotlight.
One final point that is not impertinent in a collective book of this kind.
Do the authors in this book have anything in common? Susan Shell’s chapter
seems to be the one which deviates the most from the general purpose of
the book: to learn from what each great political philosopher had to teach
specifically about popular government. Shell takes the opportunity to revisit
Kant’s philosophy of punishment in order to produce what we may call an
indictment of America’s current practice of punishment. But it is also an
interpretation of America’s practice of punishment as being more republican
than is the case with other present-day liberal democracies around the world.
It could also be said that by engaging with its practice of punishment, though
not exactly with the penitentiary system, Shell proceeds in Tocquevillean
fashion to reach for the core of the particular American version of democracy. In the final analysis, what seems to be a deviation ends up not being a
deviation at all.
But to return to the question: What common thread—implicit or
explicit—may bring unity to the book as a whole? I submit that the answer
to this question is given by Tocqueville in Democracy in America. The exact
quotation appears in Peter Lawler’s excellent chapter on the question of the
democratic (and American) soul. My claim is that our authors in Democracy and the History of Political Thought share a common concern about our
democratic age. Tocqueville says: “man did not give himself the taste for the
infinite and the love of what is immortal. Those sublime instincts are not
born of a caprice of his will; they have their immovable foundation in his
nature; they exist despite his efforts. He can hinder and deform them, but
not destroy them.” For Tocqueville, democratic man flirts with pantheism or
materialism at his own peril. Our authors’ concern is, then, about our “hindering” and “deforming” in man his “taste for the infinite and the love of
what is immortal.”
In the last two chapters, on Heidegger by Mark Blitz and Strauss by
Timothy Burns, the same concern emerges about the strength of the soul
of late modern man at the hands not of pantheism and materialism, but of
modern technology and democracy. With their own very different outlooks,
Heidegger and Strauss deal with the “death of God” and the vanishing of religious spirituality and wisdom in Western man’s life. Burns makes this point
with admirable subtlety, relating it to Strauss’s proposal for a liberal education. But one must wonder that both philosophers shared also a historical
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interpretation of the origins of modern democracy as coincident with the
birth of secular modern philosophy (Descartes in the case of Heidegger,
Machiavelli in the case of Strauss). Heidegger and Strauss chose to dismiss
Christianity’s role, both Catholic and Protestant, in the formation of modern democracy. They dismissed Christianity’s role in the development of the
theory of natural subjective rights (e.g., in the work of Francisco Vitoria and
Bartolomé de las Casas in the early sixteenth century, and Francisco Suarez
one generation later), as well as in the growing appeal to a contractarian conception of political obligation (e.g., in the French Huguenot literature during
the religious civil wars in France in the late sixteenth century). For Heidegger
and Strauss, democracy is inflexibly taken to be the conscious work of philosophers without a trace of the unintentional work of “priests and poets.”
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Our contemporaries incline to reduce politics to subpolitical categories—
race, class, gender, power. Mark Blitz resists this parade of idols, reclaiming
the indispensable link between the human capacity to reason in speech and
the human capacity to join with others in the task of self-government. He
clearly sees the impediments which have been erected to hinder this effort;
while his subtitle mentions nature, the criterion for political judgment
among ‘the ancients,’ it equally mentions phenomena, a distinctly ‘modern’
locution, often used to blur or to deny the distinction between nature and
convention. On the contrary, he argues, the ‘phenomena’ of political life have
a nature, and “to explore the nature of political phenomena is equivalent to
exploring what is reasonable about them,” since the term ‘nature,’ for human
beings at very least, “is the correlative of reason” (1). Correlation means not
only relating our thoughts about things to the things themselves but relating
our actions to those thoughts. Each of Blitz’s chapter titles begins with the
phrase “The Nature of”: the nature of practical action, freedom and rights,
power and property, virtue, what is common, and goods. In each instance, he
intends to connect politics to nature by means of reason, itself the distinctive
characteristic of human nature.
By the “nature” of a thing, Blitz means “what in it we do not produce,
what is common or pervasive in it, and what is essential to it” (1). In identifying the nature or essence of a thing we identify “what is always there that
is important, not trivial, and that forms the thing’s other characteristics,”
what distinguishes it from other things (1–2). What is natural is “unmade,
general, and essential”; this is “what reason qua reason seeks to know,” going
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beyond sense impressions of particular physical things and classifying them
into kinds (2).
But does politics have a nature? Is political life not conventional, manmade? Not simply, or even at its core: “political life serves an understanding
of what can be good, pursued by actions that are more or less just.” If “what
is good and just are natural and reason can know them, politics need not
and, indeed, cannot be irredeemably conventional.” This is not to say, on the
other extreme, that politics is or can be entirely aligned with goodness and
justice, given the stubborn persistence of “what is particular and impure” in
all human life, and in all humans. Rather, “my goal is to bring out what is
rational in what is contingent, or not simply rational, in us.” This goal does
not encompass all of politics, given the complexity of our particularities and
impurities, which vary from time to time, from place to place, interacting
with other times (past and future) and other places (near and far). This is
another way of saying that political life cannot achieve mathematical certainty and precision; it leaves room for “disputability in judgment and choice”
(2). Attempts to remove disputability in judgment and choice from political
life do not end well, even if firm judgments and choices must be made in
every political community. Nonetheless, the inadequacy of mathematical or
apodictic reasoning in approaching politics does not consign politics to the
sphere of irrationality. “The central political phenomena are speech- or opinion-laden and are thus open to becoming conceptually understood” (164n8).
Who cares? What makes “political phenomena” worth our attention,
indeed worth philosophic attention? Because our lives are diminished when
we do not pay sufficient attention, as seen in opposing but complementary
syndromes of the antipolitical ‘politics’ we suffer now: a passive moral relativism or lassitude on one hand and self-righteous, self-interested, impassioned
self-assertion on the other. And failure to attend to human nature as manifested prevents us from intelligently addressing the potential of technology,
and therefore of technologists, to alter human nature, “to reduce everything
human to the molecular and mathematical, perhaps, indeed, to make us
over” (3). Before doing that, might it not be better to understand the human
nature we seek to alter in the terms in which we present that nature to one
another—as social and political beings?
Hence we need clarity of thought about political things. To achieve clarity, we need to find some sort of “initial intelligibility” (5). The very notion
of intelligibility has attracted considerable philosophic dispute. The good
news here is that the dispute is indeed considerable, thinkable. To begin this
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inquiry, the quest for some “indubitable or certain beginning”—Cartesian,
Lockean, or some other kind—“may not be the correct starting point.” “It is
not evident that certainty is the appropriate goal for truly understanding the
matters we are studying” (6). Here, such recent thinkers as Martin Heidegger,
Edmund Husserl, Leo Strauss, and Jacob Klein prove helpful in their insistence in recognizing “the importance or inevitability of beginning not from
supposedly timeless yet in fact inherited concepts but, rather, from one’s own
immersion in one’s own world.” Given the very sharp disagreements on the
cognitive status of one’s own world seen in the writings of those thinkers,
such a beginning “does not presume that thought must remain relative to
one’s time and place” (7). Still, “the need to begin from things as we deal with
them, our reliance on ordinary practical intelligibility, shows the importance
of grounding all our concepts in ordinary contexts and ultimately, I will
argue, in political ways of life” (7–8).
Way of life: this is one of the four dimensions of what Aristotle calls a
politeia or regime, along with the purpose, the rulers, and the ruling “forms”
or offices of the political community. Of these, Blitz has chosen the one most
“near to hand,” as Heidegger would say, consisting of the “particular activities
and contexts” informed by an “understanding of justice or righteousness” that
gives those activities and contexts their direction. “Justice, moreover, embodies and serves an understanding of happiness, excellence, what is good, and
what is appropriate.” This in turn suggests that any particular regime or way
of life, “however close knit,” “cannot encapsulate experience fully,” as human
beings “can observe moderation and courage” and other virtues, to say nothing of vices, “apart from the orders within which we practice them.” “This
dialectic or spiral of the closedness of a way of life and openness to what is
independent from it indicates the complexity of human experience, and the
possibility of exploring matters theoretically” (8). This raises the question,
and the questionability, of the opinions that prevail in a given political community, questions arising from within it, within a framework of “law and
culture, or in divine writings and priestly control,” even as they point beyond
it, beyond both the city, the res publica, the public thing (in modernity, usually the state), and the regime that rules it, profoundly influencing the minds
and hearts of its residents (166n19).
In order either to defend or to attack a given regime, one must take
action. Therefore, “my first effort is to investigate practical activity and the
place of context in understanding it,” especially “the power of opinion,” our
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inclination to “live our lives primarily within what we take for granted and
do not explore,” our “common sense” (11).
Practical actions are those taken for reasons other than knowledge, simply; they aim at knowledge “embedded in the activity itself,” requiring not
only thought but experience (12). Practical actions are contextual, involving
“the interrelations among the things to which one is attending, which are
largely ordered in terms of their purpose.” “Common sense” is constituted to
a great extent in naming things, thereby bringing out the relevance of things
and fixing their “meaning” in terms of the actions for which we intend to
use them (14). Thus “truth about much in practical affairs is not ‘certainty’
in the Cartesian, mathematical, or scientific sense” (15). “Meaning” itself
has “two fundamental elements”: intelligibility or description and guidance
(16). With regard to intelligibility, we thereby see that the child is kicking
the ball and why he is kicking it. In this sense, “a meaning is an explicable
or rational fit that allows it to be intelligible,” free of self-contradiction. With
regard to guidance, meaning “tells us what is important” about an action,
how it affects, compels, or engages us, why we devote ourselves to it. Clearly,
meaning understood as “guiding, orienting, intelligibility” connects us with
opinions about “justice and goodness” (17). And we will want to know how
meaningful activities, understood as just or unjust, good or bad, interrelate
in an overall regime. Because our understanding of activities and regimes
seldom if ever achieves apodictic certainty, it amounts to knowledge of probabilities, of likelihoods. It might be added that what we now call ‘conspiracy
theories’ or master plots amount to attempts to make the uncertain certain.
We would all like to be ‘in the know, for sure.’ It is part of the beginning of
political wisdom not to indulge this desire too far.
The relations among these probabilities include personal relationships.
Common sense in a particular context, very much including a political
regime, involves “the general sense one has of others’ trustworthiness and
reliability, the character and ordinary practices one implicitly expects on
which one depends in business, politics, and elsewhere” (18). Is this street
safe for me to walk down? Can I confide in you and trust your promises? This
kind of common sense constitutes the social bonds that unify the political
community. Frayed or severed, they cause faction, even civil war. They can
be reinforced or weakened by prior regimes or ways, especially “the religious
and traditional ways…that precede civic regimes.” These habits of mind
and heart, as Tocqueville calls them, provide “an implicit understanding or
meaning…composed from a sense of goodness and justice,” which forms the
ineluctable starting point of philosophizing (20).
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Mind and heart are not identical, so “a good moral education may differ from a good intellectual one” (21). The cultivation of the moral sense
derives from our “embedded expectations” about our regime, derived from
that regime, as “expressed here and now in our particular affairs” (22). In the
American regime, opinions about equality and liberty, to say nothing of the
pursuit of happiness, “govern what we can say respectably”; those who intend
to change the regime will attempt to re-channel what we can say respectably
about those opinions. Indeed, “public discussion is increasingly governed by
a presumption in favor of the identical respectability and availability of all
modes of living that do not question this equal propriety,” making “proper
distinctions difficult to state and defend publicly,” as such distinctions are now
“seen only as assertions of power” (23). Even the realms of art and of intellect
have been classified as “cultural ‘products,’” and thus expressions of the will
to power, in a sort of democratized or egalitarian deformation of Nietzsche’s
thought (24). “This is the chief problem of our culture” now (170n20).
The fact that the American regime has changed since the time of the
American founders adds to the evidence that it, like all regimes, does not perpetuate itself. As noted, every regime retains a degree of openness to thoughts
not consistent with the thoughts it commends. This is why political founding is possible in the first place. “Founding institutes a form and an end that
derive from what is general,” not specific to the existing regime, “even if not
simply understood.” A common source of political foundings is the tension
between or among various social groups, “rich and poor, above all,” which
“keeps this basic awareness” of possibilities beyond the regime “alive” in the
minds of citizens (26). Another source of such innovation is war; another is
“the press of desire” for things not offered within the existing regime; still
another is statesmanship, which discerns possibilities not realized within the
regime. “Plato likens statesmanship to weaving, medicine, gymnastic training, piloting, architecture, and other arts,” weaving “the virtues of several” of
the arts together, defending the existing regime but also altering it, making
it more durable (27).
Statecraft takes a ‘modern’ turn when statesmen, or would-be statesmen,
turn not so much to religion or to natural right as the source of moral and
political authority but to an account of the course of events, that is, to ‘history,’ as that source. Recourse to history may look to scientific discovery, novel
religious revelation, or “new drives and passions” (28), sometimes thought
to follow an orderly, rationally discernible pattern (as in Hegel and Marx),
sometimes following no pattern at all, arbitrary. Blitz suggests that even this
might actually be understandable in terms of the ‘ancient’ understanding;
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for example, “perhaps we can explain the source of religion sufficiently naturally,” a point to which he will return in his later discussion of reverence. At
any rate, “it is not evident that we need to account for what seems to be new
in historicist terms” (29).
Another form of historicism, devised by the aforementioned Heidegger,
locates human historicity not in a set of laws of historical development but
in “factic” life, our immersion in our “particular existence” here and now.
From the fact that “we always already exist in a world of meaningful things,”
as Blitz readily admits, Heidegger goes on to claim that “my possibilities are
always transmitted in a historically limited fashion,” one so limited by that
“world” or “context” as to make us blind to anything else (29). (Hence, perhaps, Heidegger’s insistence that one can properly philosophize only in one
of two languages, Greek and—conveniently enough—German.) To this, Blitz
replies that our contexts or regimes “also carry their grounds before me in a
manner that detaches me from here and now (myself and us) at the same time
that I am immersed in them,” that this “movement is not only horizontal or
historical but vertical, too,” and “always incomplete,” beckoning us “beyond
finite heritage” (30). To be sure, “every regime limits certain possibilities,” but
“it cannot do this simply; what may be good or just more generally announces
itself,” over the din of the loudspeakers. This goes for individuals and also
for political communities. “Heidegger’s connecting all our possibilities to a
particular people rather than also to what is more cosmopolitan than (and
may conflict with) my people is an important intellectual ground of his support for the Nazis. In contrast to Heidegger’s view, the ‘temporal’ properly
includes the aspiration to perfection and completeness; it includes what I will
examine in what follows as the erotic as well as the spirited” (31).
In sum, practical activity has a certain nature. It entails “the purposes
and orders that form and direct what we expect”; it extends to “the way of
life in which we live” and “the character, virtues, or pious ways” the regime
“promotes”; this way of life is formed by “the approach of what allows things
to be good” and “the justice that seeks to achieve goods,” thereby enabling us
to rank the elements of our way of life. And this way of life is never “strictly
rigid,” inasmuch as “we can attempt to examine its elements and activities on
their own,” that is, beyond the intellectual and moral limits of the regime (32).
But is our practical activity determined by chance or some form of necessity? If not determined freely, by what criteria should we act? Blitz moves to a
discussion of the nature of freedom and rights.
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One meaning of freedom is to be unbound, either in a good way—poised
for choice and action—or in a bad way—lost, wanting direction but having
none. Another meaning of freedom is to be self-directed, self-ruling. This
suggests that “freedom’s openness and self-direction occur in relation to
activity and thought and the intelligibility that makes these possible.” We
want to know where we are freely going, and why, and to be able to sustain
our freely chosen actions, “not to be battered from side to side” by forces not
our own. Freedom “involves self-binding,” the capacity to stay the course we
have set for ourselves or to “leave the path” if and when we so choose (34).
Isaiah Berlin’s well-known distinction between “positive” and “negative”
freedom, between freedom to do something and freedom from something,
must be supplemented with a teleological point: that we want freedom to
choose the actions and goods towards which we direct ourselves or are hindered in directing ourselves.
“Another central experience of freedom is its necessity,” by which Blitz
means that we cannot avoid choosing because we are human. “To be free
is a necessary or essential component of what we are,” a point succinctly
expressed some decades ago by Henry Kissinger, who titled one of his books
The Necessity for Choice (34).
In view of these observations, full exercise of our freedom may require
us to submit to unfreedom. That is, in order to achieve what we freely intend
to accomplish, we may well need prior restraint: if I freely choose to cross the
street, please grab me if I am about to step out in front of an oncoming truck,
lest I never get to where I want to go; if I freely choose to learn Latin, please
put me under the authority of someone who knows how to teach me. “The
goods one feels, experiences, and enjoys are linked to the soul that masters
them,” and that soul must be ordered in a certain way, often by taking on a
set of habits, in order to obtain the ends it chooses (36).
Stated formally, “freedom is our movement and direction toward and
unhindered immersion in accessible things, together with our movement
toward and unhindered immersion in their initial and continuing intelligibility and guidance, that is, their meaning” (36). Politically, this means
that “we must…consider goods and the common good more fully in order
to grasp toward what the soul’s full movement, its direction, unencumbered
readiness, and attentive binding are oriented” in terms of our public life, our
regime, which after all sets many of the conditions of action (37). The regime
of liberal democracy, with its “free political institutions,” serves “the free
and equal self-directed attempt to satisfy desire.” Hence its “liberal” or free
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character, featuring a government that limits itself, or rather is limited by the
sovereign, self-governing people, “employing and enhancing the character I
need to execute and secure my freedom, and by advancing self-government.”
Freedom of religion, of speech, and of self-government generally will require
a degree of unfreedom, of “excellence of speech or reason,” including some
degree of the rule of reason over desire, the rule of speech over force. This
freedom “is not limited to liberal political freedom” but also “points to liberal
education” (37). All of this suggests that freedom rightly and comprehensively defined necessitates a way of life or regime—not necessarily a modern
liberal democracy, but surely not a tyranny, ‘ancient’ or ‘modern.’
How one understands or defines the basis of freedom will vary, and Blitz
stipulates a capacious range of definitions. For the classical political philosophers, freedom means, primarily, a rightly ordered soul participating in
civic rule; for the moderns, freedom means primarily freedom of thought
and action, certain rights exercised in civil society within the framework
of a centralized state. But freedom might also concern “not only the classic
soul or the one who holds rights but also the transcendental will in Kant,
Hegel, and Nietzsche, and Heidegger’s Dasein.” Whereas “for the classics…
the abilities of soul have full or proper natural uses and objects,” the abilities
of the transcendental will “are linked to what they productively shape or to
that in which they are freely immersed as material to shape.” For Kant, this
means “the self-effected moral ought or Idea”; for Nietzsche, creating and
overcoming, for Heidegger, “fated being,” but for all of them freedom is still
“poised and self-moving immersion in what is (for these thinkers) most open
or available” (38).
Against freedom, some thinkers claim several doctrines of determinism.
These may be material, historical, divine, psychological, sociobiological, or
economic. One often hears such doctrines asserted regarding matters involving “criminal blame” (40); Tom Dooley may well hang down his head and
cry, not out of guilt but out of being buffeted by circumstances he could
not have controlled. To these claims, Blitz opposes the ineluctable fact that
almost always one’s actions present themselves as choices. For example, “One
cannot (or cannot yet) even fully describe what happens in thought, in virtuous action, or complex emotion at the molecular level, let alone show how it
determines the other.” Our judgments may be determined in some way, but
“making the statement and expressing the judgment” cannot account for the
meaning of the judgment, tell us whether they are right or wrong, good or
bad, beautiful or ugly (42). “The virtuous act qua virtuous act has meaning
apart from and no meaning strictly in terms of the material, which is at best
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a condition of but not equivalent to the motive or ground of what we must
describe and approach in some other way” (43). David Hume’s celebrated
distinction between “Is” and “Ought,” predicated on the claim that nature is
only purposeless matter in motion, does not require us to convince ourselves
that our manifest sense of being able to make choices has no reality. There is
no sufficient reason to permit ourselves to be talked out of it.
“Arguments to this effect are made with special force by Heidegger,”
quite apart from his malign political opinions. We understand ourselves as
open to being, an openness that “belongs to our temporality or finitude, the
fact that we are not eternal or outside of time but always project a future,
bring forward a past in doing so, and are immersed in a related present.”
Our resoluteness, our decisiveness, in this moment bespeaks our freedom to
take responsibility for ourselves and for our understanding of the “entities”
behind, around, and before us (43). Heidegger “means to show that freedom
from, freedom for, self-determination, self-legislation, and standing within
and freely choosing good and evil are grounded in the free openness of being
as he understands it.” Being itself opens itself to our choosing. In Heidegger’s
words, “Determinism denies freedom, and yet by denying it, already must
presuppose a certain idea of freedom,” namely, the freedom to deny freedom.
“Therefore,” he continues, determinism “remains outside of freedom from
the start” (44). Blitz concurs to some extent, writing that “because of the irrelevance for choice of believing all outcomes to be determined, current and
future arguments about determinism should not affect one’s practice” (46).
For example, when Aristotle defines distributive justice as “equal to equals
and unequal to unequals,” it is “hard to see how the meaning and fact of this
just distribution are caused by the power of what the material can effect or
condition rather than limiting and in that sense directing the material” (47).
“The fullest expression of freedom would involve recognition of and
unhindered immersion, explicit directedness, and lingering movement
within the fullest context, the fullest ends and intelligibility” (47). Such
freedom can be seen in the philosophic life, in greatness of soul, and in the
full (Madisonian) responsibility of the liberal statesman; citizens generally
exercise it in thought, in speech, and in a certain kind of learning, liberal
education.
Freedom implies motion. Motion concerns not only “physical matters” but
politics, soul, and thought, all of them meaningful, purposeful (49). “The free
movement of the soul,” for example, “is oriented to things in their meaning—
what is good about them (their goodness) and our expectations about their
availability, that is, how one can move or proceed toward them, how they can
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be distributed, and their possible independence” (50). To elaborate this point,
Blitz turns not to Heidegger but to Plato—specifically, to Socrates’s account
of erōs and thumos. Love is needy, desiring union with the beloved, but it can
also be observant; that is, it may not wish “to incorporate, use, or join with”
the beloved “as if it has no independence but, rather, to be together with it as
the very thing it is,” to admire, to “liv[e] up to the perfection one admires and
wishes to be with,” transporting the lover and uplifting him without the desire
to “merely combine.” And when a lover does want to combine with the beloved,
he “distinguishes the one loved from all others,” intending that a loving pair
will form, in turn distinguishing themselves from all others (51). In this, love
moves from “something that seems complete to what is more complete”—a
couple, a family, eventually a political community (52).
For its part, “spiritedness is also a movement,” not of combining or
admiring but of “separating, identifying, protecting, and, even, withdrawing”—movements regarding lovers and those persons, ideas, or things they
love. We associate spiritedness with anger, pride, self-defense, “and hence
with rights,” since “rights are grounded in reverence for what is inviolable in
oneself.” Politically, spiritedness “defend[s] courageously what it separates,
if it is just and good” and attacks or defends against what seems to threaten
one’s independence (52). If aiming at the unjust and evil, however, spiritedness may seek “dominance of oneself alone, one’s name, what one does not
share” (52–53).
When it supports the understanding reason seeks, love “tends to see things
in their wholeness,” seeing distinct things in right combination, now or in
the future. When it supports understanding, spiritedness “tends to see things
as recalcitrant, unyielding, perplexing single units and necessities,” inclining
toward attempt “to absorb or agglomerate them into a more expansive unit or
one,” as in mathematics and “the modern conquest of nature” or other forms
of manipulation. “When the dialectic of the movement of eros and spiritedness accompanies thought, it seeks eventually to bring them together,” with
the virtue of eros being moderation, the virtue of spiritedness being courage
(53). Both are connected, or at least should be connected, to freedom, although
in their vicious forms they tyrannize the souls in their grip.
Returning to the regime that justifies itself in terms of freedom, Blitz
addresses the familiar notion of rights, which “we often call…our freedoms.”
“A right is a deserved authority, mastery, freedom, or choice,” an “authority,
ownership, mastery or freedom to dispose of or to direct” (55). “My right
is my authority,” my deserved claim freely to direct, master, lead, or guide
myself, and therefore seen in what the Declaration of Independence calls the
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consent of the governed (56). In terms of the Declaration, certain individual
rights are authorities by nature primarily, rightly instantiated in human custom and in law but ordained by the laws of Nature and of Nature’s God. The
“democracy” part of liberal democracy means that rights so conceived shall
be equal, under law. Such rights most especially turn out to be right concerning desires everyone shares, what Locke identifies as pleasure or “the relief
from unease,” that low but solid ground upon which all of us stand, even
philosophers.
Other forms of authority include parental authority, natural at least
until the child reaches maturity and also an important conduit of traditional
authorities including religion, class, and occupation. The ground of parental authority is “care, attention, love of one’s own, and, for a while, greater
knowledge and experience” (56). Beyond that, the natural right/authority of
consent or rational assent should prevail. A difficulty has arisen, however,
with the institution of a ruling class of professional administrators, the
asserted rule of a few based on “expert knowledge of ways and means” to
accomplish public actions; nevertheless, under liberal democracy the many
retain the authority to set the purposes administrative experts undertake
to fulfill. “Indeed, the ordinary grasp of these goals may be superior to the
experts’ opinions” (57). Still another form of authority is legitimacy, which
focuses not on means or ends but on origin, whether it be monarchic or aristocratic birthright, election, or appointment.
Natural rights imply equality of some sort, inasmuch as we see that other
human beings have by nature the same power of self-direction that we enjoy.
We see this most clearly when it comes to “satisfying desires,” as “such goods
are most clearly equal” and “most visibly separable from the mass spirituality
and otherworldliness against which modern thinkers rebelled.” But not all
desires are created equal. “Securing equal individual rights as the heart of
justice is coordinate with understanding goodness as what relieves unease”
(58). Thus, “in the American world of John Locke,” “rights are not found in
a mysterious world of freedom separated from ordinary human motives and
facts,” as they are in the Kantian realm of noumena. But neither are they
found in “mere calculation,” as argued by the early Utilitarians. Rights are
found in “the truth of human self-direction and inviolability” (59). To see
that is to involve the spiritedness described by the ‘ancients’ along with desire
and security—that low-but-solid preoccupation of the ‘moderns.’
The sense that our rights are unalienable or inviolable derives from our
sense of, and love for, ‘our own,’ “the experience of one’s separateness and
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unity.” My own includes my body, but it also includes my thoughts and emotions; even when I am “lost in thought” this “is still my being lost in thought”
(60, italics added). “My own is first or primarily the experience of the movement of separation that freely directs the things and powers one masters or
controls,” an “experienced movement of pushing away from or enclosing and
absorbing.” Blitz identifies spiritedness as “the ground of this understanding”
in nature while remarking that the development of it in individuals “differs
in different regimes” (61). Regimes founded on natural and civic equality will
incline both to emphasize the development of a strong sense of individual
rights while at the same time centering citizens’ attention on the “average,
universal, or equal way” of interpreting those rights, not on the noble way of
interpreting them seen in many monarchies and aristocracies. This liberal
but perhaps especially democratic interpretation of spiritedness “connects
the self to goods and pleasures that it is difficult to doubt” (62).
Human nature being more than bodily and material, however, even in
liberal democracies, “individual rights also speak to reverence for the individual” as part of the ground of equal authority. “Such reverence is the experience
of attention to what is high in oneself, what gives one pause in dealing with
oneself, in relation to goods and what is high in them.” This in turn “speaks
to the role of reason in directing our powers,” reason being both a distinctively human characteristic, and therefore ‘high,’ while also being universal
in human beings as such, and therefore universal. “Rights interpret this reverence in a certain way—in an egalitarian way with egalitarian goods.” Even
our passions are intellectual “in the sense that we experience them together
with reason, with combining, separating, and directing.” This makes opinion
“important in experiencing justice, goodness, and virtue,” and in comparing
one way or set of ways to another and questioning our own ways (62). “Reverence belongs to the noetic passions,” that is, to the higher passions, those more
likely to find guidance in reason. Rights generally “belong to the experience of
honoring oneself, one’s separateness in deserving honor,” thus in spiritedness,
the part of the soul that craves honor, respect. Rights “combine one’s spirited
separateness as the one who asserts, wills, and chooses with the erotic movement toward excellence or perfection” (63).
Excellence might aim at the sublime or the beautiful, or both. The sublime sublimates all else to the holy. In admiring someone or something holy,
we mix admiration with awe and fear. By admiring the beautiful, especially
in philo-sophia—the wondering love of, the eros for beautiful wisdom—
the soul “lacks fear.” “The ‘holy’ is what one protects in its beauty, purity,
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separateness, nobility and wonder rather than simply possessing it, and this
protection is then also compatible with knowing and admiring it, which is
erotic” (64). Rights combine these two understandings of excellence, as when
we become indignant over being ‘used’ and we insist on being recognized
for our efforts. “One sees this in Locke’s understanding of value as coming
almost exclusively from human effort, not from nature, and in Hegel’s understanding of property” (64–65).
Blitz identifies three “elements in instituting and securing rights.” The
first is to seek the source of “one’s own authoritative self-direction and assertion” in “what deserves to be revered rather than bowing down to priests
as the only guardians of the pure.” This evidently links the modern sense
of rights to Protestant religion rather than to Catholicism. The second, as
mentioned, is to connect rights to “meeting ordinary desires and producing
ordinary pleasures,” the relief of “unease.” The third is virtue, “in particular
responsibility” (as James Madison so clearly sees), responsibility “understood
as protecting rights” (65).
“Virtue specifies the character one needs—the human type one needs—
fully to enjoy justice and goodness in a regime.” Responsibility is the
liberal-democratic virtue equivalent to, but not identical with, the magnanimity, the greatness of soul, upheld by Aristotle and exemplified by so many
of the heroes of antiquity. Magnanimity “is higher than responsibility but less
equal,” more aristocratic, “and the good with which it deals is not a momentary resting but a kind of burgeoning and expansiveness” (66). Responsibility
comports with liberal democracy because citizens in that regime readily
expect their elected representative to ‘respond’ to their rightful demands,
and typically insist that all of their fellow citizens ‘take responsibility’ for
their own actions under the rule of law, whereby everyone is to be equally
protected.
Self-government, then, to be sure, but how shall one understand the
responsibilities of the ‘self’? By what standards shall one judge it? Rights,
yes, but also a sense of not only what an individual self is, by nature, but
also of what it can become, the extent to which it can be brought to embody
the most distinctively human dimensions of that nature—the end(s), the
purpose(s) of that nature. Further, “this judgment involves understanding
the full use of the powers” seen in the individual, “oriented to one’s way of life
and, ultimately, to the true whole that any way of life, any order of justice,”
any regime, “imitates.” Finally, our standard of judgment involves “seeing
what most fully allows the other elements in one’s regime—the virtues and
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other ends of individuals—their natural independence” (67). Even in liberal
democracies, founded upon natural rights which inhere in individuals, we
discover the ineluctably political character of human beings.
Blitz will continue his consideration of virtue. Before that, however,
he addresses an element of politics which enables the virtuous and the
unvirtuous to take actions in accordance with the standards they wish to
enforce: power, something “central to any political discussion” (69). Power,
he observes, means not only coercive force but also ability, as when we say of
someone that he has outstanding intellectual powers. Such powers or abilities
provide those favored by the possession of them to acquire property, thereby
widening the range of their natural powers. The unequal distribution of
natural powers results in unequal distribution of property. This, notoriously,
leads to disputes over whether the existing distribution of property within a
political community is just.
First and often foremost, power is strength. It “involves speed and
force—movement—that tends to destroy or break up (separate)” but also may
“may hold fast against destruction and may then reassemble or put together”
(70–71). Considered as strength, power might be concentrated, as when we
describe an odor as powerful; it may also be expansive, as when a river floods.
Second, as mentioned, power is ability—for example, a hummingbird’s
power of hovering. “How full the gathering of something’s ability is, moreover, is a central measure of its excellence, although not its only one” (74).
This means that power is not necessarily a morally neutral phenomenon,
since excellence in human beings obviously betokens goodness of one sort or
another. And although goodness at, say, swinging a baseball bat and hitting a
ball has no intrinsic moral significance, the purpose of that activity implicates
us in the question whether playing baseball is a good activity for human beings
to undertake. (I once read about a recently arrived European immigrant to the
United States who, upon witnessing a baseball game, warned the young men
in his congregation against becoming “a crazy American runner.”)
A distinctively human power is speech or reason. This suggests that “our
powers…are not efficient causes but, rather, the defining elements in what
we do, especially once we see this in the light of our perfections” (75). Speaking and reasoning are as central to political life, and are as much powers, as
is coercive force. Both involve considerations of justice, as “proper power is
measured concentration on proper tasks or movements that allows one and
others to follow their natural inclinations and, consequently, sometimes to
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improve their immediate inclinations,” whereas “improper force is destroying something’s form or independence, controlling and misdirecting not
only its own abilities and inclination, but its unity itself” (77).
Political philosophers have had a thing or two to say on this. For Hobbes
and Locke, “a power is a means to what helps relieve unease or satisfy desires,”
a quest that “ceaseth only in death,” as Hobbes famously contends (Leviathan,
chap. 11). This move by modern political philosophers splits power “from
specific abilities connected to specific forms, areas, and completions”—that
is, it is in line with the rejection of the idea that human nature has a telos or
purpose distinct from other animal species (77). These philosophers advocate
“moving things away from their natural inclinations and separating and putting them together as one chooses,” manipulating the control “of any motion
or of things in motion as one sees fit.” The conquest of nature is an act of the
human soul reconceived as a “free self,” a “calculating self” intent on selfmotion and autonomy “from all claims that are not authoritatively chosen”
by other human beings in contractual association with one another (78).
In this, modern liberal democracy resembles “classical democracy” in
being based on liberty and equality. It differs from classical democracy in its
“greater denigration of pride, honor and nobility, the reduction of full virtue,
the justification of the utility and not only beauty of scientific knowledge, the
abolition of slavery, the civic equality of women, the favoring of economic
expansion, the narrowing and equalizing of pleasure, the permitting of toleration, the (relative) separation of the private from the public, the existence
of representation, and, starting with Locke’s separation of powers, the utility
of internal clash or dissent within government” (78). An extensive list, one
deriving from the initial move, namely, the substitution of the self, which
aims at its own commodious preservation, for the soul, which aims at that,
but even more at honor among men and even honor before God—salvation,
not mere self-preservation. What satisfies the self “is only what is for myself
and my security with no independent excellence in things.” “What common
ground could there be” between that and “classical nobility” (79)? Hence
Nietzsche’s rebellion against earlier moderns, one that remains, however,
within the framework of power, now understood as creativity, “not as making new products, but as ordering and reordering,” for “treating as one’s own
creation what has been fated for one historically” (81).
To all the moderns, Blitz rejoins that power has limits. It aims at some
result, whether proper or improper. That goes both for power as strength and
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power as ability. This fact compels one to return to the question of telos. And
thus back to virtue.
“The question now is whether this orientation to proper use is also true
of our other distinctive powers” (82). Each of the twelve virtues enumerated
in Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics “deals with the passion or good in question
in a measured way: one seeks, enjoys, or deals with it in the right way, at the
right time, for the right reason, with the right people, as measured by practical reason.” “Our virtuous choices and actions involve measured thought
and, therefore, point to properly measured thought” (83). Measured thought
means rational thought; “human experience is inseparable from reason,” the
human power which enables us to make distinctions, to consider both our
ends and the means by which we intend to secure those ends (84). Power as
strength finds its limit in (for example) exhaustion; power as ability finds its
limit in nature, as when a boy figures out that he will never play first base in
the majors. Both also find a limit in ends, which are rationally discernible
and rationally open to question, to discernment, to making distinctions.
Regimes set purposes and ways of life, bringing out some virtues (if bad,
some vices) and pushing others into the background. The virtues fostered
by ancient regimes often conduced to “noble action,” to “beautiful purposes
and satisfactions.” “These satisfactions and purposes differ from the restlessness of modern desire,” fostered by the ways of life in modern regimes (85).
Blitz does not judge modern regimes lacking in virtue altogether. They do
not admire greatness of soul, but they do admire responsibility, its equivalent
“in liberal democracy.” More widely, “the liberal democratic virtues of industriousness, tolerance, and civility differ in their generality from political and
military effort, piety, and aristocratic friendliness or noblesse oblige” (86).
Many of the modern virtues center on property—so much so, that James
Madison argues that even as we have a right to property, we have a property
in our rights. Material property “is especially interesting” to Blitz “because
it is a visible place where we humanize ordinary material (most clearly the
land and what grows on it), where we transform it or take it up into what is
human, where we limit, rearrange, and even to some degree bring out and
develop its elements and give them added meaning” (87). Further, in order
to protect property, we must engage in political life, raising questions about
justice, rightful ownership.
For the classics, just ownership means fitting property to nature, assigning the bigger coat to the bigger boy, the smaller coat to the smaller boy. This
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standard also may be seen in Locke, particularly when he addresses human
relations outside of civil society, as when he argues that a people that uses
more land than it needs is rightly pushed off that land by another people
whose land is overpopulated, or even one that can use the land more efficiently, in a more civilized manner. “But who in practice is to judge this?”
Plato’s Socrates recommends the rule of the wise, but does so ironically,
knowing that “the wise are not simply wise” but wise primarily in their
knowledge of their own ignorance “and, consequently, would not wish to
spend time distributing property (or other goods and opportunities), which
they would do inadequately in any event.” The same problem arises with the
rule of the virtuous, as seen in “the actual aristocracies or semi-aristocracies
that have existed in fact in Great Britain and Europe” (89).
A more down-to-earth justification of property roots possession in
“being oneself, being one’s own”—that Madisonian property in one’s rights—
“or in what one needs to be one’s own rather than in better or best use” (89).
Everyone “wants good things for oneself, not only for the one who uses them
best” (90). That is the kind of property right more readily secured in practice.
It does so in large measure because, in defending what is my own, I quickly
recognize that I must grant a reciprocal right of self-defense to others, lest
they gang up on me and strip me of my possessions. Liberal democracy is the
modern regime that encourages that way of life, tying property to equality
and establishing laws that prevent property from being seized by force. This
sets reasonable limits on both property ownership and property use.
What about the properties of bodies? “The body is not a mere physical
appendage or tool, for ‘I’ feel, see, use, own, and occupy. This is why violations
of the body are violations of the person.” The body is “soul-diffused.” As body,
it requires property to “meet necessity”; as the locus of a soul, it needs to use
property well, “to use virtuously” (92). “The experience of things that brings
out their powers and properties depends on what allows these activities to
occur or to be developed. This is primarily a country’s way of life, its law or
justice and the understanding of what can be good to which it is directed.
This is one reason why political-philosophical matters are so central” (93).
Having discussed virtues as they relate to political life, Blitz turns to
“the nature of virtue” itself. “Virtue of character is an important purpose
or element of political life because it is a vital way we deal with and control goods,” along with law and technical skill. What we regard as virtue or
good character is inflected by our regime as a way of life, embodying as it
does “a view of the right way to act and behave.” The several schools of ethics
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today—‘deontological,’ ‘consequentialist,’ and so on—emphasize a section
of this more comprehensive understanding of virtue and of ethics. At the
same time, no regime “can fully control the experience of its members and
citizens,” much as the rulers may try (95). Opinions about what virtue is are
susceptible of reasoned scrutiny, in and across regimes.
Blitz divides his own effort at such scrutiny into three topics: virtue in
relation to goods; virtue in relation to various regimes; and virtue in relation
to morality generally. “The basic experience of virtue” occurs as we live our
lives with other people, noticing that they, and we, are better or worse at the
tasks they undertake (96). Children quickly form judgments of their parents’
parenting; they ‘talk back.’
Virtues, taken together, constitute virtue, or character. Character “concerns the way one deals with goods and passions.” Aristotle argues that
ethical virtue, good character, in action “constitutes happiness” because virtue “enjoys and deals with what is good” (96). For him, “the most complete
or beautiful use of our powers to enjoy the basic goods” is what happiness
consists of (96–97). For moderns, and especially modern Americans, Aristotelian virtue might well be supplemented by religious virtue—faith, hope,
and charity being quite different from, if not contradictory to, courage,
moderation, wisdom, and justice—and by the virtues of liberal democracy,
responsibility and industriousness among them. However broadly or narrowly conceived, virtue nonetheless “depends on the truth and breadth of
our experience and understanding of human powers, and their orientation
to what exercises and engages them fully” (97). Children do indeed talk back,
but it will take time and thought and habituation to bring them to the point
of talking back intelligently. “Acquiring virtue and using the mind take time
and are not automatic” (98). Parents retain their say in such matters.
Political regimes also have their own say, in speech (persuasion) and
in action (punishment). “The nature of all virtues, some more clearly than
others, is that they require a political community” (emphasis added). That
is because acquiring virtue and using the mind do indeed take time, are not
automatic, and therefore will need the support of the regime within which
such cultivation takes place. Further, all of the virtues have implications for
the survival and prosperity of the regime: courage “has a natural, spirited,
basis” but the battlefield courage needed to defend a regime and the country
it rules requires training and public support (99). The same goes for moderation and the other virtues. A given regime will point the intellectual and
affective attention of its citizens to particular kinds of virtue by directing
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them on a particular way of life. During the Cold War, the American citizen
was not Soviet man; the constellation of virtues that made up the regime’s
conception of virtue or character inclined the citizens of the one regime in
one way, the subjects of the other regime in another, forming very different
character ‘types’ within the respective populations. “Virtues are connected to
different regimes for three central reasons: the understanding of justice that
constitutes the regime, the basic experience of good that is involved with the
regime and its virtues, and the nature of the ‘I’ and freedom coordinate with
the regime” (101–2).
With respect to morality, Blitz distinguishes it from ethical character or
virtue, although it is of course related to that. Morality consists not so much
in the enjoyment of goods as in “restricting one’s actions in order to benefit
others but not necessarily oneself.” In this way, morality “is close to law as
a command followed by punishment for disobeying the command” (104).
Morality and law are in turn related to the virtue of justice, which concerns
both the distribution of goods within the community (which may or may not
coincide with my own full enjoyment of them), and punishment, which may
or may not be ‘for my own good.’
One moral system influential in liberal democracies for more than a century is Kant’s. Kant grounds moral law “on the freedom of equal individuals
as those who have rightful individual authority, those who deserve equal
respect” (105). Blitz criticizes Kant, doubting that our fundamental moral
convictions are self-evident and denying Kant’s claim that freedom means
“the universal legislating that Kant has in mind, since any number of contradictory things could be universally legislated” (for example, prohibiting
or commending theft, as Hegel remarks). Kant also tends to define pleasure
“in the narrow or utilitarian sense” brought forth by his philosophic rivals in
his own time (107). Arriving at the right moral conclusion becomes a matter of applying a rule-based procedure as the guarantee of moral behavior.
As a consequence, in political life Kantian morality tends to separate lawabidingness and legal administration “from its purpose—advancing the
common good—and increasingly [towards] strict proceduralism.” Such an
ethos in turn inclines toward administrative statism, a form of aristocracy or
perhaps oligarchy, not toward the political rule liberal democracy attempts to
cultivate in modern states. “On the whole, liberal democracy, its ground in
natural rights, its characteristic virtues, and its predating the absolute moral
law of Kant and his successors, is a superior and less fantastic combination of
proper choice, satisfaction, and each individual’s inviolability” (108).
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Moral proceduralism thus obscures “the major question to which the
virtues point,” the “degree and status of their truth.” If virtues vary from one
regime to another, how can we decide which, if any, really do fit the nature
of things, including human nature? “What are the beautiful things or true
honors, or the true fears and satisfaction?” (109). Enter the Platonic dialogues,
wherein such questions animate the interlocutors, not always leading to apodictic conclusions. “The discussions bring out the important fact that what
is virtuous and what the virtuous objects are become more visible once we
consider the imprecision and unclarity of any opinion we have of virtue, or
our experience of it” (110). Aristotle does not fail to overlook this, although
moderns, perhaps intent on rivaling the certainties of religious conviction,
attempt to overcome it. In failing, they frequently call morality and virtue
themselves into question.
As a result, the finest eroticism declines. In accepting uncertainty in
moral judgment, the ancients leave the soul open to yearning, to striving for
a perfection we cannot reach. “One cannot fully merge with the beautiful,
the good, and the whole of things”; “always incomplete,” we feel the presence
of “greater beckoning wholes” (112–13). Even in the mild and egalitarian air
of liberal democracies, “one cannot be fully responsible,” fully virtuous as
we stand on the low but solid ground. A degree of acquaintance with the
older philosophers may alert one to that. Otherwise, self-satisfied souls without longing will prevail, entranced with their own technical proficiencies
but merely blinking at the stars. “The virtues are initially and for the most
part connected to political regimes, or ways of life,” and insofar as the liberal
democracies foreclose the experience of greatness of soul or the experience
of humility under “divine authority” along a pious way of life, they diminish
the persons they intend to protect from those they describe as overbearing
aristocrats and fanatic priests (113).
This leads Blitz to move from the nature of virtue to the nature of “what is
common”—the res publica. To be a member of a polis, empire, feudal society,
or modern state means first to be presented with certain things held to be
good by the political community, second to find “equal and unequal distribution of tasks, opportunities and goods and their fit or working together, what
is proper to be done, by whom.” Both of these features of political communities require “virtue and law.” “Together, the fit of tasks and opportunities to
achieve certain goods constitutes what we hold in common in a way of life,”
a regime, which characterizes but is not the same as the political community,
which could have any regime and indeed may undergo regime changes, over
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time (115). Among the “commonalities” seen in “the public thing” are organizations, endeavors, “goods that we can produce only in common” such as
victory in war or in soccer and orchestral music, public honors and, depending upon the regime, ruling offices (119). Commonalities shape the character
of those who partake in them, making “understand[ing] virtue and why it is
good” the “core issue” in Aristotelian political science (121).
The regime of liberal democracy in the characteristic modern ‘public thing’ separates the state from civil society; in that regime, “economic,
intellectual, artistic, and religious life is primarily private and the state
regulates or tries to ensure equal opportunity but does not direct it.” This
separation originates with the philosophic founder of lo stato, Machiavelli,
and is elaborated by Hobbes and Locke. They replace “the classical city or
political community” with exactly this “difference between state and society,
and ‘states’ need not be governments; governments are not politics’ only or
primary venue” (122). This tends to liberate the desires from moral control by
governmental authorities, a move intended to unfetter the human capacity to
master fortune and nature and to unfetter governments from priestly control.
What binds modern states together, aside from force (which can and often
does defeat the purpose of liberalism by crushing individual and civil-social
enterprise), is patriotism.
Patriotism is not the same as the public good. “My own, our own, our
good, and my good differ” (123). As “the political love of, the political attachment to, one’s own,” patriotism may well attach itself to the existing regime,
but then it may not; the American revolutionaries considered themselves
patriots (124). More, the patriot will attach himself, remain loyal to, “practices, conventions, and the current and accumulated opinions about what the
justice and goodness of our way of life actually mean” (125). And it almost
always attaches itself to the land, to our own country experienced as our
home. Patriotism should also be distinguished from nationalism, which in
modernity typically refers to ethnic and linguistic commonalities. Blitz again
points to Heidegger as the preeminent philosophic theorist of nationalism,
who “thinks of authentic politics primarily in terms of the people, the political analogue to the authentic individual” (126). At the same time, Heidegger
is an atypical nationalist, one who held “race and space” to be “significant not
as physical or biological causes but as factors made meaningful when they are
taken up into people’s pursuit of possibilities” (126–27).
This obviously differs from the Americans’ understanding of “We the
People” as a “self-chosen and gathered” assemblage ruling themselves by a
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self-designed supreme law of the land, itself under the authority of the laws of
Nature and of Nature’s God. As Americans, “we are embedded in a particular
country, but this embeddedness exists in a circle that opens up and out to
questions of truer justice and excellence” (127). In this, Americans replicate by
design the natural tendency of human beings to form families, which Aristotle identifies as the first form of association in which political relations occur.
“Our first loving aspiration is to elevate ourselves to another, or to be together
with them and then to be attached to what is joint, the child.…This first openness and loyalty, this first combining of man, woman, and child, is crucial as
the ground for other openness, however much the development of the I, the
separateness of the couple, or the direction of further excellence depends on
one’s overall way of life.” The contemporary plans and experiments to alter
the nature of human beings will “not [be] possible without goods being given
up, restricted, or distorted—love, loyalty, family, and freedom in various venues—that we also need for what is higher and more complete.” That is, once
the modern attempt to conquer nature extends in some systematic and effective way to individual human bodies, the material foundation of the family,
bound together initially in bodily desire, likely will destroy more than it gains.
“What will be restricted in our aspirations, freedom, and pride by the attempt
to completely master and reform the body?” (131).
As his last topic, Blitz addresses the nature of goods. What is good guides
actions because it is choiceworthy, worth being guided by; what is more, by
their nature, goods provide a measure for actions, requiring us to consider
what actions are likely to conduce to our securing them. In so acting, we
develop other goods, namely, the capacities needed to secure the goods we
lack. In acquiring those goods we move toward perfecting ourselves and the
conditions in which we live.
What about real goods acquired by bad means? Can there be a “perfect
crime,” a good way of doing evil? Not really. “The perfect crime does not
use our full powers, it harms others’ goods excessively, and it is unlikely to
achieve the full pleasure that is one of its goals, let alone satisfy still other
ends.” In contrast, “when Plato and Aristotle claim that the philosophical
life is best they mean that it uses all our human powers most completely, is
oriented directly to the unchanging whole without detracting from others,
and is pleasant.” And although “statesmanship is not directed to the whole
simply, as philosophers seek to understand it,” “a statesman’s life or a life of
ethical virtue is excellent or best” in that it is “a full if not altogether complete
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and pleasant use of our powers that also aids others’ excellence in a common
enterprise”—as Charles de Gaulle was wont to say, a grand design (135).
Why, then, is the good disputed? Blitz identifies seven ways in which we
interfere with our perception of it. First, ‘we moderns’ exhibit an egalitarian
distaste for ranking goods and the pleasures associated with their pursuit
and possession. Second, “the complexity of pleasure,” which may range from
philosophic inquiry to drug-induced euphoria, “makes choice, especially
common choice, difficult.” It has finally become easy to legalize and to commercialize once-illegal drugs and gambling, activities inducing stupidity and
indebtedness—that is to say, dependence instead of self-government—in a
citizenry rendered increasingly incapable of citizenship because lacking in
the virtues that make citizenship a possible way of life. “If there is no public
justification for excellent or exceptional powers fully used,” if egalitarian lassitude pervades the minds and hearts of citizens, “it can be difficult for these
[powers] to flourish” (138).
Third, freedom and individuality are as complex and potentially confusing as pleasure. “Because we are free, we are free to ignore, reject, and make
mistakes”—to misuse our reason by, among other things, failing to engage it
in the task of “forming desire, spiritedness, and our passions.” “Attempts to
live a life that ignores reason—drugs, alcohol, sloth—ignore our powers and
fall short of satisfying them.” This makes it difficult for individuals freely “to
acknowledge what is better, to and for themselves,” especially since what is
good for me is never the good simply but must be adjusted to my own capacities and interests, as well as to the resources available to me, which may be
scarce—a fourth source of confusion, raising as it does difficult questions of
distributive justice (139).
Fifth, reason entails speech, and speech can be deceptive. Speech “often
allows fraud to triumph.” “The history of religious obsession and political
terror makes this clear” (140). Opinion and sentiment are manipulable by
clever persons who hold out hope, inspire fear, or demand obedience to
themselves by invoking long-standing customs. Sixth, and in opposition to
long-standing custom, is doubt and rebellion, which may be raised by speech
but also by the “incompatibility [which] exists among several activities that
use our abilities and are pleasurable,” contradicting our existing way of life
(141). As religiously minded persons have long understood, certain kinds of
music lead to certain kinds of dancing.
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Finally, and notoriously, notions of goodness vary from regime to regime.
“In each case, our human choice begins within a form of justice, a presentation of what can be good, and our correlated characteristics” (143). Regimes
set that framework of choice. And even within those limits, one still needs to
address the problem of the imprecision of measuring and judging what good
is, and what is good. “The most basic criterion is the fullest use of our powers,
primarily speech or reason, but also the reasoned experience of passions and
ordinary goods”; understanding the good and what is good is a “noetic and
discursive” exercise performed within “a just whole,” not a matter of mere
calculation at the service of passions (145). However, the natural standard
discoverable by our reason and speech “is both advanced and complicated by
one’s pride in self-direction, by spirited self-defense and protecting some level
of individual inviolability and fair treatment.” As a college professor, Blitz
holds out education as “the central element that makes proper choice more
likely,” although it is likely that he does not assume that the college classroom
is necessarily the best or the only place for such education (146).
Such a liberal education requires leisure. We Americans “have a good
degree of that,” Blitz remarks, drily. What we lack today, thanks to the
egalitarianism fostered by civil-social democracy, is a sense of excellence,
except when it comes to activities which give us immediate pleasure, such as
watching athletes or listening to musicians. At the same time, Blitz cannot
recommend “communities that are or claim to be aristocratic (or religiously
aristocratic),” as these are either fraudulent or present other dangers, including habits of subservience (146). He offers a threefold approach to the issue:
“first, individually, the fullest or most virtuous use of our powers and the
education that allows and develops this; second, basing this use and education on the natural meaning of trust, love, family, friendship, and limits in
resources; and, third, doing this in a community grounded on equal individual choice and pride, on trust whose expectations rest on these virtues
and meaning and on understanding our powers and their truly excellent
use” (147). In effect, he would embed the ‘ancient’ or ‘classical’ virtues in civil
society, especially through educational institutions, broadly conceived. The
existence of a civil society in the modern state, one that is most vigorous in
modern states with liberal democratic regimes that protect civil society from
overbearing governmental supervision, might serve as a means of resistance
to the more dangerous features of modernity, including the radical conquest
of human nature proposed by ‘transhumanists.’
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Leo Strauss, the greatest political philosopher of the twentieth century (and
beyond), described what he termed the “theologico-political problem” as the
central concern of his many studies in classical, medieval (Jewish and Muslim), and modern thought. While reared in an Orthodox Jewish household
(albeit not one, by his account, possessed of much Jewish learning), Strauss
never professed in his writings to be a religious believer. Yet he remained a
loyal Jew, from the ardent Zionism of his early adulthood in Weimar Germany, through the concern expressed in some of his later essays and talks
with the problematic status of Judaism in the late modern world. And his
greatest intellectual contribution, from the perspective of orthodoxy, was
his refutation of Spinoza’s claim to have disproved the premises of biblical
revelation, demonstrating that the Spinozistic (and more generally, Enlightenment) critique of such fundamental tenets of Jewish (and by implication,
Christian and Muslim) faith as the belief in divine creation and the existence
of miracles consisted rather in mockery than in rational argument.1
From the standpoint of Jewish Orthodoxy, Strauss’s critique of the
Enlightenment project would seem to constitute a great gain, restoring the
intellectual respectability of biblical faith. Even more supportive of orthodoxy would appear to have been his challenge to the attempted halfway house
See Leo Strauss, Philosophy and Law: Contributions to the Understanding of Maimonides and His
Predecessors, trans. Eve Adler (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1995), 29–30. See also
“Preface” to Spinoza’s Critique of Religion, trans. E. M. Sinclair (New York: Schocken Books, 1965),
28–29.
1
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of liberal Jewish thought since the end of the eighteenth century, resting in
part on the so-called “higher” criticism of the Bible that derived from Spinoza. And Jeffrey Bloom, in his introduction to the present volume, describes
Strauss’s Spinoza’s Critique of Religion (first published in English translation, with a new autobiographical preface, in 1965, though the original had
appeared in German in 1930) as having provided a “defense of Orthodox
Judaism” so “compelling” that it led him, upon graduating from college, to go
to Israel to study in a Yeshiva (v).
Nonetheless, Bloom reports, although Strauss’s preface “‘broke the spell’
of secularism,” causing him “to take the claims of Orthodox Judaism seriously,” he “wondered” whether Strauss had provided “an Orthodox defense”
(v, emphasis in original). And the eighteen contributors to the present volume, all of them learned Orthodox Jews, including numerous rabbis and
some accomplished scholars in secular fields, are particularly concerned
with Strauss’s assertion in the Spinoza book’s preface that if Judaism “claims
to know that the Bible is divinely revealed,” along with claiming to know
the other tenets of Jewish belief (miracles, etc.), then Spinoza would indeed
“have refuted” Orthodoxy. “The case is entirely different,” Strauss added, “if
orthodoxy limits itself to asserting that it believes” the doctrines of revelation,
since all its assertions then “rest on the irrefutable premise that the omnipotent God whose will is unfathomable…may exist,” which in turn entails the
possibility of “all Biblical miracles and revelations” (vii, emphases added).
Whereas “the genuine refutation of orthodoxy” such as Spinoza professed to
achieve would require proving “that the world and human life are perfectly
intelligible without the assumption of a mysterious God,” Spinoza fails to
provide such a demonstration, leaving the “cognitive status” of his system
“fundamentally hypothetical,” a status “not different from that of the orthodox account.”
Granting the possibility of revelation entails “that the philosophic
account” of the world “and the philosophic way of life are not necessarily,
not evidently the true account and the right way of life.” In consequence,
Strauss contends, since the quest for evident and necessary knowledge rests
on a decision, “the antagonism between Spinoza and Judaism, between unbelief and belief, is ultimately not theoretical but moral.” It reflects Spinoza’s
ambition, in common with other Enlightenment thinkers like Machiavelli,
Bacon, Hobbes, and Descartes, to make man rather than God the “master”
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of his life and of the world (vii–viii, emphasis added).2 That aspiration has
become problematic in a world shaped by technology and ostensibly valuefree science.3
Nearly all the contributors to this volume challenge Strauss’s reduction
(from their perspective) of the epistemic status of religious faith, from knowledge to belief. Treating Strauss as if his primary intent with respect to Judaism
should have been to provide a “defense of Orthodox Judaism,” rather than
simply to clarify the status of philosophy in relation to faith, they adopt various strategies to improve on his enterprise. Rabbi Jack Abramowitz, for one,
complains that Strauss’s reduction of Orthodoxy to the status of belief makes
it too wishy-washy to inspire emotional attachment, as if the believer were to
say that “In the beginning God may or may not have created the Heavens and
the Earth; we think that He did” (2). While “many, or most Jews” may rest
contented with mere belief, Strauss’s account according to Abramowitz does
not describe “Judaism,” which entails pursuing “real knowledge through
understanding” (7). Abramowitz does not elaborate how Judaism engages in
that pursuit in a way that differentiates it from philosophy.
Rabbi Shalom Carmy, citing Strauss’s 1948 lecture “Reason and Revelation,” notes Strauss’s observation “that ‘philosophy must try to prove
that revelation is impossible’” in order to demonstrate its own status as the
proper way to truth, but that it can never succeed in that proof, since “it arbitrarily excludes those aspects of the whole which can’t be understood clearly,
distinctly.” In that context Strauss “rejects the argument that claims to revelation are so improbable that they can be dismissed” as one “‘becoming only
for business-men,’” but a “‘disgrace’” for philosophers (9–11, emphasis in
original). But Carmy misrepresents Strauss’s argument as a disparagement
of businessmen, responding that all human beings (including businessmen)
“should want to live their lives in the light of truth, however truth is arrived
at,” when all Strauss did was dismiss the claim that the (alleged) improbability of revelation provided sufficient ground for rejecting it.
It is actually Carmy, not Strauss, who maintains that the claim of revelation’s (rational) improbability would suffice to reject it. Disappointingly,
Carmy (who teaches philosophy at Yeshiva University) dogmatically dismisses
Strauss’s endeavor to recover the wisdom of classical thought as a corrective
All of the Strauss quotations in the preceding two paragraphs are found on pp. 28–29 of Spinoza’s
Critique of Religion.
2

See, on this theme, Timothy Burns, Leo Strauss on Democracy, Technology, and Liberal Education
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 2021).
3
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to the problems inherent in modern philosophy as simply “impossible,” a
fact that explains “Strauss’s marginality on the contemporary philosophical
scene” (10–11). (While Carmy’s bio does not list any of his own contributions
to that scene, it is safe to say that it is not a milieu towards which Strauss’s
work was directed.)
Carmy proceeds to berate Strauss for failing to provide “an argument for
the truth” of revelation, as opposed to a mere “hypothesis.” He then takes
Strauss to task for arguing that Judaism, like Islam but unlike Christianity, is a jurisprudential religion rather than a theological one (although he
“may be right” in his emphasis), and criticizes Strauss’s “exaggeration of
the esoteric strategies of Maimonides and other Jewish thinkers” (of which
exaggeration Carny offers no illustration); as well as for the “incredible,” to
Carmy, authority that he grants to philosophy (again, without explanation
of this judgment) (11–13).
Along the way, Carmy cites “classical” (not necessarily Jewish) “proofs”
of the existence of God as “worthy of consideration,” especially since “many
intelligent religious Jews” find them “self-evident” (13).4 He does not pause
to assess, let alone try to demonstrate, their truth, though he cites the objection that they limit God’s “personal sovereignty” (by limiting His powers to
what can be “extracted from rational premises”).5 In sum, Carmy does not
seem to care what arguments one uses, so long as they persuade someone to
adhere to Orthodoxy. (See, likewise, Rabbi Samuel Lebens’s suggestion that
even though “Pascal’s Wager” can hardly be said to demonstrate that one
should choose Judaism over any other religion, it might legitimately be used
in speaking “to certain audiences at certain times,” such as the “Jewish Undecideds” [207]. Lebens, unlike Carmy, is open about his rhetorical goal, though
he finds no need to disparage Strauss in order to pursue it.)
Of a different order entirely is Mark Gottlieb’s essay “Leo Strauss and the
Lure of Orthodoxy, or, How to ‘Awaken a Prejudice.’” Acknowledging “both
Strauss’s reverence for Jewish tradition and his self-aware distance from that
tradition,” Gottlieb laments that his respect for Judaism “was not always
reciprocated” by Jewish traditionalists (98n). Gottlieb focuses his lengthy
It is hard to understand what it would mean to understand a proof of God’s existence as selfevidently true, since a self-evident proposition is one that by definition does not require proof.
4

Note that the objection that Carny mentions is essentially the same ground on which Strauss
denies the possibility of offering a rational demonstration of the truth of biblical revelation, namely
the fact that the Bible presupposes the existence of a deity “whose will is unfathomable” and hence
unlimitable.
5
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essay on Strauss’s 1935 study of Maimonides, Philosophy and Law (the second
book he published), in which Strauss professed the aim of “‘awaken[ing] a
prejudice’” in favor of the superiority of the Rambam’s philosophy to contemporary Jewish thought, in opposition to “the powerful opposing prejudice’”
that that claim then faced (104–5). (Strauss evidently had in mind, among
others, assumptions inspired by the great neo-Kantian Hermann Cohen
[49n]). Gottlieb appreciates that this undertaking, far from being merely antiquarian, was meant to demonstrate “that European reservations vis-à-vis the
Jewish tradition” were no longer persuasive, opening the possibility that “an
unqualified return to Jewish Orthodoxy was…both possible and necessary”
(104). Of particular interest is Gottlieb’s stress on how Strauss emphasizes
“the role of law” in Judaism “as a moralizing institution, far more significant
in the civilizing work of religion than philosophical theology” could provide
(99). Unlike Carmy, Gottlieb does not object to this emphasis.
Strauss’s dissatisfaction with the Enlightenment critique of revelation
exemplified by Spinoza led him, as Gottlieb observes, to Maimonides’s
thought as a truer model of enlightenment, one which, through its emphasis
on law (rather than the modern fixation on “autonomy and authenticity”)
could ultimately “reconcile classical and biblical worldviews” (121). (It is
noteworthy that some other contributors to this volume are so focused on
the issue of “proving” the existence of God that they call on Christian theologians like Pascal and Saint Anselm for assistance—thus downplaying the
crucial difference already mentioned in the role of belief as distinguished
from law in these two biblical faiths.)
Gottlieb concludes his valuable study by speculating on how Strauss
might judge three “contemporary trends” in Judaism: altered views regarding
the relation between religion and the state; attempted changes in the halachic
process; and “the historicization and allegorization of texts and commandments that go against the grain of contemporary culture and morality in the
spirit of progressivism” (122). With respect to the first point, Gottlieb sensibly
judges that Strauss, in contrast with the “Israeli polymath and gadfly, Yeshahahu Leibowitz,” would have opposed the strict “separation of religion from
the existing secular state,” appreciating that “both the biblical and classical
political traditions” held that religion and politics shared “a minimally functional, and maximally soul-shaping, purpose” (123): even a liberal regime
requires the sort of moral foundation that religion promotes (as George
Washington, we recall, observed in his Farewell Address), while religion
could hardly flourish in a polity characterized by widespread amorality.
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Concerning the halachic process, Gottlieb observes, Strauss “acknowledges that modern Jewry has learned much from European thought over the
past 150 years” but would have opposed the Reform effort “to renew Judaism by making it up-to-date,” thereby rendering it “hollow and sentimental.”
Hence Strauss would have preferred “a theological-legal hermeneutic that
favors authoritative individuals or bodies of received opinion” in the interpretation of the Law, rather than leaving adjudication to “semi-learned
laypeople” (127). (However, Gottlieb misreads Strauss as favoring “aristocratic politics” as a matter of practice, when he argued in fact, as Mill had
done, for the promotion of an aristocratic element in modern democracy
through liberal, “Great Books” education.)6 Finally, Gottlieb rightly argues
that Strauss would have opposed the “historicization” of halachah, just as he
opposed the historicization of philosophy: Gottlieb alludes here to the recent
endeavor by some observant Jews to dismiss halachic passages like the prohibition on homosexual relations by reading them as relics of bygone ages,
or to turn them into choks, commands without rational ground. Gottlieb
notes the kinship between Strauss’s “critique of religious liberalism” in favor
of searching for the reasons for biblical commandments and the method of
“reconstruction” espoused by the founder of Modern Orthodoxy in America,
Rabbi Joseph Soloveitchik (131).
The most troubling aspect of this volume, on the other hand, is the
adoption of a historicist stand towards philosophy by several contributors,
in what appears to be a desperate but misguided attempt to undermine its
claim to embody objective knowledge, hence supposedly clearing the field for
the epistemic supremacy or at least parity of religious belief. Simi Peters, for
one, appeals to the postmodern depiction of the human mind as necessarily
“subjective”—in contrast to what she thinks was the “Greek philosophical”
assumption of the attainability of “objective proofs,” which she claims was
“culturally based”—to conclude that “since all systems of thought, including
religions, build on propositions (axioms) that cannot be proven, no single
belief system or set of values has a greater truth value than any other.” But
this supposed fact does not affect the ground for accepting Jewish faith in her
view, since “traditional Jewish thought makes no claim to objectivity,” but
See Strauss’s lecture “Liberal Education and Responsibility,” in Liberalism Ancient and Modern
(New York: Basic Books, 1968), including the observation that since the classical thinkers “had no
delusions regarding the probability of a genuine [as distinguished from merely conventional] aristocracy’s ever being actual,” “for all practical purposes they were satisfied with a regime in which the
gentlemen share power with the people,” a principle that Strauss then connects with the principles
underlying modern liberal republicanism (15). See also 17–18 for the connection to Mill.
6
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“starts with the assumption that we must make an a priori commitment to
a system of belief that defines the arena within which choices will be made.”
While Peters shares with Strauss an emphasis on the primacy of law in
Judaism, unlike Strauss (or Soloveitchik) she makes no effort to find a place
for objective reasoning within the Jewish faith (220–21). (Strauss, by contrast,
foresaw the suicidal effect of this move, noting at the conclusion to the 1965
Preface to Spinoza’s Critique of Religion [p. 30] that a “victory” for orthodoxy based on the historicist premise “was not an unmitigated blessing, for
it was victory, not of Jewish orthodoxy, but of any orthodoxy,” whereas “Jewish orthodoxy [had] based its claim to superiority to other religions…on its
superior rationality” [quoted by Gottlieb, 131, including Strauss’s citation of
Deuteronomy 4:6]).
By abandoning the attempt to employ reason in support of the truth of
Judaism (even though the faith cannot be proved to be true), Peters appears
to leave us in the dark as to why we should prefer it to any other faith, or to
nonbelief. (She evades the difficulty only through verbal manipulation, preferring to “substitute the term ‘evidence’” for truth, while then offering, as
others have done, the sheer fact of the survival of Judaism over the millennia
as the “strongest evidence” of the validity of Orthodoxy [221, 225].) However
plausible one may find that argument, it in no way entails, but is rather weakened by, the historicist premise.
At bottom, the belief of several contributors that the acceptance of
Judaism somehow requires not only avowing the strength of their faith, but
undermining the very possibility of the philosophic life, appears to rest on
a misunderstanding of what that life entails. Repeatedly, perhaps under the
influence of Spinoza, they identify philosophy—literally, the love or pursuit
of knowledge of the whole—with the claim to possess such knowledge. Most
notably, Rabbi Eliezer Zobin, in his essay subtitled “One Needs Belief in
Order to Reason, Not Reason to Believe,” justifies that subtitle by referring
to the fact that every form of knowledge ultimately depends on assumptions
that cannot themselves be proved. For instance (employing the well-known
argument of David Hume, though Zobin does not mention him), Zobin
observes that the principle of causality, the foundation of all science (that is,
the assumption that like causes will always have like effects) cannot itself be
demonstrated: How can the scientist know for sure that when he repeats an
experiment for 151st time, the laws of nature will compel it to produce the
same result? Similarly, Zobin observes, the laws of morality, even at the most
basic level (one should not torture a small child), axiomatic though they may
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appear, cannot be proved by reason (301, 305–6). But does it follow, therefore,
as Zobin concludes, that “science and religion” rest equally on faith (311)?
(Isn’t there an obvious difference between the universally perceived need to
assume, say, that the world exists, and the need felt by many but not necessarily all to believe in a divine lawgiver—let alone the specifically Jewish God?)7
It needs to be borne in mind, at this point, that Hume is one of numerous philosophers who indicated (sometimes openly, sometimes covertly) the
essentially zetetic, rather than dogmatic, nature of their enterprise. (Zetetic,
as distinguished from dogmatic, skepticism, while recognizing the questionableness of all fundamental human opinions, sees that awareness as an
incentive to continue seeking wisdom, rather than simply renouncing the
quest, as do present-day relativists or postmodernists.)8 In Plato’s Apology of
Socrates, Socrates, having been sentenced to death, tells his judges that if death
is followed by an entry to Hades, he would devote the rest of his years (that
is, eternity) to questioning others in pursuit of wisdom. Similarly, in Plato’s
Republic, Socrates never claims that philosophy can attain the sort of presuppositionless knowledge that he assigns to the highest level of the divided line;
nor does his subsequent image of the philosopher who has emerged from the
cave, once he has adjusted his eyes to the daylight, demonstrate that the philosopher can literally do the epistemological equivalent of “seeing” the sun
(which would immediately blind him). Likewise, when Aristotle describes
scientific knowledge (epistēmē) in his Nicomachean Ethics (VI.3) as something pertaining to things that do not admit of being otherwise, he describes
that very belief as an assumption or supposition (hupolēpsis).
Montaigne, in his Essays, portrays the ancient philosophers as a whole as
zetetic skeptics, whether openly so, or with an outward mask of dogmatism,
concealing their doubts of popular moral and religious beliefs “so as not to
Additionally, it may be that in Strauss’s view, the interrogation of the beliefs of the pious, if continued to the fullest extent (as modeled in the dialogues of Plato and Xenophon), demonstrates that
those beliefs point beyond themselves, to assumptions about the universe that lend themselves to
philosophic assessment, even if not to refutation. (Are not all human beings necessarily committed to
the employment of reason in their daily lives? And once that fact is appreciated, who knows how far
it may lead us?) While philosophy is incapable of refuting revelation, this does not entail that it may
not question and correct the views of morality or justice that religious believers (like Cephalus and
Polemarchus in Plato’s Republic) claim to derive from their faith, by causing the believers to think
through their own premises more fully.
7

See, on the original meaning of skepticism, Strauss, “Reason and Revelation,” in Leo Strauss and
the Theologico-Political Problem, by Heinrich Meier (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006),
147–48. See also “Liberal Education and Responsibility,” 14, regarding “the fact that philosophy is
more evidently quest for wisdom than possession of wisdom.”
8
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frighten the children,” that is, the nonphilosophic multitude.9 (As I point
out in The Political Philosophy of Montaigne, Montaigne himself, though a
precursor of the modern Enlightenment, gives every indication that he too
practices such a rhetoric for self-protective reasons, outwardly professing
an extreme political conservatism and deference to established theological
authorities, even as his overall argument serves to undermine them.)
In sum, though it is quite likely, as Zobin remarks, that in view of the
misery and suffering (albeit normally mixed, one must add, with joy) with
which life is filled, people need religious faith to give meaning and purpose
to their lives (306), this need not be true of all individuals. In particular, for
those who share Socrates’s belief that the greatest of human goods lies in the
pursuit of knowledge, the philosophic life may be more satisfying or complete than that of piety. It is ultimately the erotic character of the quest for
wisdom (not a Spinozistic/Hobbesean/Nietzschean will to power) that seems
to have led Strauss, as it had Socrates and his successors, to choose it. Yet as
Strauss’s life, like that of Maimonides, demonstrates, this quest to see beyond
the moral and legal boundaries or horizon of one’s fellow citizens is not
incompatible with a genuine piety, in the sense of loyalty to, and the endeavor
to fortify and improve, the community within which the philosopher lives.10
The wisest of political philosophers, from Plato and Aristotle, through
Maimonides, Tocqueville, and Strauss, shared Zobin’s understanding that
for most people, a (enlightened, sober) piety is essential to a purposive and
meaningful individual life, as it certainly is (over the long run) to the maintenance of a decent civil and moral order. Hence those thinkers, whatever
their private beliefs, were respectful of established religion, even as they
attempted to guide it in a reasonable direction (consider Maimonides’s “Letter on Astrology”).
Strauss himself harbored grave doubts about the viability of the modern,
secularist project that Spinoza helped to launch.11 And as the more thoughtMontaigne, Essais, in Œuvres complètes, ed. Albert Thibaudet and Maurice Rat (Paris: Gallimard,
1962), II.12, 487–93, 527; The Complete Essays of Montaigne, trans. Donald Frame (Stanford, CA:
Stanford University Press, 1958), II.12, 375–80, 408. See my The Political Philosophy of Montaigne, 2nd
printing (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2019), esp. chap. 1.
9

See Strauss, “Restatement on Xenophon’s Hiero,” in On Tyranny, rev. ed., ed. Victor Gourevitch and
Michael Roth (New York: Macmillan, 1991), 199–200, on the philosopher’s secondary attachment “to
his family and his city,” and his resultant endeavor “to help his fellow man by mitigating, as far as in
him lies, the evils which are inseparable from the human condition.”
10

See, for instance, Strauss’s lecture “German Nihilism,” Interpretation 26, no. 3 (Spring 1999):
354–78, and Burns, Leo Strauss, chap. 3.
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ful of the contributors to this volume recognize, the fact that he was not an
observant Jew does not mean that Judaism cannot benefit from his wisdom.
To assail Strauss for his failure to espouse Orthodoxy, rather than appreciate
what Jews (of whatever orientation) along with non-Jews can learn from him,
especially in view of the contemporary crisis wrought by both mindless secularism and postmodern relativism, seems shortsighted, to put things mildly.
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Bradley C. S. Watson, Progressivism: The Strange History of a Radical Idea.
Foreword by Charles W. Kesler. Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame
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Bradley Watson’s Progressivism is a study in the historiography of American
progressivism since the 1940s. Following an initial sketch of the intellectual
origins of the Progressive movement, Watson focuses on how Progressivism
(otherwise known as progressive liberalism, as distinguished from the original, natural-rights-based liberalism of Locke, Montesquieu, the American
Founders, and Lincoln) has been portrayed by academic historians—nearly
all of them, starting in the postwar era, professed or implicit partisans of the
movement.
The crucial division, Watson stresses, between the original liberals and
their Progressive successors concerns the issue of whether there are limits to
the scope and purpose of government, rooted in its existing to secure such
individual, “negative” rights as are summarized in the Declaration of Independence, or whether government’s purview must constantly be expanded, in
the light of advancing social-scientific knowledge of human needs and how to
satisfy them. Underlying that division is the question whether there is a fixed
human nature, from which the principles of just government are derived, or
whether the concept of human nature, and hence of an objective criterion
of justice, is an artifact of the past, which the latest social science requires
us to jettison so as to improve the human condition. (Watson illustrates the
difference by his epigraph, pairing Calvin Coolidge’s 1926 address on the Declaration’s sesquicentennial, observing its “finality” such that those who would
deny its principles are reactionaries rather than progressives, with Progressive
historian Richard Hofstadter’s 1955 account of how, having been “reared” on
© 2022 Interpretation, Inc.
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the tradition of “Progressive reform,” like most American “intellectuals,” he
found it temporarily expedient to “employ the rhetoric of conservatism” only
to preserve “the social achievements of the past twenty years.”)
Reflecting Hofstadter’s strategy, the most striking aspect of Progressive
historiography as Watson portrays it is how rarely its practitioners, in eulogizing Progressivism, acknowledged any conflict between that movement
and constitutional limitations on government (an indifference reflected in
Nancy Pelosi’s response to a question about the constitutionality of Obamacare: “Are you serious?”). Instead, Progressive historians, beginning with
Hofstadter, blurred the difference between Progressivism and constitutional
liberalism, as if the former were a natural outgrowth of the latter. Rather than
address the Constitutional issue head-on, historians of the Progressive movement debated secondary or trivial questions, such as how far there had been
a “consensus” among the Progressives rather than serious fissures among
them, or even whether there had been an identifiable, coherent Progressive
movement at all.
Hence, whereas the original progressive historians such as Charles and
Mary Beard were open advocates, celebrating progressivism as a democratic
“victory over big business” (3), later ones, no less committed to progressive
goals, effectively denied the novelty of the progressive movement, representing it as a continuation of what Hofstadter labeled “the American political
tradition.” In the process, they portrayed progressivism as “a populist rather
than philosophic movement,” focusing on its “rejection of formalism in the
service of social utility” or pragmatism, without addressing its transformative
“moral-political and regime-level dimensions” (5). A central consequence, in
Watson’s recounting, was the disappearance of “the idea of a fixed Constitution” as an object of study, and with it “the realm of the private,” which
natural-rights liberalism had aimed to protect (6).
Watson attributes the origin of Progressivism in the late nineteenth century to the merger of Social Darwinism—the belief that political institutions
must evolve just as biological species do—with pragmatism, or what one progressive historian termed the “revolt against formalism” (including the forms
of the Constitution). As the American people proved too attached to “outmoded understandings of politics,” Watson observes, Progressives turned
increasingly to the judiciary to advance their reforms (15). The progressive
approach was summarized in John Dewey’s 1909 essay “The Influence of Darwinism on Philosophy.” But it was soon “woven into the fabric of American
self-understanding” by early progressive historians like Frederick Jackson
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Turner (author of the “frontier thesis”), Charles Beard, and V. I. Parrington,
whose Main Currents in American Thought was recognized in the second half
of the twentieth century as the “magnum opus of progressive history.” Crucial to Parrington’s endeavor to “demythologize” the past was his debunking
of the Constitution as an undemocratic document reflecting economic forces
aimed at restraining the advance of the “common man” (27–28).
In his second chapter Watson addresses another element in progressivism’s rise: “a reconstituted worldly Christianity” that sought “expansion of the
state in the name of moral and theological progress.” Unlike “prior American
religious awakenings,” he observes, Christian progressivism focused “almost
exclusively on matters of social and economic justice” rather than individual
moral reformation. Progressive historians like Hofstadter understated the
“essentially social and political” rather than theological roots of Christian
progressivism, which (as explained by the economist and exponent of the
“social gospel” Richard Ely) embodied the supposed truth “confirmed by
social science” that developing “individuality” required harmonizing human
beings “with the laws of social solidarity.” Ely portrayed socialism as Christian “brotherhood” for modern times, and given the recalcitrance of the
American people towards the voluntary adoption of socialism, urged judges
to use their coercive authority to eliminate “the messiness and corruption of
American republican institutions,” for instance by “manipulat[ing]” “property distribution for the good of all” and guiding “our individuality towards
others,” in contradistinction to James Madison’s observation of the inevitability of factional division in a modern republic (33–43).
The social gospel doctrine was popularized in the early 1900s by Walter
Rauschenbusch, a Baptist minister, “armchair political theorist,” and adviser
to Theodore Roosevelt. Rauschenbusch taught that the true “kingdom of
God” is an earthly one, a moral subject on which the church must preach
before it becomes a political, hence partisan, one, since it “should be a source
of incontrovertible union.” Thus it can “speed the pace of evolution” toward
human “perfectibility.” In Rauschenbusch’s account, “no Christian can be
a conservative.” As Watson observes, Rauschenbusch’s critique of the conservatism of mainstream Protestantism echoed Roosevelt’s criticism of the
modern polity as threatened by “effeminacy.” In a later book Rauschenbusch,
whose doctrine was soon taken up by the precursor to the National Council
of Churches, attributed “all the evils of civilization…to private property.”
Rauschenbusch’s new theology was elaborated by his Catholic friend Fr.
John Ryan, a vehement supporter of the New Deal who demanded (in a book
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introduced by Ely) a guaranteed “living wage.” Attributing that policy to the
theological doctrine of natural law, Ryan even encouraged clergy to impose
religious sanctions against employers who rejected it. He attributed opposition to his doctrine to the influence of “anti-social natural rights theory,”
of the sort embodied in the Declaration, despite claiming that the various
economic and social rights he espoused were “implici[t]” in that document.
Hence Ryan paid “little to no regard…to questions of legal or constitutional
constraint” on government, even denying that “the people are…the source of
political authority,” and rejecting the inherent right of freedom of conscience
(46–68). And yet, Watson observes, these various deviations of Progressivism
from America’s founding principles were disregarded in most histories of the
movement “until well into the twenty-first century.”
Watson’s third chapter, “Gray on Gray” (Hegel’s phrase denoting philosophy’s description of the spirit of an age once the age has achieved maturity), is
devoted to analyzing “the strange history of progressive history in the 1940s
and 1950s.” Here we reach the core of Watson’s argument. As he observes, in
contrast to the original Progressive Era historians, who had painted America’s
history as one of corruption and hence in need of radical transformation, their
mid-twentieth-century successors tried “to defang Progressive ideas” to make
them “appear more compatible with the American experience and constitutional order” than they really were. American historians still maintained such
assumptions as “the utility of statism, the chimerical status of natural rights”
in light of “Darwinian and pragmatic criticisms,” and the American Constitution’s “anachronistic nature” in light of such developments. But starting in
the 1940s progressive historians simply downplayed the “constitutional perspective,” regarding it as “quaintly irrelevant,” while also “clos[ing] ranks in
the era of World War II and the Cold War around amorphous commitments
to ‘constitutionalism,’” feeling the need (as noted by critic Herman Belz) for
some sort of normative (not merely pragmatic) alternative to European totalitarianism, as well as guidance amid the turmoil of the civil rights era. The
ostensible “vital center” at which they arrived (the title of a book by prominent
liberal historian-activist Arthur Schlesinger Jr.) “turned out to be…not much
of a center, as neoconstitutionalists…often embraced a very living constitution,” adaptable to “state expansionism and innovative civil rights theory.”
Aiming to “circle the wagons,” however, progressive historians now claimed
the mantle of the American Founders themselves for the supposedly “postpartisan” observation that democracy was now “imperiled by the growth of giant
industry” and so required the suppression of individualism and competition
in order to “restore Jeffersonian conditions of equal opportunity” (as Herbert
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Croly had maintained in his earlier Progressive manifesto The Promise of
American Life, the thesis of which had been reiterated in Franklin Roosevelt’s
1932 Commonwealth Club campaign address) (73–78).
Scholarship on the Progressive Era “c[a]me into its own,” Watson notes,
in the 1940s, at a time when objectivity was not American historians’
“strong suit,” a situation that encouraged them to downplay the innovative
character of progressivism. Epitomizing this trend, starting with his 1944
book Social Darwinism in American Thought, Hofstadter represented Darwinism as a “profoundly conservative” force that had been used to justify
“the laissez-faire status quo”—that is, until pragmatists led by Lester Frank
Ward turned the doctrine of evolution to “constructive uses.” But Hofstadter
never acknowledged how Darwinians of both Right and Left undermined
the principles of the Constitution, along with the separation of religion from
expanding state concerns. In his subsequent, widely read collection of essays
The American Political Tradition, Hofstadter “emphasized a consensus view”
of American history, “albeit a consensus too far to the right for the author’s
tastes.” Whereas the self-described progressive presidents Woodrow Wilson
and Teddy Roosevelt were really “conservative” liberals, who had failed to
question “conventional laissez-faire arguments,” it was Franklin Roosevelt
who embraced “novelty on a scale with the founders, albeit one that did not
cling as much to the sanctity of private property.” But after FDR’s death,
according to Hofstadter, liberalism became “rudderless and demoralized,”
making it necessary to “salvage” the New Deal by the late 1940s for the sake
of the future. Since “no one abreast of modern science” in Hofstadter’s view
could “believe in an unchanging human nature as the founding fathers did,”
the new task was “to transcend notions of conflict [among differing interests]
and property rights that the Constitution took to be eternal” (80–82).
As Watson points out, Hofstadter’s writing exhibited a “reluctance to deal
with constitutional matters on their own terms,” as distinguished from the
Constitution’s supposed economic “context” as portrayed by Charles Beard.
Hofstadter lamented that Beard himself, amid the dangers of foreign despotism that manifested themselves in the 1940s, redirected his scholarship, now
viewing the Constitution not “as an undemocratic imposition of aristocrats”
but “as a prophylactic against despotism.” (The new introduction that pragmatic historian Carl Becker added to the reissue of his book The Declaration
of Independence amid the specter of Nazism during the Second World War,
attributing objective validity to the Declaration’s principles, in contrast to
the book’s argument, I note, exhibited a similar change of heart.) But in his
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1955 “comprehensive account and gentle critique of populism and progressivism,” The Age of Reform, Hofstadter depicted the progressive thought of
the 1890s to 1940 as merely a “highbrow reaction to political conservatism,”
a “safe house” that protected scholars from any “serious assault on their commodious living.” As Watson observes, while Hofstadter approvingly cites the
critic Lionel Trilling’s dismissal of conservatism as consisting merely in “irritable mental gestures” rather than ideas, he never addresses “the possibility
of a genuine constitutional conservatism” that stretched from the Founders
through Presidents Lincoln, Taft, and Coolidge (82–84).
Watson follows his account of Hofstadter’s portrayal of progressivism
with Arthur Schlesinger Jr.’s celebration of the achievements of the New
Deal and Henry Steele Commager’s midcentury treatment of progressivism
as animated by “moderation, common sense, and even inevitability,” which
overcame the “embarrass[ing]” distrust of government that Americans had
“inherited from the Revolutionary era” (90–91). In the remainder of the
chapter, Watson shows how numerous other midcentury historians worked,
with little opposition, to represent progressivism as having been “well within
the mainstream of American thought and practice,” culminating in a liberal
“consensus” (109, 115). It all did seem rather gray.
The effort of Hofstadter, Commager, and other “liberal” historians of
the postwar period to downplay the transformative or anticonstitutional
character of Progressivism succeeded too well, Watson implies in his chapter
“Progressive Historiography in a Countercultural Age,” in persuading their
New Left successors of the 1960s, led by William Appleman Williams and
Gabriel Kolko, to demand a more radical, Marxist-tinged reconstruction
of the American polity. One such historian dismissed progressive liberalism itself as an “ideology of American business groups” to maintain “social
control” (147). But by the 1970s and ’80s, rather than address the (forgotten) constitutional questions that an adequate assessment of the progressive
movement required, some mainstream historians were doubting that progressivism had ever existed (so thoroughly had they imbibed its premises).
It remained for a systematic challenge to the progressive reading of American history be set forth by a group of scholars originally trained in political
philosophy, many of them connected to the “Claremont school” of political
science, beginning in the last decades of the twentieth century, as Watson
explains in his fifth chapter, “Intellectual Consolidation and Counterattack.”
The Claremont school, consisting of scholars associated with Claremont
McKenna College, Claremont Graduate School, and the Claremont Institute,
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was deeply influenced by the work of the political philosopher Leo Strauss,
who “placed the problem of historicism at the front and center” of his inquiries (171). Thus Strauss provided the ground for a new look at the principles
of the American Founding, freed from the Progressive assumption that they
must be out of date.
But while discussing the work of a number of scholars influenced by
Strauss, originally including Martin Diamond, Paul Eidelberg, and Harry
Jaffa, Watson also discusses the contribution to the reconsideration of progressivism’s foundations made by the progressive historian Eldon Eisenach
(who emphasizes the revolutionary character of the movement that had been
overlooked by the liberal-consensus historians). Other challenges to the liberal-consensus view were made by such scholars unconnected to Strauss or
Claremont as historian Alonzo Hamby and political scientists Wilson Carey
McWilliams, Jerome Mileur, and Martha Derthick. One forgotten aspect of
the original progressive movement brought out by Eisenach was its motivation
by “secular religiosity” (as discussed in Watson’s second chapter). As political scientist Will Morrisey observes, Rauschenbach’s original progressive
theology now “comes to sight in American politics as ‘living constitutionalism’ aided by strong executive leadership,” at the expense of constitutional
limitations and the rule of law (183). Similarly, law professor David Bernstein
defends “the Supreme Court’s pre–New Deal jurisprudence” against Hofstadter’s claim that its support of individual economic freedom was “premised
on social Darwinism”—especially considering the fact that Oliver Wendell
Holmes, whose dissent in the Lochner case disparaged such freedom, “was
the only social Darwinist on the Court at the time” he attributed that doctrine to the Court majority (187–88). The victory of progressivism (to which
both Woodrow Wilson and Theodore Roosevelt subscribed, pace Schlesinger)
in the 1912 presidential election, which entailed according to Roosevelt that
“the people themselves must be the makers of their own Constitution,” ultimately grounded the adoption by today’s populist conservatives of a program
combining “a strong executive and mass democracy,” rather than a return
to the constitutional conservatism (combined with moderate legislative progressivism) championed by William Howard Taft in that same election (195).
Clearly, the issue of constitutionalism versus progressivism transcends the
liberal-conservative debate.
Watson’s concluding chapter, “The Shades of History,” addresses the
question of “how best to account for the weaponization of American history since the 1940s.” Somewhat surprisingly (in view of his own criticism
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of postwar historians’ lack of objectivity), he initially cites historian Peter
Novick’s blaming this weaponization as the product of their pursuit of the
“noble dream” of an unattainable objectivity. In consequence of that dream,
historians (in Novick’s words) “developed and maintained positions that
both expressed a progressive consensus and became impervious to change
or challenge from the outside,” effectively substituting “consensus” for truth.
(Surely in pursuing truth the scholar should strive to be objective in the sense
of impartial—though impartiality by no means entails neutrality.)
In response to Novick, however, Watson observes that his rejection of
“the idealism of purported scientific history” itself “embraces the historicism
that underlies it,” peremptorily rejecting without argument the Declaration’s
“self-evident truths.” More generally, Watson connects the insular “professionalization” of American historians and their disregard of regime questions
to wider developments in twentieth-century social science, which sought (in
imitation of the natural sciences) to avoid controversial ethical issues, even
as they retained (and sought to advance) their personal commitments to Progressive goals. It has been left to political scientists, especially those schooled
in the history of political philosophy (as distinguished from those trained
in the dogmas of historicism and scientism) to rescue the understanding
of American history from progressive historians. Watson’s provocative and
learned study constitutes a worthy contribution towards that goal.
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